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Energy is one of the key design considerations in embedded systems. Optimization techniques based on dynamic reconfiguration are widely employed for achieving various design objectives. Dynamic cache reconfiguration (DCR) is promising for improving both energy efficiency and performance of the memory hierarchy. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is capable of reducing processor energy dissipation. While these techniques have been studied for general-purpose systems, it is a major challenge to apply them to real-time embedded systems. Applications in such systems have timing constraints that need to be satisfied during execution otherwise it can lead to performance degradation or even catastrophic consequences. This dissertation presents novel reconfiguration techniques and scheduling algorithms for energy optimization in real-time embedded systems. My research has made five major contributions: i) it proposes scheduling-aware cache reconfiguration algorithms and design space exploration techniques for soft real-time systems; ii) it proposes energy-aware scheduling algorithms based on DVS; iii) it effectively integrates DVS and DCR together for system-wide energy minimization; iv) it verifies task schedulability in temperature- and energy-constrained real-time systems; and v) it presents cache hierarchy energy optimization based on dynamic reconfiguration in multicore systems. Extensive experimental results demonstrate significant improvement in overall energy efficiency, performance and thermal control without affecting timing constraints.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Design and optimization of real-time multitasking systems has received significant attention from both academia and industry in recent years. Figure 1-1 illustrates the typical structure and application domains of real-time systems. These systems require unique design considerations since timing constraints are imposed on the workloads (i.e., tasks). In general, tasks could be heterogeneous in terms of timing constraints (e.g., deadlines, arrival times) and characteristics (e.g., periodic/sporadic, preemptive/non-preemptive etc.). Tasks have to complete execution by their deadlines in order to ensure correct system behavior. In hard real-time systems, such as safety-critical applications like medical devices and aircrafts, violating task deadlines could lead to catastrophic consequences. Due to these stringent constraints, the real-time scheduler must perform task schedulability analysis based on task characteristics such as priorities, periods, and deadlines [69]. A task set is considered to be schedulable only if there exists a valid schedule that satisfies all the deadlines. As embedded systems become ubiquitous, real-time systems with soft timing constraints also become widespread in applications such as gaming, housekeeping and multimedia equipments. Minor deadline violations may only result in temporary service quality degradation, but will not lead to incorrect system behavior. For example, users of video-streaming on mobile devices can tolerate occasional jitters caused by frame droppings.

Existing low-power computing techniques tune the system at runtime (dynamically reconfigure) to meet optimization goals by changing tunable system parameters. It is a major challenge to determine when and how to dynamically reconfigure the system in order to achieve lower power consumption, higher performance, lower peak temperature and balance system behavior. My research mainly focuses on energy optimization in real-time embedded systems based on dynamic scheduling and reconfiguration techniques. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 discusses various optimization
Figure 1-1. Real-Time Systems.

Objectives in real-time embedded systems. Section 1.2 presents promising reconfiguration techniques, and studies potential improvement opportunities as well as major challenges in implementing them. Finally, Section 1.3 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation.

1.1 Optimizations in Real-Time Embedded Systems

Energy conservation is the primary optimization objective in almost every system design. It is important for desktop-based conventional computing since a significant amount of electricity is consumed by computers nowadays [1]. For embedded systems, which are generally driven by batteries with a limited energy budget, reduction in power and energy dissipation is even more critical. The benefits of such optimizations include battery life improvement, cost and area reduction due to less energy and cooling requirements as well as improved design of power supply, voltage regulators and interconnect dimensions.

Figure 1-2 shows system-wide energy consumption distribution for a typical System-on-Chip (SoC) [65]. It can be seen that processor, cache hierarchy, main memory and bus are the four main comparable contributors to the overall power consumption. The
processor is the primary contributor due to the most intensive switching activities in the circuit. Recent studies have shown that memory hierarchy, especially the cache subsystem, has become comparable to the processor with respect to energy consumptions [72] due to its increasing access frequency and on-chip areas. Therefore, they are the main targets for optimization in both uniprocessor systems and multicore architectures.

![Pie chart showing system-wide power consumption breakdown of a typical SoC.](image)

Figure 1-2. System-wide power consumption breakdown of a typical SoC.

In the past, leakage energy was negligible compared to its dynamic counterpart. However, in the last decade, we have observed a continuous CMOS device scaling in which higher transistor density and smaller device dimension have led to increasing leakage (static) power consumption. Therefore, energy optimization techniques should take both dynamic and static consumption into consideration, from various system components, to achieve overall energy reduction. This is also the primary focus of this dissertation.

Along with the performance improvement in state-of-art microprocessors, power densities are rising more rapidly due to the fact that feature size scales faster than voltages [105]. Since energy consumption is converted into heat dissipation, high heat flux increases the on-chip temperature. This trend is observed in both desktop and embedded processors [117] [138]. Thermal increase will lead to a series of adverse effects including reliability and performance degradation [131], frequent transient errors or even permanent damage, and higher leakage power dissipation [124]. Due to the severe detrimental impact,
we have to control the instantaneous temperature so that its peak value is minimized or does not go beyond a certain level. Thermal management schemes are widely studied for general-purpose systems. However, in the context of embedded systems, traditional packaging and cooling solutions are not applicable due to the limits on device size and cost. This dissertation also examines temperature management schemes.

1.2 Opportunities and Challenges

Tremendous optimization opportunities exist based on the design objectives. In this section, we briefly describe various reconfiguration techniques that we explore in this dissertation. Next, we discuss opportunities and challenges to employ them in real-time embedded system optimizations.

1.2.1 Dynamic Reconfiguration Techniques

Dynamic cache reconfiguration (DCR) offers the ability to tune the cache configuration parameters at runtime to reflect each application’s memory access behavior and meet its unique requirement. Different applications may have distinct preferences for cache configurations with respect to both performance and energy efficiency. Specifically, the working set of the application decides the favored cache capacity, while the spatial and temporal locality reflect the cache line size and associativity requirements, respectively. Research shows that specializing the cache configuration for the application can lead to significant reduction of memory subsystem energy consumption [31] [33] [122]. In multicore architectures, cache partitioning (CP) is another form of reconfiguration which helps to eliminate interferences and improve performance.

Many general as well as specific-purpose processors support dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS, or simply DVS) nowadays [74] [54] supporting multiple operating voltage levels. DVS takes advantage of the fact that linear reduction in the supply voltage can quadratically reduce the power consumption while the operating frequency is approximately lowered linearly [38]. Therefore, it will be beneficial to reduce the supply voltage whenever possible to achieve energy savings. Using dynamic power management
(DPM) [8], the overall energy consumption can be reduced by putting the system into a low-power sleep mode when there is no valid activity. Research has shown that it is always advantageous to exploit DVS prior to DPM in the processor [52] while DPM could be beneficial after DVS is applied or when DVS is not available.

Task scheduling, along with DCR/DVS, also plays an important role in optimizations of real-time multitasking systems. For uniprocessor systems, DCR/DVS has to be considered systematically together with static scheduling, dynamic rescheduling as well as runtime task management. For multicore systems, task mapping and sequencing schemes should be exploited together with dynamic reconfigurations.

1.2.2 Potential Optimization Opportunities

Although real-time systems are constrained by task deadlines, idle time still exists when there is no task executing in the system. We denote system idle time as time slack or, simply, slack. There are two categories of time slack. Static slack is intrinsic for a given set of tasks assuming every task takes its worst-case execution time (WCET) to complete. Dynamic slack is generated at runtime due to early-finished tasks. DVS and DPM can take advantage of time slacks to either slow down or switch off the processor to save energy without violating any timing constraint. DCR, however, is even more promising since energy-efficient cache configurations do not necessarily have inferior performance. In other words, for a specific application, one cache configuration could possibly be superior in both energy efficiency and performance. Therefore, both DVS and DCR would be employed for energy optimization by wisely utilizing time slacks.

Real-time systems, especially those with hard timing constraints, normally have highly deterministic characteristics [89], e.g., release time, deadline, input and execution behavior. This fact provides great opportunities for energy optimization, especially for cache reconfiguration. Off-line analysis is most suitable for time consuming works (e.g., determining appropriate schedulings and/or cache configurations) which may not be feasible to compute at runtime for real-time systems. We believe that utilizing static
analysis information during runtime with minimum amount of overhead is the most appropriate and beneficial strategy for real-time system optimization.

1.2.3 Challenges

There are major challenges in achieving design objectives mentioned in Section 1.1. The key issue is *when* and *how* to reconfigure the system. Different strategies should be adapted for different techniques, systems and task characteristics. The problem difficulty varies depending on optimization scenarios. In certain cases, tradeoff has to be made between design quality (e.g., energy savings) and runtime complexity as well as reconfiguration overhead.

Cache behavior is very difficult to predict in terms of performance and energy efficiency. Since precision (i.e., timing constraints) is crucial for real-time systems, estimation based on program trace or dynamic evaluation is not acceptable. Aperiodic and sporadic tasks may arrive at any time and potentially preempt the currently running task. In this case, there is no way to know the exact preemption positions during design time. Since application’s behavior and cache preference vary during execution, it is challenging to profile each task. It is also hard to utilize static profiling information at runtime along with task scheduling. Moreover, for multi-level cache hierarchy, the design space to be explored may become prohibitively large since the number of possible combinations of each individual cache configuration is huge.

Although DVS has been widely studied recently, we believe that there is enough potential for further energy conservation especially in preemptive real-time systems. By assigning multiple voltage levels to each task instance, we can no longer simply rely on the EDF schedulability condition to guide the DVS algorithm. Moreover, it is also important to minimize additional overhead. Since the original inter-task DVS problem is NP-hard, this aggressive strategy is even more difficult to solve, especially if close-to-optimal solutions are desired. It is also challenging to design algorithms to efficiently exploit
dynamic time slack during runtime given the fact that tasks may have distinct energy profile and thus shows different energy saving abilities.

While DCR and DVS can be successfully employed independently, effectively combining them simultaneously to achieve system-wide energy optimization remains an open question. It is even more challenging when leakage power becomes significant and all major system components are taken into account. In that case, the processor voltage level cannot be scaled down indefinitely to reduce dynamic energy even if the time slack is adequate since leakage power can dominate. As a result, DPM has to play a more important role in energy optimization by putting the system into sleep mode. In other words, collaboration of DVS, DCR, DPM and task rescheduling need to be explored in a systematic way.

While the task schedulability in terms of timing can be easily checked through well-established theorems, it remains a major challenge to verify the schedulability in a system which is constrained by both limited energy and tolerable operating temperature. An effective modeling method needs to be devised for this specific problem. The model needs to be compatible with formal techniques such as model checking. Moreover, the approach needs to address state space explosion problem for larger problem instances.

Multicore architecture imposes new challenges over uniprocessor systems and creates new optimization opportunities. Different optimization strategies should be applied to the private caches in each core and the shared cache of all cores. For example, private caches can benefit from DCR whereas the shared cache can take advantage of cache partitioning. It is challenging to efficiently integrate cache reconfiguration and partitioning techniques simultaneously for energy optimization. Moreover, given the real-time workloads, how to efficiently map tasks to each core also remains to be explored.

1.3 Research Contributions

My research proposes novel techniques to address design challenges mentioned in Section 1.2. The objective of my research is to develop efficient tools, scheduling
algorithms and reconfiguration techniques for real-time embedded system optimizations. Figure 1.3 summarizes the key contributions of this dissertation. It also outlines the comprehensive nature of my research. The proposed research will focus on major system components (i.e., processor, cache, memory) with various optimization objectives (i.e., power, energy, temperature and performance) using a wide variety of reconfiguration techniques (i.e., DCR, DVS and scheduling) for both single-core and multicore systems. This research achieves the goals by involving both dynamic and static approaches in terms of information collection, evaluation, analysis and decision-making.

Figure 1-3. Optimization targets, objectives and techniques.

Figure 1-4 outlines the five major research contributions of this dissertation that are summarized as follows.

- **Dynamic Cache Reconfiguration:** This dissertation exploits dynamic cache reconfiguration in both statically and dynamically scheduled soft real-time systems. The research proposes design-time profiling techniques specifically for systems with reconfigurable cache and preemptive tasks. It also presents design space exploration heuristics for multi-level cache hierarchy tuning. The static profiling information is efficiently utilized during runtime for energy minimization while maintain the system’s quality of service.
Dynamic Voltage Scaling and Task Scheduling: This dissertation proposes novel algorithms based on processor voltage/frequency scaling and task scheduling for preemptive hard real-time systems. The proposed approach outperforms existing inter-task techniques and is based on approximation algorithms that can guarantee to generate solutions within a specified quality bound (e.g., within 1% of the optimal). It also examines and resolves dynamic slack reclamation problem that involves slack reallocation and task rescheduling at runtime.

System-wide Energy Minimization: This dissertation systematically employs DVS and DCR simultaneously for system-wide leakage-aware energy minimization. The proposed research approaches the problem by devising an energy estimation framework for major system components, studying their impact on DVS assignments and proposing algorithms for configuration selection as well as task procrastination. Based on these insights, we also develop a general algorithm for real-time dynamic reconfiguration which accounts for varying runtime overhead.

Temperature- and Energy-Constrained Scheduling: This dissertation proposes a formal method based approach to verify the schedulability in temperature- and energy-constrained systems. Timed automaton is used to model the problem, which is automatically solved by the model checker. The research uses SAT solver to alleviate state explosion problems.

Energy Optimization in Multicore Systems: This dissertation presents a novel energy optimization technique which employs both DCR and CP for real-time multicore systems. Our static profiling based algorithm is designed to judiciously find beneficial cache configurations (of private caches) for each task as well as partitioning...
schemes (of the shared cache) so that the cache energy consumption is minimized while the task deadline is satisfied. We study both fixed and varying CP schemes. We also explore task mapping heuristics and Gated-$V_{dd}$ cache line technique in our study.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes modeling of real-time multitasking systems as well as models for power, energy, performance and temperature. In Chapter 3, we present our scheduling-aware cache reconfiguration techniques for soft real-time systems. Chapter 4 presents our DVS-based energy-aware scheduling algorithms that can exploit both static and dynamic time slacks. Chapter 5 discusses our approaches for system-wide energy minimization. Scheduling problem in energy- and temperature-constrained systems is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents our energy optimization techniques for cache hierarchy in multicore architecture. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses future directions and concludes the dissertation.
CHAPTER 2
MODELING OF REAL-TIME AND RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS

In this chapter, we describe various models used in this dissertation. Modeling plays an important role in developing real-time scheduling and dynamic reconfiguration techniques in real-time embedded systems. In this chapter, we first describe how to model a real-time system supporting dynamic reconfigurations. Next, we describe system-wide energy and thermal models. These models will be used in all subsequent chapters. In certain cases, some of these models will be modified and better reflect the specific context.

2.1 System Model

The target uniprocessor system can be modeled as:

- A highly configurable cache architecture which supports \( h \) different configurations
  \[ C\{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_h\} \]
- A voltage scalable processor which supports \( l \) discrete voltage levels \( V\{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_l\} \),
- A set of \( m \) independent tasks \( T\{\tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_m\} \).

The two main categories of real-time tasks that we consider are:

- Periodic task \( \tau_i \in T \) has known attributes including worst-case workload, arrival time \( a_i \), deadline \( d_i \) and period \( p_i \),
- Aperiodic/sporadic task \( \tau_i \in T \) has known attributes including workload and inter-arrival time.

In some problems, we consider frame-based tasks all of which have common arrival time and deadline. For dynamic algorithms, we assume the actual-cast execution time follows a distribution.

2.2 Energy Models

2.2.1 Cache Energy Model

For each individual cache, the energy consumption is modeled as the sum of dynamic energy \( E_{cache}^{dyn} \) and static energy \( E_{cache}^{sta} \):

\[
E_{cache} = E_{cache}^{dyn} + E_{cache}^{sta} \quad (2-1)
\]
The number of cache accesses $n_{\text{access}}^{\text{cache}}$, cache misses $n_{\text{misses}}^{\text{cache}}$ and clock cycles $CC$ are obtained from microarchitectural simulation for given tasks and cache configurations. In multi-level cache subsystems, the L1 cache access are issued by the processor while L2 cache accesses are from L1 caches whenever there is a L1 cache miss. We use $t_{\text{cycle}}$ to denote the clock cycle length. Let $E_{\text{access}}$ and $E_{\text{miss}}$ denote the energy consumed by one cache access and miss, respectively. Therefore, we have:

\[
E_{\text{dyn}}^{\text{cache}} = n_{\text{access}}^{\text{cache}} \cdot E_{\text{access}} + n_{\text{misses}}^{\text{cache}} \cdot E_{\text{miss}} \tag{2-2}
\]

\[
E_{\text{miss}} = E_{\text{offchip}} + E_{\mu P_{\text{stall}}} + E_{\text{block_fill}} \tag{2-3}
\]

\[
E_{\text{cache}}^{\text{sta}} = P_{\text{cache}}^{\text{sta}} \cdot CC \cdot t_{\text{cycle}} \tag{2-4}
\]

where $E_{\text{offchip}}$ is the energy required for fetching data from lower levels of memory hierarchy, $E_{\mu P_{\text{stall}}}$ is the energy consumed when the processor is stalled due to cache miss, $E_{\text{block_fill}}$ is for cache block refilling after a miss and $P_{\text{cache}}^{\text{sta}}$ is the static power consumption of cache. For system-wide energy optimization (Chapter 5) where lower-level memory and buses are modeled separately, $E_{\text{offchip}}$ and $E_{\mu P_{\text{stall}}}$ in Equation (2-3) are counted during the computation of corresponding components (e.g., for L2 cache misses, $E_{\text{offchip}}$ is incorporated in the energy consumption of off-chip buses and main memory). Here, values of $E_{\text{access}}$, $P_{\text{cache}}^{\text{sta}}$ and $E_{\text{block_fill}}$ for different cache configurations are collected from CACTI [41].

### 2.2.2 Processor Energy Model

Since short circuit power is negligible [115], the energy consumed in a processor mainly comes from dynamic and static power. The dynamic power can be computed as:

\[
P_{\text{proc}}^{\text{dyn}} = C_{\text{eff}} \cdot V_{dd}^2 \cdot f \tag{2-5}
\]

where $C_{\text{eff}}$ is the total effective switching capacitance of the processor, $V_{dd}$ is the supply voltage level and $f$ is the operating frequency. We adapt the analytical processor energy model based on [73], whose accuracy has been verified with SPICE simulation. The
threshold voltage $V_{th}$ is presented as:

$$V_{th} = V_{th1} - K_1 \cdot V_{dd} - K_2 \cdot V_{bs} \quad (2-6)$$

where $V_{th1}$, $K_1$, $K_2$ are all constants and $V_{bs}$ represents the body bias voltage. Static current mainly consists of the subthreshold current $I_{subth}$ and the reverse bias junction current $I_j$. Hence, the static power is given by:

$$P_{sta proc} = L_g \cdot (V_{dd} \cdot I_{subth} + |V_{bs}| \cdot I_j) \quad (2-7)$$

where $L_g$ is the number of devices in the circuit, $I_j$ is approximated as a constant and $I_{subth}$ can be calculated by:

$$I_{subth} = K_3 \cdot e^{K_4 V_{dd}} \cdot e^{K_5 V_{bs}} \quad (2-8)$$

where $K_3$, $K_4$ and $K_5$ are constant parameters. Obviously, to avoid junction leakage power overriding the gain in lowering $I_{subth}$, $V_{bs}$ has to be constrained (between 0 and -1V).

Let $P_{on proc}$ be the intrinsic energy needed for keeping the processor on (idle energy). The processor power consumption can be computed as:

$$P_{proc} = P_{dyn proc} + P_{sta proc} + P_{on proc} \quad (2-9)$$

The cycle length, $t_{cycle}$, is given by a modified $\alpha$ power model:

$$t_{cycle} = \frac{L_d \cdot K_6}{(V_{dd} - V_{th})^{\alpha}} \quad (2-10)$$

where $K_6$ is a constant. $L_d$ can be estimated as the average logic depth of all instructions’ critical path in the processor. The constants mentioned above are technology and design dependent. Table 2-1 lists the constants for a 70nm technology processor.

The processor energy consumption then becomes:

$$E_{proc} = P_{proc} \cdot CC \cdot t_{cycle} \quad (2-11)$$
Table 2-1. Constants for 70nm technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Const</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Const</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Const</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_1$</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>$K_6$</td>
<td>$5.26 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$V_{th1}$</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_2$</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>$K_7$</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>$I_j$</td>
<td>$4.80 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_3$</td>
<td>$5.38 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
<td>[0.5, 1.0]</td>
<td>$C_{eff}$</td>
<td>$0.43 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_4$</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>$V_{bs}$</td>
<td>[-1.0, 0.0]</td>
<td>$L_d$</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_5$</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>$L_g$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Bus Energy Model

The average dynamic power consumption of various system buses can be calculated by [28]:

$$P_{\text{bus}}^{\text{dyn}} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot C_{\text{bus}} \cdot V_{dd}^2 \cdot n_{\text{trans}} \cdot f$$  \hspace{1cm} (2–12)

where $C_{\text{bus}}$ is the load capacitance of the bus, $V_{dd}$ is the supply voltage, $f$ is the bus frequency and $n_{\text{trans}}$ denotes the average number of transitions per time unit on the bus line, as shown below:

$$n_{\text{trans}} = \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} H(B(t), B(t+1)) \cdot \frac{T}{T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2–13)

where $T$ is the total number of discretized units of the system execution time and $H(B(t), B(t+1))$ gives the Hamming distance between the binary values on the bus at two neighboring time units in $T$. Therefore, the total energy consumption of a bus is determined by its dynamic power $P_{\text{bus}}^{\text{dyn}}$ and static power $P_{\text{bus}}^{\text{sta}}$.

$$E_{\text{bus}} = (P_{\text{bus}}^{\text{dyn}} + P_{\text{bus}}^{\text{sta}}) \cdot CC \cdot t_{\text{cycle}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2–14)

2.2.4 Main Memory Energy Model

Memory consists of DRAM has three main sources of power consumption: dynamic energy due to accesses $E_{\text{mem}}^{\text{dyn}}$, static power $P_{\text{mem}}^{\text{sta}}$ and refreshing power $P_{\text{mem}}^{\text{ref}}$. Specifically, we have:

$$E_{\text{mem}}^{\text{dyn}} = n_{\text{access}} \cdot E_{\text{access}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2–15)
\[ E_{\text{mem}} = E_{\text{dyn mem}}^d + (P_{\text{sta mem}}^{\text{sta}} + P_{\text{ref mem}}^{\text{ref}}) \cdot CC \cdot t_{\text{cycle}} \] (2-16)

Values of \( E_{\text{access}} \), \( P_{\text{sta mem}}^{\text{sta}} \) and \( P_{\text{ref mem}}^{\text{ref}} \) can be collected from CACTI [41].

### 2.3 Thermal Model

A thermal RC circuit is normally utilized to model the temperature variation behavior of a microprocessor [138]. Here we introduce the RC circuit model proposed in [106], which is widely used in recent researches [138], to capture the heat transfer phenomena in the processor. If \( P \) denotes the power consumption during a time interval, \( R \) denotes the thermal resistance, \( C \) represents the thermal capacitance, \( T_{\text{amb}} \) and \( T_0 \) are the ambient and initial temperature, respectively, the temperature at the end of the time interval \( t \) can be calculated as:

\[ T = P \cdot R + T_{\text{amb}} - (P \cdot R + T_{\text{amb}} - T_{\text{init}}) \cdot e^{-\frac{t}{RC}} \] (2-17)

where \( t \) is the length of the time interval. If \( t \) is long enough, \( T \) will approach a steady-state temperature \( T_s = P \cdot R + T_{\text{amb}} \).

### 2.4 Summary

This chapter presented system models for describing real-time reconfigurable systems as well as associated energy and thermal models. They will be extensively used in following chapters.
CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC CACHE RECONFIGURATION FOR SOFT REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

Research has shown that cache subsystem has become significant contributor in the overall energy consumption comparable to other components of the processor \cite{72,96}. Since different programs may have distinct requirements on cache configuration during execution, we can achieve significant energy efficiency as well as performance improvements by employing dynamic cache reconfiguration (DCR) in the system. Although reconfigurable caches are highly beneficial in general-purpose platforms such as desktop and embedded systems \cite{136,33} recently, it has not been considered in real-time systems due to several fundamental challenges. How to employ and make efficient use of reconfigurable caches in such systems remains unsolved. Determining the appropriate cache configuration typically requires time-consuming evaluation of different candidates. Furthermore, any change in cache configuration on-the-fly may arbitrarily alter task execution time. In hard real-time systems, the benefit of reconfiguration is limited since both of these facts can make scheduling decisions difficult and eventually may lead to unpredictable system behavior. However, soft real-time systems offer much more flexibility, which can be exploited to achieve considerable energy savings at the cost of minor impacts to user experiences.

This chapter presents a novel methodology for applying cache reconfiguration in soft real-time systems with preemptive task scheduling. The proposed approach provides an efficient scheduling-aware cache tuning strategy based on static profiling and is applicable for both statically and dynamically scheduled soft real-time systems. Generally speaking, this technique is useful in any multitasking systems. The goal is to optimize energy consumption with performance considerations via reconfigurable cache tuning while ensuring that the majority of the task deadlines are met. We first consider single-level cache reconfiguration. As shown in \cite{114}, L1 cache energy consumption can be a significant part in overall energy optimization. In fact, some small embedded systems
executing light-weight kernels are very likely to not even have L2 cache. Our approach is independent of the actual cache sizes and is applicable for both large systems with larger L1 caches and small systems with smaller L1 caches. Next, we study dynamic cache reconfiguration in systems with two-level cache hierarchy. We investigate the unique challenge in multi-level cache tuning and propose several design space exploration heuristics that can be employed to make tradeoff between energy savings and static profiling time.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discusses background and related work in cache reconfiguration. Section 3.2 presents our scheduling-aware cache reconfiguration techniques in detail. Section 3.3 describes multi-level cache tuning heuristics. Experimental results are presented in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes this chapter.

3.1 Related Work

3.1.1 Caches in Real-Time Systems

Cache systems are included in nearly all computing systems to temporarily store frequently accessed instructions and data. Since caches have a much faster access time compared to main memory, caches effectively alleviate the increasing performance disparity between the processor and memory by exploiting the temporal and spatial locality properties of programs. However, historically, incorporating caches into real-time embedded system faces serious difficulties due to the unpredictability imposed on the system. Cache affects data access pattern and hence creates variations in data access time. For example, in a preemptive system, since a task may be interrupted by a higher-priority task and resumed again at a later time, the data of preempted tasks may be evicted from the cache. This may result in a period of cold-start compulsory cache misses, many of which may have been cache hits if the task had not been preempted. This makes it difficult to calculate task’s worst-case execution time (WCET), knowing which is a prerequisite of most traditional scheduling algorithms.
Since caches introduce intra-task interference so that a specific task’s execution time becomes variable at runtime, a great deal of research efforts are directed at employing caches in real-time systems either by proving schedulability through WCET analysis or avoiding hazardous compulsory miss uncertainty altogether. Cache-aware WCET analysis is a static, design time analysis of tasks in the presence of caches to predict cache impact on task execution times [86]. Cache locking [87] is a technique in which useful cache lines are “locked” in the cache when a task is preempted so that these blocks will not be evicted to accommodate the new incoming task. Through cache line locking, the WCET and cache behavior becomes more predictable since the major delay from data replacement and access is avoided. Cache partitioning [125] is a similar but more aggressive approach where the cache is partitioned into reserved regions, each of which can only cache data associated with a dedicated task. However, a potential drawback to both cache locking and cache partitioning is per-task reduction of cache resources. To alleviate this limitation, cache-related preemption delay analysis [112][108] features tight delay estimation so that prediction accuracy is higher than traditional WCET analysis. This improved accuracy can in turn result in a durable task schedule. Scratch-pad memories, like caches, are also on-chip RAMs but mapped onto the address space of the processor at a specified range. Puant et al. [88] proposed an off-line content-selection algorithm for both scratch-pad memory and cache with line locking ability to improve both predicability and WCET estimation. Our approach is applicable to real-time systems that employ caches.

3.1.2 Reconfigurable Cache Architectures

There are many existing general or application specific reconfigurable cache architectures. Motorola M*CORE processor [72] provides way shut-down and way management, which has the ability to specify the content of each specific way (instruction, data, or unified way). Settle et al. [98] proposed a dynamically reconfigurable cache specifically designed for chip multi-processors. The reconfigurable cache architecture proposed by Zhang et al. [136] imposes no overhead to the critical path, thus cache
access time does not increase. Furthermore, the cache tuner consists of a small custom hardware or a lightweight process running on a co-processor, which can alter the cache configuration via hardware or software configuration registers. The underlying cache architecture consists of four separate banks as shown in Figure 3-1 (a), each of which acts as a separate way. The cache tuner can be implemented either as a small custom hardware or lightweight software running on a co-processor which changes the cache configuration through special registers. In order to reconfigure associativity, way concatenation, shown in Figure 3-1 (b), logically concatenates ways together so that the associativity can be changed accordingly without affecting total cache size. The required configure circuit consists of only eight logic gates and two single-bit registers. Varying cache size is achieved by shutting down certain ways, as shown in Figure 3-1 (c), using gated-$V_{dd}$ technique. An extra transistor is used for every array of SRAM cells. Cache line size is configured by setting a unit-length base line size and then fetching subsequent lines if the line size increases as illustrated in Figure 3-1 (d). Therefore, the configurable cache architecture achieves configurability using rather simple hardware thus requires very minor overhead which makes this architecture especially suitable for embedded systems [136].

### 3.1.3 Caches Tuning Techniques

Given a runtime reconfigurable cache, determining the best cache configuration is a difficult process. Dynamic and static analysis are two possible techniques. With dynamic analysis, cache configurations are evaluated during runtime to determine the best configuration. Two methods are possible for runtime cache analysis. The first method is intrusive and physically changes the cache to each configuration in the design space, examines the effects of each configuration, and chooses the best cache configuration. This method is inappropriate for real-time systems since it imposes unpredictable performance overhead during exploration. To eliminate this performance overhead, a second method employs an N-experts based analysis [33]. In this technique, an auxiliary structure evaluates all cache configurations simultaneously. The best cache configuration is
determined by inspecting this auxiliary structure, allowing the cache to change to the best configuration in one-shot, without incurring any performance overhead. Even though this method is non-intrusive, the auxiliary data structure is too power hungry to continuously evaluate the system, and thus can only operate periodically.

With static analysis, various cache alternatives are explored and the best cache configuration is selected for each application in its entirety [32] – application-based tuning, or for each phase of execution within an application [99] – phase-based tuning. Since applications tend to exhibit varying execution behavior throughout its execution, phase-based tuning allows for the cache configuration to be specialized to each particular period, resulting in greater energy savings than application-based tuning. Regardless of the tuning method, the predetermined best cache configuration (based on design requirements) could be stored in a look-up table or encoded into specialized instructions. The static analysis approach is most appropriate for real-time systems due to its non-intrusive nature. Previous methods focus solely on energy savings or Pareto-optimal
points trading off energy consumption and performance. However, none of these methods consider task deadlines, which are imperative in real-time systems. In other words, the existing approaches were designed for desktop applications but not applicable for real-time systems.

### 3.2 SACR: Scheduling-Aware Cache Reconfiguration

#### 3.2.1 Overview

This section presents a simple illustrative example to show how reconfigurable caches benefit real-time systems. This example assumes a system with two tasks, $T1$ and $T2$. Traditionally if a reconfigurable cache technique is not applied, the system will use a base cache configuration $\text{Cache}^{\text{base}}$, which is defined in Definition 1.

**Definition 1.** The term **Base cache** refers to the configuration selected as the optimal one for tasks in the target system with respect to energy as well as performance based on static analysis. Caches in such systems are chosen to ensure durable task schedules and their configurations are fixed throughout all task executions.

In the presence of a reconfigurable cache, as shown in Figure 3-2, different optimal cache configurations are determined for every “phase” of each task. For ease of illustration, we divide each task into two phases: $\text{phase}_1$ starts from the beginning to the end, and $\text{phase}_2$ starts from the half position of the dynamic instruction flow (midpoint) to the end. The terms $\text{Cache}^1_{T1}$, $\text{Cache}^2_{T1}$, $\text{Cache}^1_{T2}$, and $\text{Cache}^2_{T2}$ represent the optimal cache configurations for $\text{phase}_1$ and $\text{phase}_2$ of task $T1$ and $T2$, respectively. These configurations are chosen statically to be more energy efficient (with same or better performance), in their specific phases, than the global base cache, $\text{Cache}^{\text{base}}$.

![Figure 3-2. Cache configurations selected based on task phases](image-url)
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Figure 3-3 illustrates how energy consumption can be reduced by using our approach in real-time systems. Figure 3-3 (a) depicts a traditional system and Figure 3-3 (b) depicts a system with a reconfigurable cache (our approach). In this example, $T_2$ arrives (at time $P_1$) and preempts $T_1$. In a traditional approach, the system executes using $\text{Cache}_\text{base}$ exclusively. With a reconfigurable cache, the first part of $T_1$ executes using $\text{Cache}_{T_1}^1$. Similarly, $\text{Cache}_{T_2}^1$ is used for execution of $T_2$. Note that the actual preemption point of $T_1$ is not exactly at the same place where we pre-computed the optimal cache configuration (midpoint) since tasks may arrive at any time. When $T_1$ resumes at time point $P_2$, the cache is tuned to $\text{Cache}_{T_1}^2$ since the actual preemption point is closer to the midpoint compared to the starting point. The overall energy consumed using a reconfigurable cache results in the energy savings due to use of different energy optimal caches for each phase of task execution compared to using one global base cache in the traditional system. Our experimental results suggest that the proposed approach can significantly reduce energy consumption of the memory subsystem with only very little performance penalty.

![Dynamic cache reconfigurations for tasks T1 and T2](image)

Figure 3-3. Dynamic cache reconfigurations for tasks T1 and T2

### 3.2.2 Phase-based Optimal Cache Selection

This section describes our static analysis approach to determine the optimal cache configurations for various task phases. In a preemptive system, tasks may be interrupted and resumed at any point of time. Each time a task resumes, cache performance for
the remainder of task execution will differ from the cache performance for the entire application due to its own distinguishing behaviors as well as cold-start compulsory cache misses. Therefore, the optimal cache configuration for the remainder of the task execution may be different.

**Definition 2.** Phase is defined as the execution period between one potential preemption point (also called partition points) and task completion. The phase that starts at $i^{th}$ partition point is denoted as phase $p_i^n$, where $n$ is the total number of phases of that task.

Figure 3-4 depicts the general case where a task is divided by $n-1$ predefined potential preemption points ($P_1, P_2 \ldots P_{n-1}$). $P_0$ and $P_n$ are used to refer to the start and end point of the task, respectively. Here, $C_0, C_1 \ldots C_{n-1}$ represent the optimal cache configuration (either energy or performance) for each phase, respectively. To observe the variation in cache requirements for each phase, Table 3-1 shows variation in energy-optimal and performance-optimal instruction and data caches for each phase\(^1\). For example, the energy-optimal cache configuration for the phase starting from the half point to the completion ($C_2$) of benchmark *cjpeg* has 2048-byte capacity, 16-byte block and 2-way associativity.

---

\(^1\) In this dissertation, for example, 4KB.2W.16B means a cache configuration with 4096-byte capacity, 16-byte line size and 2-way associativity.
Table 3-1. Optimal cache configurations for task phases. Each configuration is denoted by the total cache size in kilobytes (kb), followed by the associativity in number of ways (w), followed by the line size in bytes (b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>I-Cache</th>
<th>D-Cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJPEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>4KB.2W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>4KB.2W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.32B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>2KB.2W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>2KB.2W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAWCAUDIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>1KB.1W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.2W.64B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1KB.1W.16B</td>
<td>2KB.2W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>1KB.1W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1KB.1W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.2W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2TIME01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
<td>4KB.4W.16B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During static profiling, a *partition factor* is chosen that determines the number of potential preemption points and resulting phases. Partition granularity is defined as the number of dynamic instructions between two partition points and is determined by dividing the total number of dynamically executed instructions by the partition factor. Intuitively, the optimal partition granularity should be a single instruction, potentially leading to the largest amount of energy savings. However, such a tiny granularity would result in a prohibitively large look-up table, which is not feasible due to area as well as searching time constraints. Due to cache locality over time, the optimal performance cache is tend to be the largest cache [37] and the optimal energy cache is not necessarily
the smallest dynamic energy cache [30]. Thus, a trade-off should be made to determine a reasonable partition factor based on energy-savings potential and acceptable overheads.

An important question one can raise is whether a larger partition factor (finer granularity) always reveals more energy savings. However, to answer this question, we need to address the following two issues.

The first issue is how the optimal cache configuration for each phase varies when the partition factor increases. We noticed that, for each task, once the partition factor is larger than a certain threshold, more and more neighboring partitions share the same optimal cache configuration. We explored how partition factor can affect the variation of optimal (both energy and performance) cache configurations for each benchmark in MediaBench [66] and EEMBC [25] – the two benchmark suites we use in Section 3.4. Figure 3-5 shows the results for some of them (cjpeg, epic and rawdaudio) using partition factor 6, 12 and 18. For the same benchmark, the optimal cache configuration for each phase varies in a consistent pattern across different partition factors. For example, the energy-optimal instruction cache configuration for benchmark cjpeg (cjpeg.I$E) is 4096B_2W_16B for the first several phases and then changes to 2048B_2W_16B starting from about one third of the program: phase \( p_6^2 \), phase \( p_{12}^4 \) and phase \( p_{18}^6 \) when partition factor is 6, 12 and 18, respectively. In other words, larger partition factor makes more and more phases share the same optimal cache configuration with their neighboring phases. Exception can happen when partition factor increases, different optimal cache configuration from lower partition factor case is found. For example, the performance-optimal instruction cache configuration of benchmark cjpeg (cjpeg.I$P in Figure 3-5 (b)) with partition factor 12 differs at phase \( p_{12}^3 \) compared to the similar position when partition factor is 6 (Figure 3-5 (a)). Our experimental result shows that though discrepancies do happen, their impact on energy savings is normally negligible because the energy/performance difference between the newly picked cache configuration and the original one is usually very small. From this observation, one can derive the
fact that application behavior can sufficiently be captured by a certain partition factor. This is evident due to the well-established 90/10 law of execution – 90% of the execution time is spent in only 10% of the code – in which the 90% of the time is typically spent executing loops. For each loop iteration, except the first and last iterations, execution behavior is typically similar, thus resulting in the same optimal cache configuration for all other iterations. For a loop with N iterations, the partition factor only need to be large enough to capture all dynamic instructions of iterations 2 through (N - 1), as any smaller granularity would capture a subset of iterations, each of which may have the same optimal configuration. Thus, we define a stage of execution as a range of consecutive dynamic instructions in which a common optimal cache configuration exists.

The second issue is whether finer partition granularity always brings more energy savings than a coarser one. With finer granularity, if there is no extra variation in the optimal cache configuration across phases, there will be no additional energy savings since the same cache configurations are being used. If variations can be observed, according to our experiments, they only happen at stage boundaries, which is a very limited portion in the entire program. Figure 3-6 gives an example explaining why this is the case. Suppose there are two tasks: T1 and T2 in the system and partition factor (p) can be chosen as 4 or 8. A valid schedule of them is shown in Figure 3-6. Since T2 is executed as a whole, the cache configuration used is the optimal one for the entire task, which are the same using both partition factors. T1 is preempted by T2. So when T1 resumes, a different cache configuration should be picked based on the preemption point as well as the partition factor. As discussed in the first issue, higher partition factor shows consistent variation pattern of optimal cache configuration with only minor exceptions. Suppose when partition factor is 4, for task T1, the cache configuration picked for phase $p_0^4$, phase $p_1^4$, phase $p_2^4$ and phase $p_3^4$ are $C_A$, $C_A$, $C_B$ and $C_B$, respectively. And when partition factor is 8, they are $C_A$, $C_A$, $C_A$, $C_C$, $C_B$, $C_B$, $C_B$ and $C_B$ for phase $p_0^8$ to phase $p_8^8$, respectively. Using the nearest-neighbor technique as discussed in Section 3.2.4.1, the advantage of
Figure 3-5. Optimal cache configuration variation under different partition factors (a) Partition factor = 6, (b) Partition factor = 12, (c) Partition factor = 18 (Here I$ represents instruction cache. ‘E’ stands for energy-optimal and ‘P’ stands for performance-optimal)
using partition factor 8 over 4 become effective only when the preemption happens within
the range from 5/16 to 7/16 of $T1$ (effective area) since $C_C$ will be chosen instead of $C_A$
or $C_B$. Note that $C_C$ may be more energy/performance efficient for the rest part of $T1$
than $C_A$ and $C_B$. From the entire system’s point of view, higher partition factor (8) does
not help for $T2$ as well as $T1$ if they never get preempted or the preemption does not
happen in the effective area. Based on our experiments, merely 3 - 8% additional energy
saving (for that one task) is possible only if the preemption occurs within the effective area
of the dynamic instruction flow. Empirically, the effective area is usually 5 - 8% of the
task. Due to these two small probabilities multiplied together, merely 0.4% on average,
finer granularity partition can bring only minor benefit.

![Figure 3-6. Effective range where a higher partition factor makes a difference](image)

Thus, the goal of a system designer is to find a partition factor which leads to
maximized energy reduction and minimizes the number of partition points that need
to be stored. The rule of thumb is to find a partition factor minimizing the number of
neighboring partitions that share the same optimal cache configuration. It could be a local
optimal factor for each task if varying number of table entries for different tasks is allowed
or it could be a global optimal factor for the task set. Based on our experience, a partition
factor ranging from 4 to 7 is sufficient to make our technique working efficiently.
Static profiling generates a **profile table** that stores the potential preemption points and the corresponding optimal cache configurations for each task. Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 describe how this profile table is used during runtime in statically and dynamically scheduled systems.

### 3.2.3 Statically Scheduled Systems

With static scheduling, arrival times, execution times, and deadlines are known a priori for each task and this information serves as scheduler input. The scheduler then provides a schedule detailing all actions taken during system execution. According to this schedule, we can statically execute and record the energy-optimal cache configurations that do not violate any task’s deadline for every execution period of each task. For soft real-time systems, global (system-wide) energy-optimal configurations can be selected as long as the configuration performance does not severely affect system behavior. After this profiling step, the profile table is integrated with the scheduler so that the cache reconfiguration hardware (cache tuner) can tune the cache for each scheduling decision.

### 3.2.4 Dynamically Scheduled Systems

With dynamic scheduling (online scheduling), scheduling decisions are made during runtime. In this scenario, task preemption points are unknown since new tasks may enter the system at any time with any time constraint. In this section, we present two versions of our technique based on the nature of the target system.

#### 3.2.4.1 Conservative Approach

In some soft real-time systems where high service quality is required thus time constraints are pressing, only an extremely small number of violations are tolerable. The conservative approach could ensure that given a carefully chosen partition factor, almost every task could meet their deadlines with only few exceptions. To ensure the largest task schedulability, any reconfiguration decision will only change the cache into a lowest energy configuration whose execution time is not longer than that of the base cache. In other words, to maintain a high quality of service, only cache configurations with equal or higher
performance than the base cache are chosen for each task phase. Note that the chosen energy-optimal configuration may not be the global lowest energy configuration but is the one with lowest energy consumption given a specific time constraint. We denote them as deadline-aware energy-optimal cache configurations.

The scheduler chooses the appropriate cache configuration from the generated profile table that contains the energy-optimal cache configurations for each task phase. Table 3-2 (A) shows the profile table for task $i$ with a partition factor $p$. $EO_i(n/p)$ represents the energy-optimal cache configuration for phase $p^n$ of task $i$. Here, $n/p$ represents the $n^{th}$ phase out of $p$ phases. The total dynamic instruction count ($TIN$) refers to the number of dynamic instructions executed in a single run of that task.

During system execution, the scheduler maintains a task list keeping track of all existing tasks as shown in Table 3-2 (B). In addition to the static profile table Table 3-2 (A), runtime information such as arrival time ($A_i$), deadline ($D_i$), and number of already executed dynamic instructions ($EIN$) are also recorded. This information is stored not only for the scheduler, but also for the cache tuner. When a newly arrived task\(^2\) begins execution for the first time, the deadline-aware energy-optimal cache configuration $EO_i(0/p)$ is obtained from the task list entry, and the cache tuner adjusts the cache appropriately. If preemption happens, the number of the preempted task’s executed instructions ($EIN$) is calculated and stored in its task list entry.

As indicated in Section 3.2.2, potential preemption points are pre-decided during the profile table generation process. However, it is highly unlikely that the actual preemptions will occur precisely on these potential preemption points. Hence, a nearest-neighbor method is used to determine which cache configuration should be used. Essentially, if

\(^2\) To be more specific, we actually mean “jobs” (execution instance of tasks). For simplicity, a more general term “task” is used in this chapter.
Table 3-2. (a) Static profile table and (b) Task list entry for task i for the conservative approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ID: i</th>
<th>Partition Factor: p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Instruction Number (TIN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(0/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(1/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(2/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>......</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(p-1/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ID: i</th>
<th>Partition Factor: p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrival time (A$_i$)</td>
<td>Deadline (D$_i$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Instruction Number (TIN)</td>
<td>Executed Instruction Number (EIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(0/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(1/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(2/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>......</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO$_i$(p-1/p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B)

the preemption point falls between partition points $n/p$ and $(n+1)/p$, the nearest point will be referred to select the current cache configuration. Algorithm 1 illustrates cache tuning algorithm for our conservative approach. This algorithm is called when a previously preempted task resumes its execution. It runs in a time complexity of $O(p)$, where $p$ is the partition factor. Note that the returned cache configuration information is sent to the cache tuner.

As our experimental result shows, conservative approach obtains significant energy savings with little or no impact on quality of service. Minor number of time constraint violations are caused by cache behaviors in which optimal cache configuration for the period from the one preemption point to another preemption point and that for the pre-decided phase differ greatly. In other words, the chosen cache configuration may happen to be inefficient for the execution period between two actual preemption points such that the lost time is not reparable by the subsequent selected cache configurations in that task. Fortunately, this kind of behavior is relatively rare.
Algorithm 1: Selection of cache configuration for resumed preempted task in conservative approach

Input: Task list entry
Output: A deadline-aware cache configuration for the resumed task \( T_c \).

for \( i = 0 \) to \( p - 2 \) do
    if \( TIN_{T_c} \times i/p \leq EIN_{T_c} < TIN_{T_c} \times (i + 1)/p \) then
        if \( (EIN_{T_c} - TIN_{T_c} \times i/p) < (TIN_{T_c} \times (i + 1)/p - EIN_{T_c}) \) then
            \( \text{PHASE}_{T_c} = i/p; \)
        else
            \( \text{PHASE}_{T_c} = (i + 1)/p; \)
        end if
    end if
end for

if \( EIN_{T_c} \geq TIN_{T_c} \times (p - 1)/p \) then
    \( \text{PHASE}_{T_c} = (p - 1)/p; \)
end if

\( \text{Cache}_{T_c} = EO_i(\text{PHASE}_{T_c}); \)

Return: \( \text{Cache}_{T_c} \)

3.2.4.2 Aggressive Approach

For soft real-time systems in which only moderate service quality is needed, a more aggressive version of our approach can reveal additional energy savings at the cost of possibly violating several future task deadlines, but remain in an acceptable range.

Similar to the conservative approach, a profile table is associated with every task in the system; however this profile table contains the performance-optimal cache configuration (whose execution time is the shortest) in addition to the energy-optimal configuration (the one with lowest energy consumption among all candidates) for every task phase. In order to assist dynamic scheduling, the profile table also includes the corresponding phase’s execution time (in cycles) for each configuration. Table 3-3 (A) shows the profile table for task \( i \) with a partition factor of \( p \). The terms \( EO \), \( EOT \), \( PO \), and \( POT \) stand for the energy-optimal cache configuration, the energy-optimal cache configuration’s execution time, the performance-optimal cache configuration, and the performance-optimal cache configuration’s execution time, respectively. Notice that, the performance and energy efficiency of a cache configuration is not in inverse proportion. The energy-optimal one does not necessarily have the worst performance. Compared to the base cache, it could have both better energy efficiency and performance.
Table 3-3 (B) shows the task list entry for the aggressive approach. The difference from the conservative approach (shown in Table 3-2 (B)) is that every task list entry also holds a Current Phase \((CP_i)\) identifier. \(CP_i\) denotes the partition point that this task’s execution just passed and is useful for cache reconfiguration upon task resumption. Note that newly inserted task’s \(CP\) is initialized to 0. In addition to the task list, the scheduler also maintains another runtime data structure called the Ready Task List \((RTL)\), which contains an identifier of each existing task currently ready to execute in the system.

Table 3-3. (a) Static profile table and (b) Task list entry for task i for the aggressive approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ID: i</th>
<th>Partition Factor: p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Instruction Number (TIN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(0/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(0/p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(1/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(1/p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(2/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(2/p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(p-1/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(p-1/p)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ID: i</th>
<th>Partition Factor: p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrival time ((A_i))</td>
<td>Deadline ((D_i))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Instruction Number (TIN)</td>
<td>Executed Instruction Number (EIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Phase (CP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(0/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(0/p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(1/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(1/p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(2/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(2/p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO_i(p-1/p)</td>
<td>EOT_i(p-1/p)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B)

To explain the aggressive approach, we use an illustrative example in which there are three tasks (jobs), \(T1, T2, \) and \(T3\), with absolute deadlines \(D_{T1}, D_{T2}, \) and \(D_{T3}\), where \(D_{T2} < D_{T1} < D_{T3}\). According to EDF, the priority sequence is simply the opposite of the deadlines, which is \(Pri_2 > Pri_1 > Pri_3\). Figure 3-7 shows a schedule for these tasks. Note that \(P0, P1, P2, \) and \(P3\) represent the time instances when any event (arrival, completion, etc.) occurs. At time point \(P0\), \(T1\) arrives and the scheduler generates the task list entry
for $T_1$ and adds $T_1$ to the RTL. Since $T_1$ is currently the only task in the system, the scheduler instructs the cache tuner to configure the cache to $EO_{T_1}(0/p)$ if and only if $P_0 + EO_{T_1}(0/p) < D_{T_1}$, otherwise the cache will be tuned to $PO_{T_1}(0/p)$, which ensures that $T_1$’s deadline will be met. At time point $P_1$, $T_2$ arrives with priority higher than the currently active task $T_1$. The scheduler calculates $T_1$’s current phase $CP_{T_1}$ and updates $T_1$’s task list entry. Note that $T_1$’s deadline may be violated if the following inequality holds:

$$P_1 + POT_{T_1}((CP_{T_1} + 1) / p) + POT_{T_2}(0 / p) > D_{T_1}$$

(3-1)

This is obviously an underestimation of the execution time that the remaining portion of $T_1$ will take, thus more aggressive, but it favors tasks with higher priority ($T_2$). However, if we use $POT_{T_1}(CP_{T_1}/p)$ in Equation 1, $T_2$ may have a lower chance of being accepted, but the lower priority task $T_1$ would more likely meet its deadline.

If Equation 1 does not hold, the scheduler determines $T_2$’s cache configuration $C_{T_2}$ as follows (assuming $P_i + POT_i(0/p) < D_i$ for all tasks $i$ otherwise task $i$ is not schedulable in any situation):

- if $(P_1 + EOT_{T_2}(0/p) > D_{T_2})$ then
  
  $$C_{T_2} = PO_{T_2}(0/p)$$

- else if $(P_1 + EOT_{T_2}(0/p) + POT_{T_1}((CP_{T_1} + 1)/p) < D_{T_1})$ then
  
  $$C_{T_2} = EO_{T_2}(0/p)$$

- else if $(P_1 + EOT_{T_2}(0/p) + POT_{T_1}((CP_{T_1} + 1)/p) > D_{T_1})$ then
  
  $$C_{T_2} = PO_{T_2}(0/p)$$

At time point $P_2$, $T_2$ completes and $T_1$ resumes since it is the only ready task. The scheduler utilizes $CP_{T_1}$ to determine the appropriate partition to choose a cache configuration. This technique is similar in principle to the nearest neighbor method used in Section 3.2.4.1, except that a decision should be made whether to use the energy-optimal or performance-optimal configuration based on the remaining time budget. At some point during $T_1$’s execution, $T_3$ arrives but since $T_3$ has a lower priority than
$T_1$, $T_3$ begins execution after $T_1$ completes execution. By this time, $T_3$ is the only task and its cache configuration decision is made using the same method as task $T_1$ at time $P_0$.

Figure 3-7. Task set and sample scheduling

**Algorithm 2**: Selection of cache configuration for aggressive approach

**Input**: Task list entry, ready task list and preemption point  
**Output**: A appropriate cache configuration  

**Step 1**: Calculate CP for the preempted task $T_p$. Insert $T_p$ to RTL.  
for $i = 0$ to $p - 1$ do  
if $TIN_{T_p} \times i/p \leq EIN_{T_p} < TIN_{T_p} \times (i + 1)/p$ then  
$CP_{T_p} = i/p$;  
end if  
end for  

**Step 2**: Remove the task with maximum priority $T_c$ from RTL.  

**Step 3**: Sort all tasks in RTL by priority, $T_1$ to $T_m$, from highest to lowest. $C$ represents the current time instant.  
for $j = 1$ to $m$ do  
if $C + EOT_{T_c}(CP_{T_c}/p) + \sum_{i=1}^{j} POT_{T_i}((CP_{T_i}+1)/p) > DT_j$ then  
Task $D_{T_j}$ is subject to be discarded;  
end if  
end for  

**Step 4**: Select cache configuration for $T_c$. Let $m'$ be the number of tasks in RTL left after **Step 3**.  
if $C + EOT_{T_c}(CP_{T_c}/p) > DT_c$ then  
$Cache_{T_c} = PO_{T_c}$;  
else  
$EO_OK = true$;  
for $j = 1$ to $m'$ do  
if $C + EOT_{T_c}(CP_{T_c}/p) + \sum_{i=1}^{j} POT_{T_i}((CP_{T_i}+1)/p) > DT_j$ then  
$EO_OK = false$;  
end if  
end for  
end if  
if $EO_OK == true$ then  
$Cache_{T_c} = EO_{T_c}$;  
else  
$Cache_{T_c} = PO_{T_c}$;  
end if  

**Return**: $Cache_{T_c}$
Algorithm 2 illustrates the general cache configuration selection algorithm for preempted tasks of our aggressive approach. This algorithm is called either when a new task with a higher priority than the current executing task arrives or when the current task finishes execution. In the former case, Step 1 uses the executed instruction number (EIN) to calculate the Current Phase (CP) for the preempted task. While in the latter case, this step should be omitted. Step 2 picks the highest priority\(^3\) task \(T_c\) from RTL. In the former case, the newly arrived task in inserted into RTL and, obviously, \(T_c\) refers to that task. Step 3 checks the schedulability of all the tasks in RTL by iteratively checking whether each task can meet its deadline if all the preceding tasks, including itself, use performance-optimal cache configurations. This process is done in the order of tasks’ priority (from highest to lowest) to achieve least discarded tasks. In Step 4, the appropriate cache configuration for \(T_c\) is selected based on whether it is safe to use energy-optimal cache configuration. This algorithm runs in time of \(O(\max(p,m))\) where \(p\) is the partition factor and \(m\) is the total number of tasks in RTL.

### 3.2.5 Impact of Storing Multiple Cache Configurations

This section investigates the extent at which individual cache configuration candidates are required during scheduling. In the approaches proposed in Section 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2, the scheduler only considers either the energy-optimal cache in the conservative approach, or the energy- and performance-optimal caches in the aggressive approach, for each task phase. As justified by our experiments, we can achieve considerable amount of energy savings at the cost of very low system overheads by just storing these cache configurations in the static profile table. However, there exists other configurations which offer Pareto-optimal tradeoff points. Simply because the energy-optimal cache cannot satisfy a particular task’s deadline, it does not mean that there is no cache configuration of that task which can meet the deadline and consume less energy than the

\(^3\) Here the priority means the dynamic scheduling priority decided by EDF.
performance-optimal cache. For example, as described in Algorithm 2, when the scheduler finds that using energy-optimal cache for a task is unsafe, it has no choice but to pick the performance-optimal cache. But if the second energy-optimal cache is also available to the scheduler and is able to meet the time constraint (has higher performance), the scheduler can pick that cache configuration to potentially save more energy. Figure 3-8 (a) illustrates this extension of the profile table.

![Extended Profile Table](image)

Figure 3-8. (a) Storing multiple optimal cache configurations for each task phase, (b) Second beneficial optimal cache selection on the Pareto-optimal curve

Note that we use the phrase *second beneficial energy-optimal cache* and *second beneficial performance-optimal cache* in Figure 3-8 (a). Figure 3-8 (b) shows how we
choose them. We only consider those cache configurations on the Pareto-optimal curve which have either better energy efficiency or higher performance than other ones. In the extreme case, if we can store all these cache configurations for every task phase in the profile table, the scheduler will be capable of choosing the lowest energy cache configuration that is capable of meeting time constraints of all the existing tasks in the system. Thus this is a tradeoff between potential energy savings and system overhead in the form of table storage and scheduler complexity. Note that storing information for one more cache configuration in the table will potentially double the area overhead as well as increase power consumption and access time. Section 3.4.2.3 provides experimental results of this approach.

3.3 Design Space Exploration for Two-Level Cache Reconfiguration

So far, we have explored the use of one-level reconfigurable cache in soft real-time systems. It remains a challenge to dynamically tune multi-level caches since the exploration space is prohibitively large. It is because a cross product of two configuration spaces of both cache levels needs to be considered. In this section, we efficiently employ cache reconfiguration in a unified two-level cache hierarchy. We develop four exploration heuristics for our static analysis to effectively decrease the exploration time while keeping the generated profile results beneficial. Our target architecture has separate level one caches – instruction L1 cache (IL1) and data L1 cache (DL1) – as well as a unified level two cache (L2).

---

4 After static profiling, the idea of scheduling-aware multi-level cache reconfiguration is similar to single-level cache scenario. The only difference is that now L2 cache configuration needs to be considered with L1 configurations whenever applicable. For example, in phase-based optimal cache selection, $C_i$ represents for three cache configurations (IL1, DL1 and L2). In profile tables, we also need to store energy- and performance-optimal L2 cache configurations for each phase. Similarly, in Algorithm 1 and 2, the determined L2 cache configurations will be returned.
Tuning a two-level cache faces the difficulty of exploring an enormous configuration space. Here we examine typical exploration parameters of conventional embedded systems. We explore cache sizes of 1KB, 2KB and 4KB, line sizes of 16, 32 and 64 bytes, and direct-mapped, 2- and 4-way set associativity for the L1 cache. We use a 4KB cache architecture proposed in [135] with four banks each of which is 1KB. Since the reconfiguration of associativity is achieved by way concatenation as described in Section 3.1.2, 1KB L1 cache can only be direct-mapped as other three banks are shut down. For the same reason, 2KB cache can only be configured to direct-mapped or 2-way associativity. Therefore, there are 18 (=3+6+9) configuration candidates for L1 caches. Let \(S_{il1}\) and \(S_{dl1}\) denote the size of exploration space for IL1 cache and DL1 caches, respectively. So we have \(S_{il1} = 18\) and \(S_{dl1} = 18\). For simplicity, which is also practically true in most scenarios, IL1 and DL1 has the same exploration space which is denoted by \(S_{il}\). For L2 cache, we choose 8KB, 16KB and 32KB as cache sizes; 32, 64 and 128 bytes as line sizes; 4-, 8- and 16-way set associativity with a 32KB cache architecture composed of four separate banks. Similarly, there are 18 possible configurations \(S_{ul2} = 18\). For comparison, a base cache hierarchy is chosen which reflects a fixed configuration for all the tasks if cache reconfiguration is not available, consisting of two 2KB, 2-way set associative L1 caches with a 32 byte line size \((2KB\_2W\_32B)\), and a 16KB, 8-way set associative unified L2 cache with a 64 byte line size \((16KB\_8W\_64B)\). The remainder of this section describes the proposed exploration techniques.

### 3.3.1 Exhaustive Exploration

Intuitively, if the two levels of caches can be explored independently, one can easily profile one level at a time while holding the other level to a typical configuration, which will result in a much small exploration space. However, it is not reasonable to claim that the combination of three independently found energy-optimal configurations actually is or ever close to the global optimal one. The two cache levels affect each other’s behavior in various ways. For instance, L2 cache’s configuration determines the miss penalty of the L1 cache.
caches. Also, the number of L2 cache accesses directly depends on the number of L1 cache misses.

Therefore, the only way to obtain the optimal configuration is to search the entire space exhaustively. Since the instruction cache and the data cache could have different configurations, there are $324 (=S_{il1} \times S_{dl1})$ possible configurations for L1 cache. Addition of the L2 cache increases the design space size to 4752. Moreover, the phase-based static profiling strategy we use makes this number even larger. For a single task, if the partition factor is 4, we have to explore for all four phases, leading to a total of 19008 task phase executions. Obviously it is infeasible. We use the exhaustive method for comparison with the heuristics presented in the following sections.

### 3.3.2 Same Level One Cache Tuning – SLOT

As discussed above, the design space explosion is resulted from the cross-product of three separate design spaces: IL1, DL1 and L2. The most straightforward optimization is to remove one dimension (i.e., space) so that the total exploration time is drastically reduced while the solution quality is mostly preserved. Our studies show that, for many real applications, the favored (both in terms of energy efficiency and performance) IL1 and DL1 cache configurations are similar to each other (at least in cache size).

Therefore, we propose SLOT – Same Level One Cache Tuning heuristic – during which IL1 and DL1 caches always use the same configuration while exploring with all L2 cache configurations. This method results in a total of 288 configurations – a considerable cut down (94%) of the original quantity (4752), though still not small enough.

### 3.3.3 Two-Step Tuning – TST

By examining the results generated by SLOT, we find that some very unprofitable L1 cache configurations are also explored 18 ($=S_{ul2}$) times with L2 cache, resulting in still

---

5 Not equal to $S_{il1} \times S_{dl1} \times S_{ul2}$ because candidates whose L2 cache’s line size is smaller than L1 are eliminated
relatively inferior energy efficiency and performance when combined together as the cache hierarchy configuration. These non-beneficial configurations are likely to be discarded. Therefore, just like in single level cache tuning, we only have to consider configurations which offer Pareto-optimal tradeoff points. In other words, for each individual cache, candidates which have both lower performance and higher energy consumption than any other one(s) can be safely eliminated during exploration. Then, the design space which contains the cross-product of all three sets of Pareto-optimal points is explored. Our proposed Two-Step Tuning (TST) heuristic is summarized below:

1. Hold DL1 and L2 as the base cache. Tune IL1 and record all its Pareto-optimal configurations. Let \( P_{il1} \) denote the number of recorded IL1 configurations.

2. Hold IL1 and L2 as the base cache. Tune data cache and record all its Pareto-optimal configurations. Let \( P_{dl1} \) denote the number of recorded DL1 configurations.

3. Hold both L1 caches as the base cache. Tune L2 and record all its Pareto-optimal configurations. Let \( P_{ul2} \) denote the number of recorded L2 configurations.

4. Explore all the combinations from each set of Pareto-optimal configurations recorded in the previous steps and find the energy- and performance- optimal cache hierarchy configurations.

The first three steps explore 54 (\( = S_{il1} + S_{dl1} + S_{ul2} \)) candidates while the last step explores \( P_{il1} \times P_{dl1} \times P_{ul2} \) candidates. Based on our experimental results, the number of Pareto-optimal configurations varies from application to application but normally around 3 to 5. Therefore, the total exploration space is reduced to 81 - 179 (a reduction of 38% to 72%), though in some worst cases the number could be larger than SLOT’s space size (288).

3.3.4 Independent Level One Cache Tuning – ILOT

While different cache levels are dependent on each other, our experimental results demonstrate that instruction cache and data cache are relatively independent. In this study, we fix one’s configuration while changing the other’s to see whether the varying one
has impact on the fixed one. We observe that the profiling statistics for the instruction cache almost remain identical with different data caches and vice versa. It is mainly due to the fact that access pattern of L1 cache is purely determined by the application’s characteristics, and the instruction and data streams are relatively independent from each other. Furthermore, factors affecting the instruction cache’s energy consumption as well as performance (such as hit energy, miss energy and miss penalty cycles) have very little dependency on the data cache and vice versa.

This observation offers an opportunity to further reduce the exploration space. We can use the same configurations for IL1 and DL1 while L2 is fixed to base cache to find the “local optimal” configurations for L1 caches. Specifically, throughout the static analysis, we record the energy consumptions and miss cycles of each cache individually. The local energy-optimal IL1 cache is the one with the lowest energy consumption of itself (and same for DL1 cache and L2 cache). The local performance-optimal cache is determined by the number of miss cycles for each cache. ILOT is summarized as below:

1. Hold L2 as the base cache. Explore all L1 cache configurations during which IL1 and DL1 are always configured to the same configuration. Local optimal (both energy- and performance-) configurations for both IL1 and DL1 are recorded.

2. Hold IL1 and DL1 as the energy-optimal configurations found in the last step. Explore all L2 cache configurations and record local energy-optimal L2 cache configuration. The process is repeated for performance-optimal L2 configuration also.

3. The energy- (performance-) optimal configuration for the cache hierarchy is composed of the three local energy- (performance-) optimal caches for each separate cache.

Clearly, the first step simulates 18 (\(S_{l1}\)) configurations while the second step requires 36 (\(S_{ul2} * 2\)) explorations. If some local optimal IL1 and DL1 configurations happen to be identical, the second step may take less number of explorations. The last
step potentially takes 2 simulations. In total, discarding repeating configurations, ILOT has a exploration space of no more than 54 configurations.

### 3.3.5 Interlaced Tuning – ILT

Gordon-ross et al. [30] designed a tuning heuristic named TCaT – Two-level Cache Tuning – in a interlaced manner for desktop systems with unified level one and level two caches. In their approach, cache parameters are tuned in the order of their importance to the overall energy consumption, which is cache size followed by line size and finally associativity. TCaT claims to find the configuration with energy consumption close to the optimal one by only exploring tens of candidates. We adapt the strategy used in TCaT and propose ILT – Interlaced Tuning heuristic – which finds both energy- and performance- optimal parameters throughout the exploration. Therefore, as opposed to [30], in each step other than the first, we need to set the already-explored parameters to energy- and performance- optimal ones separately during the exploration of the current parameter. In order to increase the chances of finding optimal L2 cache size, which we found has the highest importance, we combine the exploration of L2 cache’s size and associativity together. We sacrifice a certain amount of exploration time for better profiling results. ILT is summarized as below:

1. First, tune by cache size. Hold the IL1’s line size, associativity as well as DL1 to the smallest configuration. L2 is set to the base cache. Explore all three instruction cache sizes (1KB, 2KB and 4KB) and find out the energy- and performance-optimal one(s). Same explorations are performed for DL1 cache size. In L2 size exploration, we try all the associativities (4W, 8W and 16W) with each L2 cache size (8KB, 16KB and 32KB) and repeat the process twice to find the energy- and performance-optimal size(s), separately. We set L1 sizes to the energy- (performance-) optimal ones in the corresponding process of finding energy- (performance-) optimal L2 size(s).
2. Next, tune by line size. We set the cache sizes and L2 cache’s associativity to the energy- (performance-) optimal ones found in the first step during exploring energy- (performance-) optimal line sizes for each cache (16B, 32B and 64B for L1 caches while 32B, 64B and 128B for L2 cache), respectively. These two tasks are repeated for both L1 caches and L2.

3. Finally, tune by associativity. We set the cache sizes and line sizes to the energy- and performance-optimal ones when we explore for the energy- and performance-optimal associativity (1W, 2W and 4W), respectively. Note that we only explore associativities for L1 caches in this step. During the process of finding DL1’s optimal associativities, we already have all the other parameters we need to compute the total numbers of execution cycles that are required in the profile table.

At the beginning of the first step, we do not have any explored parameter so the L1 cache size tuning is done in one-shot for both IL1 an DL1, which lead to 6 (=3+3) configurations. During L2 cache size tuning, there are 9 (=3*3) possible combinations with the associativity and the process has to be done twice for both energy- and performance- optimal L1 cache sizes. Hence, the first step requires to explore 24 (=6+9*2) configurations. Similarly, the second step explores all three lines sizes for each cache separately twice which leads to 18 (=3*2*3) candidates. The final step explores 12 (=3*2*2) configurations since L2 associativity has already been examined in the first step. Therefore, in the worst case, ILT explores 54 (=24+18+12) configurations. However, in most cases, we observe that there are a lot of repetitive configurations throughout the process which we only have to profile once. For example, the L1 configuration 2KB_1W_16B in the second step has already been explored in the first step. Furthermore, all the configurations composed of invalid cache parameter combinations are also discarded. In practice, ILT has a exploration space size of around 35 configurations.
3.4 Experiments

3.4.1 Experiments Setup

To quantify energy savings using the proposed approaches, selected benchmarks from MediaBench [66], MiBench [35] and EEMBC [25] benchmark suites, representing typical tasks that might be present in a soft real-time systems, are examined. These benchmarks are all specially designed for embedded systems and suitable for the cache configuration parameters described in Section 3.3. All applications were executed with the default input sets provided with the benchmarks suites.

We utilized the configurable cache architecture described in [136]. The access latency (e.g., in ns) to read particular data from the cache remains the same when we reconfigure the cache because the clock frequency is fixed determined by the base cache size. The data transfer time during a cache miss is determined by the cache line size as well as the bandwidth between memory levels. In general, larger line sizes will lead to more data transfer cycles thus higher access latencies. This variance, for both L1 and L2 caches, are incorporated in our model considering different miss cycles for cache configurations with various line sizes. We adopt these values from the study in [136]. To obtain cache hit and miss statistics, we used the SimpleScalar toolset [14] to simulate the applications. We assume an in-order issue core with a four-stage pipeline. It supports out-of-order completion but the pipeline is stalled whenever a data hazard is detected. It also supports speculation and a branch predictor with 2-bit saturating counter. We use PISA architecture in our experiments and the compiler is the default little-endian PISA compiler (sslittle-na-sstrix-gcc) which comes with SimpleScalar 3.0, with cc options CFLAGS= -O -I$(srcdir). To populate the static profile tables for each task, we utilize SimpleScalar’s external I/O trace files (eio file), checkpointing, and fastforwarding capabilities. This method allows for every benchmark phase to be individually profiled via fastforwarding execution to each potential preemption point. Once we have the profile tables for all the tasks, we use a task scheduler to simulate the system. The scheduler calls another
script which contains the cache configuration selection algorithm (e.g., Algorithm 2) to reconfigure the cache.

For single-level scheduling-aware cache reconfiguration evaluation (Section 3.2), we assume a four-bank cache of base size 4 KB which offers the same configuration space as described in Section 3.3 for L1 caches. For comparison purposes, we define the base cache configuration to be a 4 KB, 2-way set associative cache with a 32-byte line size, a reasonably common configuration that meets the needs of the benchmarks studied. The L2 cache is fixed to a 64K unified cache with 4-way associativity and 32B line size. We used partition factors ranging from 4 to 7. Driven by Perl scripts, the design space of 18 L1 cache configurations is exhaustively explored during static analysis to determine the energy-, performance-, and deadline-aware energy-optimal cache configurations for each phase of each benchmark. For multi-level cache reconfiguration, we implemented the cache tuning heuristics using Perl scripts, which are then used to drive SimpleScalar to do the phase-based task profiling.

### 3.4.2 Results: Single-level SACR

To model sample real-time embedded systems, we created seven different task sets as shown in Table 3-4. In each task set, the three selected benchmarks have comparable dynamic instruction sizes in order to avoid behavioral domination by one relatively large task. For system simulation, task arrival times and deadlines are randomly generated. To achieve effective and fair comparison, we make the system utilization ratio close to the schedulability condition [69]. We examine varying preemption points and average these values so that our results represent a generic degree of scheduling decisions.

#### 3.4.2.1 Energy Saving

We compare the energy consumption for each task set using different schemes: a fixed base cache configuration, the conservative approach, and the aggressive approach. Energy consumption is normalized to the fixed base cache configuration such that value of
Table 3-4. Benchmark task sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Set 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>Task 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 1</td>
<td>epic*</td>
<td>pegwit*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 2</td>
<td>cjpeg*</td>
<td>toast*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 3</td>
<td>A2TIME01**</td>
<td>AIFFTR01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 4</td>
<td>BITMNP01**</td>
<td>IDCTR01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 5</td>
<td>djpeg*</td>
<td>rawaudio*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 6</td>
<td>BaseFP01**</td>
<td>CACHEB01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Set 7</td>
<td>TBLOOK01**</td>
<td>TTSPRK01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MediaBench  **EEBMC

1 represents our baseline. Figure 3-9 presents energy savings for the instruction and data cache subsystems. Energy savings in the instruction cache subsystem ranges from 22% to 54% for the conservative approach, while it reaches as high as 74% for the aggressive approach. Energy savings average 33% and 52% for the conservative and aggressive approaches, respectively. In the data cache subsystem, energy saving is generally less than that of the instruction cache subsystem due to less variation in cache configuration requirements. In the data cache subsystem, energy savings range from 15% to 47% for the conservative approach, while it reaches as high as 64% for the aggressive approach, and the average are 16% and 22% for the conservative and aggressive approaches, respectively.

It is worth investigating the insights behind the experimental results: why instruction cache and data cache reveal such different energy savings when executing tasks from different benchmark suites (MediaBench and EEMBC)? Note that we use benchmarks from MediaBench in task sets 1 and 2 while benchmarks from EEMBC in task sets 3 and 4. As shown in Figure 3-9, task set 1, for example, has more energy savings in data cache than in instruction cache using aggressive approach. By looking at the properties of each benchmark in that task set, we found that they have common characteristics in their energy-optimal and performance-optimal cache configurations stored in the profile table. To illustrate this, we sort each task’s all cache configurations by their energy consumption as well as performance. Figure 3-10 depicts the layout of each configuration.
Figure 3-9. Cache subsystem energy consumption normalized to the base cache configuration for each task set (a) Instruction cache (b) Data cache ranking by its energy and performance for benchmark epic\textsuperscript{6}. We can see that in data cache, the chosen energy-optimal cache’s performance and performance-optimal cache’s energy consumption are relatively much better than in instruction cache. The higher the performance an energy-optimal cache configuration has, the higher the chance that it will

\textsuperscript{6} Due to space limit, results for one task in test set 1 is shown here. But other tasks in that set also have the similar pattern. For the same reason, though only results for the entire benchmark is shown there, other phases also show the same property.
be chosen by the scheduler. On the other side, the less energy an performance-optimal cache configuration consumes, the less penalty (extra energy consumption) it has to pay when the scheduler has to choose the performance-optimal one due to tight timing constraints. These two factors explain why for test case 1, data cache reveals more energy savings than instruction cache. For those task sets containing benchmarks from EEBMC, the situation is just the opposite. Task sets 3 and 4 do very well in instruction cache but show very little energy saving in data cache. Figure 3-11 illustrates the reason for this observation. Again, though only A2TIME01 is shown, we found almost all the benchmarks in EEMBC have the same property. In instruction cache, the performance of the energy-optimal cache is very close to that of the performance-optimal one. Similarly, the energy consumption of the performance-optimal cache is very close to that of the energy-optimal one. Interestingly, in many cases they are the same cache configuration, for example, A2TIME01 in Figure 3-11 (a). However, in data cache, the energy-favored caches and performance-favored caches differ tremendously. For this reason, benchmarks from EEMBC are doing extremely bad in data cache.

It is also helpful to discuss how miss rate plays its role in the cache model and thus affects the optimal cache configuration variations. Figure 3-12 shows the miss rates for
epic, which explains the insights behind Figure 3-10 showing each data cache configuration behaving similarly in terms of both performance and energy efficiency (e.g. Figure 3-10 (b)) while the instruction caches behaves just the opposite. The reason for $4K_{4W_{16B}}$ and $4K_{4W_{32B}}$ being superior in both energy and performance is the following. On one hand, the benchmark’s data region in the footprint is relatively large and thus the capacity of the data cache is critical. In other words, configurations with smaller sizes cannot satisfy the benchmark’s footprint and thus suffer from high miss rates. Therefore, with same associativity, configurations with larger capacity always win over those with smaller size in both performance and energy. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3-12, 1K configurations with 2-way associativity\(^7\) have similar miss rates as 2K direct-mapped caches while 2K and 2-way associativity configurations have lower miss rates than 4K direct-mapped caches. Therefore, temporal locality of the benchmark which reflects in the number of conflict misses (which further reflect in the desired cache associativity) also play an important role in deciding optimal cache configurations. The code region in the

\(^7\) Although 1K cache with 2-way associativity is not valid in our reconfigurable cache architecture, we include here for illustration purpose only.
footprint is relatively small and thus can be easily satisfied, each configuration will show similar low miss rates thus smaller configurations could win in energy efficiency due to its low power dissipation.

![Graph](image)

Figure 3-12. Miss rate for epic under different cache configurations.

### 3.4.2.2 Suitability of Statically Determined Configurations

System’s performance variations when using our approaches are shown in Table 3-5 and Table 3-6. We keep tracking of each task’s performance during the system execution and find the percentage of those jobs of that task whose performance are higher (and lower but deadlines are met) using the selected cache configuration compared to the base cache. As discussed in Section 3.2.4.1, the cache configuration selected by our approach (nearest-neighbor nature) may possibly be inefficient in performance for the execution period between the actual preemption points. The percentage deadline misses are also provided for each task to evaluate the system service level. Though lower performance jobs do potentially have impact on the system performance, they are not harmful since no task deadline is missed. As the results show, our approach achieves significant energy savings at a very low cost of small amount of task deadline misses which are acceptable in soft real-time systems. For example, among epic’s all executions (jobs), 75% of them took shorter time using the cache configurations selected by conservative approach than using base cache while 21% of them took longer time but still met the time constraints.
Only 4% of all its jobs actually miss their deadlines. As Table 3-5 demonstrates, our conservative approach leads to very minor deadline misses (0 - 4%). Our aggressive approach can generate drastic reduction in energy requirements with slight higher deadlines misses (1% - 18%).

Table 3-5. Task performance variations for conservative approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Higher performance jobs</th>
<th>Lower performance jobs</th>
<th>Deadline misses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>epic</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pegwit</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rawcaudio</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toast</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mpeg2</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A2TIME01</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIFFTR01</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIFIRF01</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BITMNP01</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDCTRN01</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSPEED01</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-6. Task performance variations for aggressive approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Higher performance jobs</th>
<th>Lower performance jobs</th>
<th>Deadline misses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>epic</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pegwit</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rawcaudio</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toast</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mpeg2</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A2TIME01</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIFFTR01</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIFIRF01</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BITMNP01</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDCTRN01</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSPEED01</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To show how early/late in the execution the deadlines are missed, for each low-priority job that is discarded, we collected its current phase (CP) as defined in Section 3.2.4.2, as shown in Table 3-7. In other words, among all the jobs that missed their deadlines (e.g. 4% of all jobs), different jobs are dropped at different stages of execution (CP). For example, in case of epic, among the 8% of jobs that are dropped, 23% of them have executed over one-fourth (CP = 1), 54% of them have executed over half (CP = 2) and 23% of them are over three-fourth (CP = 3).

Table 3-7. Current phases of deadline violated tasks when they are discarded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>CP = 1</th>
<th>CP = 2</th>
<th>CP = 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>epic</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pegwit</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rawcaudio</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toast</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mpeg2</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2.3 Impact of Storing Multiple Cache Configurations

As discussed in Section 3.2.5, storing multiple beneficial cache configurations may lead to more energy savings. We explore the effect of using extended profile table by running task set 1 - 4 in Table 3-4. The profile table size is doubled to accommodate the second beneficial energy- and performance-optimal cache configuration. Algorithm 2 is modified to be aware of this extension. We call this method Extended approach and Figure 3-13 shows its energy consumption compared to the conservative and aggressive approaches. On average, the extended approach achieves 4.6% more energy savings than aggressive approach in instruction caches while 5.9% more in data caches. In some cases, like set 3 in instruction cache and set 1 in data cache, no extra energy saving is observed due to lack of beneficial cache configurations.

As already discussed in Section 3.2.5, extended profile table will cause exponential increase in system overheads. Energy overhead of the profile table can be safely ignored because it only accounts for a very less proportion of the gained energy savings. However,
Figure 3-13. The effect of using extended profile table: cache subsystem energy consumption normalized to conservative approach for each task set (a) Instruction cache (b) Data cache

increase in area and access time of the table affect the feasibility of applying this extended approach. When the number of different tasks is relatively small such that system overhead is not serious, extended approach is favorable than other two approaches. Since it is common to have large number of tasks in the system, applying extended approach may not be a good idea in these cases because the profile table’s area could exceed the chip area constraints and increased access time may impact the system’s critical path. In
extreme cases, it may lead to longer clock cycle length and lower system frequency, which should obviously be avoided.

3.4.2.4 Analysis of Input Variations

Program’s cache behavior, especially the data cache, can vary when being fed with different inputs. Essentially, input varies in its size, structure, and its contents. For example, different inputs may drastically affect the program’s dynamic execution path (such as number of loop iterations), thus both energy- and performance-optimal caches may differ from what are stored in the profile table.

Obviously, it is impossible to exhaustively explore all possible inputs. Energy-aware task scheduling techniques face the same problem. In real-time systems, scheduler should be fed with the task set information which includes task’s execution time (in cycles). The potential solutions include use of i) fixed input set (execution time is known beforehand) [42] [94], ii) Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) [137] [51] [97] [101] and iii) probabilistic execution time distribution [83] [139] [40].

It is worth exploring how varying input would impact each task’s cache behavior. In our experiments, we examine inputs with different sizes and observe the variation of optimal cache configurations. For the instruction cache, the energy optimal cache configuration parameters (cache size, line size and set associativity) reduce as the input size decreases. Results are similar for the data cache. The performance optimal instruction cache configuration’s line size reduces as input size decreases, but cache size and associativity remain the same. However, in this case, the data cache shows non-deterministic behavior. The reason for such kind of variations in instruction cache is the size of critical data processing code sections which accounts for 90% of the time (loops etc.) may be a comparatively small segment of the entire program due to the 90/10 law. Since critical data processing code sections (instruction cache working set) remains in the cache, the line size tends to be smaller in order to reduce the time spent on cache misses, and thus static energy consumed. For the data cache, as the input size increases,
spatial locality is more critical than temporal locality, thus, the cache size nearly remains
the same, or even decreases, but line size increases. It is important to note that drastic
changes in input size is not usual in real-time systems. We also studied the impact of
changing input pattern on our approach. We observed that a change in input pattern
(data structure and the absolute values change but not the size) shows a minor impact on
the cache behavior. Both energy and performance optimal cache configurations show very
little variation.

Here are the experimental results that support our arguments. We examined cjpeg
benchmark from MediaBench. In the first set of experiments, we selected six differently
sized input image files (a.ppm, b.ppm, c.ppm, d.ppm, e.ppm, f.ppm) and found that the
energy/performance optimal cache configurations for both instruction and data caches,
with partition factor of 4, as shown in Table 3-8. In the second experiment, we selected
two similarly sized images files (man.ppm and woman.ppm) with different content and
exploited the cache behavior under partition factor of 4, 5 and 6. As shown in Table 3-9,
there is very little variation in terms of the optimal cache configuration selection for the
two inputs. Therefore, our approach is applicable when the input for each task is known
during design time so that it can be statically profiled. Our approach is also applicable
when there are changes in input pattern. This is a realistic assumption for real-time
systems.

3.4.2.5 Hardware Overhead

This section describes the overhead of implementing the profile table in hardware.
The profile table is stored in SRAM and accessed by the cache tuner to fetch the cache
configuration information. The size of the table depends on the number of tasks in the
system and the partition factor used. For conservative approach, each table entry consists
of five bits since the configurable cache architecture used in this study offers 18 possible
cache configurations. We have implemented the profile table using Verilog HDL and
Table 3-8. Input variation exploration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Size of Input</th>
<th>EO_icache</th>
<th>PO_icache</th>
<th>EO_dcache</th>
<th>PO_dcache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.ppm</td>
<td>8431 bytes</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.ppm</td>
<td>101484 bytes</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.ppm</td>
<td>306915 bytes</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.ppm</td>
<td>530895 bytes</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.ppm</td>
<td>1476015 bytes</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.ppm</td>
<td>3832336 bytes</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_2W_16B</td>
<td>4096B_4W_16B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

synthesized using Synopsis Design Compiler with TSMC 0.18 cell library. We estimate a table lookup frequency of once per three million nanoseconds during dynamic power computation, which means that there is a table lookup every one million instructions using a 500 MHz CPU with an average CPI of 1.5. It is clearly an overestimation (which is safe) since the benchmarks we used have around 10 to 200 million dynamic instructions. Table 3-10 illustrates our results. Each row in the table indicates the area, dynamic power, leakage power, and critical path length for profile table with different sizes. We also calculate overhead using 65nm technology as shown in Table 3-11. We observed that
on average for each task set, the energy overhead of our approach only account for less than 0.02% (450 nJ compared to 2825563 nJ) of the total energy savings. Admittedly,
aggressive approach requires more bits per lookup table entry (74 bits\(^8\)). However, Table 3-10 and 3-11 illustrate that the power dissipation is about linearly proportional to the table size. Therefore, even if the table entry size is increased by 15 times (5 bits to 74 bits), the total energy overhead is no more than 0.3% of the total energy savings. Therefore, we can safely conclude that the overhead for profile tables are negligible compared to the energy saving for both conservative and aggressive approaches.

Table 3-10. Overhead of different lookup tables (180nm technology)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table size (# of entries)</th>
<th>Area ((\mu m^2))</th>
<th>Dynamic Power ((\mu W))</th>
<th>Leakage Power ((\mu W))</th>
<th>Critical Path Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>61416</td>
<td>38.13</td>
<td>114.37</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>121200</td>
<td>84.25</td>
<td>224.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>244520</td>
<td>187.68</td>
<td>461.30</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>483416</td>
<td>327.90</td>
<td>904.70</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-11. Overhead of different lookup tables (65nm technology)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table size (# of entries)</th>
<th>Area ((\mu m^2))</th>
<th>Dynamic Power ((\mu W))</th>
<th>Leakage Power ((\mu W))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>6756</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>154.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>13332</td>
<td>27.02</td>
<td>303.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>26897</td>
<td>60.19</td>
<td>623.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>53176</td>
<td>105.16</td>
<td>1222.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 Results: Multi-level SACR

To evaluate our exploration heuristics and scheduling algorithm, we selected six benchmarks from each of the following benchmark suits: MediaBench [66] (cjpeg, epic, pegwit, rawaudio, mpeg2, toast), MiBench [35] (CRC32, dijkstra, FFT, pktflow, qsort, rijndael, susan) and EEMBC [25] (A2TIME01, A1FFTR01, AIFIRF01, BITMNP01,

\(^8\) 74 bits are needed to store both energy- and performance-optimal cache configurations (5 + 5 bits) as well as the corresponding execution times (32 + 32 bits).
Table 3-12 shows our seven task sets, each of which consists of six selected benchmarks. Task set 1 consists of benchmarks from MediaBench, set 2 from MiBench, set 3 from EEMBC and set 4 - 7 are mixtures from all three suites. In order to avoid the situation where one or two tasks dominate the total energy consumption, tasks in each set are chosen to have comparable sizes. All the tasks are executed with the default input sets provided with the benchmark suites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>cjpeg, epic, pegwit, rawaudio, mpeg2, toast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>CRC32, dijkstra, FFT, pktflow, qsort, rijndael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>A2TIME01, AIFFTR01, AIFIRF01, BITMNP01, IDCTRN01, RSPEED01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4</td>
<td>cjpeg, pegwit, qsort, susan, A2TIME01, IDCTRN01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 5</td>
<td>epic, rawaudio, dijkstra, CRC32, AIFFTR01, BITMNP01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 6</td>
<td>mpeg2, toast, pktflow, rijndael, AIFIRF01, RSPEED01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 7</td>
<td>pegwit, mpeg2, qsort, FFT, BITMNP01, IDCTRN01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3.1 Optimal Cache Configuration Selection

First we evaluate our proposed design space exploration heuristics by comparing the energy- (performance-) optimal cache configurations found using each heuristic to the exhaustive approach. This comparison directly reflects the effectiveness of each heuristic (the closer to the exhaustive approach the better). Since these design space exploration results are used to construct the profile table, it will have impact on the scheduling-aware reconfiguration algorithm.

Figure 3-14 and 3-15 show the heuristic searching results for selected benchmarks. From Figure 3-14, we can observe that, for most of the time, all four heuristics behaves well in finding energy-optimal cache hierarchy configurations. For example, for benchmark dijkstra, cjpeg, rawaudio and RSPEED01, all four heuristics are able to find configurations which are very close to the optimal. However, in certain cases, some heuristics may lead to inferior exploration results. For example, both ILOT and ILT do not work well for pegwit.
Generally speaking, with respective to energy consumption, SLOT and TST behave consistently well among all benchmarks. ILOT behaves very close to TST, sometimes even better (e.g., *cjpeg*, *AIFIRF01*), but could be inferior in other cases. ILT, though having the smallest exploration space and thus being fastest, is only able to find the optimal configurations with the quality 30% away from the optimal on average.

![Normalized energy consumption of the searched energy-optimal cache configuration using heuristics.](image)

Figure 3-14. Normalized energy consumption of the searched energy-optimal cache configuration using heuristics.

Figure 3-15 shows the exploration results in terms of performance. In other words, the execution time of the performance-optimal cache configuration found by each heuristic is compared with the exhaustive search. It can be observed that SLOT and TST are able to consistently find the actual performance-optimal configurations or at least very close ones. On the other hand, although behaves very well in terms of energy consumption, ILOT is not good at finding the performance-optimal configuration for a number of benchmarks. In this aspect, ILT outperforms ILOT.

### 3.4.3.2 Energy Saving

We quantify the cache subsystem energy savings using our approach by comparing to the base cache scenario. We use five cache exploration methods – exhaustive, SLOT, TST, ILOT and ILT – to generate profile tables for all the task sets. Figure 3-16 presents the
total cache hierarchy energy consumption normalized to the base cache for all the seven task sets using each exploration technique. As expected, exhaustive exploration generated the highest energy saving (58% on average). SLOT achieves 56% average energy saving which is comparable to the exhaustive approach. TST outperforms SLOT in some task sets but on average saves 52% of the energy consumption. While ILOT and ILT perform the worst, we can still achieve 46% and 40% of energy savings, respectively. Figure 3-16 also shows the relative comparison of each heuristic. On an average, SLOT, TST, ILOT and ILT make the system consume 2.8%, 9.1%, 25.6% and 43.1% more energy than the exhaustive method.

3.4.3.3 Insights behind Results

It is helpful to examine some insights behind the results shown above. SLOT simply discards the flexibility and benefit of running IL1 and DL1 cache separately. Therefore, when optimal configurations for IL1 and DL1 are different, SLOT will have to suffer from decreased energy efficiency and/or performance in either IL1 or DL1. TST only considers Pareto-optimal configurations at the cost of losing the chance of finding more efficient cache combinations which actually consists of non-beneficial ones. Specifically, when
searching for the Pareto-optimal points for each cache, the other two caches are fixed to the base case. In other words, it is assumed that the Pareto-optimal configuration set for each individual cache is independent of the other cache’s configuration. However, the assumption does not always hold. One of the reason is that a less energy efficient (due to oversize) L1 cache may cause less accesses to L2 cache. Hence an appropriate L2 cache may make this non-beneficial L1 cache overall better. The reason for ILOT not finding the optimal configurations is that, although relatively independent from each other, IL1 and DL1 both have impact on the L2 cache which has effect back on L1 caches. So they are essentially indirectly dependent on each other through the L2 cache. Furthermore, varying one of them, say DL1, will lead to different total execution time and thus the static power consumption of the other (IL1) is also going to change. Therefore, although miss rate is unaffected, IL1 and DL1 do have impact on each other in terms of energy consumption as well as performance. ILT behaves worst due to the fact that it could miss the optimal parameter easily when exploring with other unknown but fixed parameters.

3.4.3.4 Exploration Efficiency

The four heuristics, though exhibits less energy savings, are much more efficient than exhaustive method in the static profiling stage. Table 3-13 presents the total number of
cache configurations explored by each exploration heuristics\textsuperscript{9} for each benchmark. Our experience is that it normally takes days to profile a task using exhaustive method while a few minutes if ILT is employed. For example, exhaustive exploration of all configurations for \textit{qsort} takes about 5 days and 16 hours while only 44 minutes are required for ILT heuristic. Designers can decide which heuristic to use based on the profiling time they have and the overall energy savings.

Table 3-13. Cache hierarchy configuration explored using different exploration methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exhaust</th>
<th>SLOT</th>
<th>TST</th>
<th>ILOT</th>
<th>ILT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{cjpeg}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{epic}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{pegwit}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{rawcaudio}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{CRC32}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{dijkstra}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{FFT}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{pktflow}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{qsort}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{rijndael}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{susan}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{A2TIME01}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{AIFFTR01}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{AIFIRF01}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{BITMNP01}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{IDCTRN01}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{RSPEED01}</td>
<td>4752</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Summary

Dynamic cache reconfiguration is a promising approach to improve both energy consumption and overall performance in embedded systems. This chapter presented a novel scheduling-aware dynamic cache reconfiguration technique for soft real-time systems.

\textsuperscript{9} For simplicity, these numbers only count for the task on the whole in each set but not for every phase.
This methodology employs an ideal combination of static analysis and dynamic tuning of cache parameters with minor or no impact on timing constraints. We also presented a novel methodology for tuning two-level configurable cache hierarchy in soft real-time systems. Four cache exploration heuristics, which greatly improve the static analysis efficiency, are designed and compared with the exhaustive method. Experimental results demonstrated a 50% reduction on average in the overall energy consumption of the single-level cache subsystems and up to 40 - 58% of the multi-level cache hierarchy in soft real-time embedded systems.
CHAPTER 4
ENERGY-AWARE SCHEDULING WITH DYNAMIC VOLTAGE SCALING

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [38] is widely acknowledged as one of the most
effective processor energy saving techniques. The reason behind its capability to save
energy is that linear reduction in the supply voltage leads to approximately linear slow
down of performance while the power can be decreased quadratically. Many general as
well as specific-purpose processors nowadays support DVS [74] [75] [54] with multiple
available voltage levels. Figure 4-1 shows how power consumption and clock cycle length
vary on the Crusoe processor in 70nm technology. The processor supply voltage ($V_{dd}$)
is varied from 1V to 0.5V in one step of 0.05V. We can observe that both dynamic and
static power reduce along with the voltage while the operating frequency drops at a lower
pace (down to 0.60V in this case). Therefore, it will be beneficial to reduce the supply
voltage whenever possible to achieve energy savings. Processor idle time (i.e., time slack)
also provides a unique opportunity to reduce the overall energy consumption by putting
the system into a low-power sleep mode using Dynamic Power Management (DPM) [8].
Research has shown that DVS should be used as the primary low-power technique for
processor [52] while DPM could be beneficial after applying DVS.

![Figure 4-1. Power consumption and clock cycle length of Crusoe processor ($P_{dyn}$, $P_{sta}$ and
$P_{on}$ denote dynamic power, leakage power and the intrinsic power required to
keep the processor on, respectively).](image-url)
Employing DVS in real-time multitasking systems involves assigning different processor voltage levels to tasks based on characteristics of the task set as well as the target system. In this chapter, we present novel algorithms for energy-aware processor voltage scaling and task scheduling in real-time systems. The proposed research mainly focuses on hard real-time systems with preemptive task sets. Generally, the objective is to minimize energy consumption without violating any task timing constraint. We first present a novel DVS scheme – PreDVS – which assigns multiple voltage levels to each task instance based on preemptive scheduling. PreDVS targets on static slack allocation and is called during design time. Our approach is based on an approximation scheme that can ensure the solution quality to be within a specified boundary of the optimal.

Next, we describe our dynamic slack reclamation algorithm (DSR) which runs at runtime to adjust voltage assignments and reschedule tasks for further energy savings. The two methodologies proposed in this chapter can be employed together to achieve maximum energy optimizations.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 summarizes existing research works on DVS. Section 4.2 describes PreDVS in details. Section 4.3 presents the dynamic slack reclamation algorithm. Experimental results are presented in Section 4.3. Finally Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.

4.1 Related Work

A great deal of research has been carried out on dynamic voltage scaling in real-time systems. Early researches [130] [39] [102] [4] assumed an ideal processor with continuously variable voltage/frequency (i.e. infinite number of voltage levels) which is unpractical in real systems. Ishihara et al. [45] relieved this limitation by using two available neighboring voltage levels above and below the desired one for only a single task. Kwon et al. [64] combined the approaches from [130] and [45] to give optimal voltage schedule for given task sets which allows voltage scaling at specific calculated points during task execution. However, it suffers from the large number of voltage transitions (nearly double the
number needed by inter-task DVS and PreDVS). Furthermore, monitoring whether the
pre-determined optimal scaling point has been reached at runtime also requires certain
overhead as well as hardware complexity. Another way to convert the solution for ideal
processors to the practical discrete voltage scenario is always choosing the next available
voltage level above the desired one. Aydin et al. [6] and Quan et al. [89] adopted this
strategy for dynamic-priority periodic tasks and fixed-priority mixed tasks, respectively.
However, it is very inefficient and could result in 15 - 17% more energy consumption [6].

Most of the recent works focused on inter-task DVS, which uses a single voltage
level throughout each task's execution, using heuristic algorithms [128] [78] [76] [110]
[139] [142] [79] [50] [44] while others are based on approximation algorithms [16] [140]
[137]. Mejia-Alvarez et al. [76] first proposed DVS scheduling problem as Multiple-Choice
Knapsack Problem (MCKP) and presented a greedy heuristic algorithm. Swaminathan
et al. [110] modeled and solved the problem using network flow techniques to assign a
single voltage level to every job. Zhong et al. [139] considered voltage scaling for sporadic
task sets whose characteristics are not known a priori and provided statistical real-time
guarantees. Zhuo et al. [142] employed DVS to achieve system-wide (with a processor
supporting continuous voltage levels) energy saving by combining static speed setting
and preemption minimization together. Irani et al. [44] used both DVS and DPM and
presented heuristics that give solutions within constant factor of the optimal algorithm.
Chen et al. [16] formulated inter-task scaling problem as a Subset Sum problem and
proposed an approximation algorithm with performance guarantee. Zhong et al. [140]
considered processor and peripheral devices energy consumptions at the same time. They
proposed pseudo-polynomial time optimal algorithm and fully polynomial approximation
algorithm for both periodic and sporadic task sets. Zhang et al. [137] solved the same
problem with an approximation algorithm which has lower complexity than the one in
[140].
Intra-task DVS, which assigns multiple voltage levels to each task instance based on runtime information, also gained significant research interest [45] [141] [83] [127] [97] [126] [100]. Ishihara et al. [45] formulated the intra-task DVS problem as an integer linear programming problem but no more than two voltage levels can be assigned to each task. Seo et al. [97] presented a comprehensive technique based on execution profile of each task to determine the voltage scheduling of each individual block. However, only minimum average energy consumption is guaranteed. Zhu et al. [141] considered task execution time variation and introduced a DVS scheme with feedback control which handles dynamic workloads. Xie et al. [126] took switching costs into consideration and proposed exponential-time optimal algorithm as well as a linear-time heuristic with various scaling granularity. Shin et al. [100] analyzed the program profile and data-flow to improve the estimation of remaining execution cycles and optimize the voltage scaling points.

Dynamic slack reclamation techniques are proposed in [5] [84] [62] [49] [48]. Aydin et al. [5] presented an online algorithm for utilizing unused task running time and a more aggressive speculative mechanism based on expected workload. Pillai et al. [84] adjusted the processor voltage on each job arrival based on the current system utilization or future task’s WCET. Kim et al. [62] considered this problem on an ideal continuously scalable processor. Jejurikar et al. [49] presented an algorithm for non-preemptive task sets. Leakage-aware dynamic slack reclamation technique is proposed in [48]. It is based on the theorem proved in [5] that every task instance can fully reclaim slacks with higher or equal scheduling priority.

4.2 PreDVS: Preemptive Dynamic Voltage Scaling

4.2.1 Overview

In this section, we present a novel voltage scaling technique which generates a voltage assignment based on the preemptive schedule of the target task set. We develop a fully polynomial approximation scheme which can guarantee to give solutions within specified quality bounds. We also propose two efficient heuristics which can lead to
comparable energy savings in certain cases. Our approach, named PreDVS, differs from inter-task and intra-task DVS as illustrated in Figure 4-2. Specifically, PreDVS differs from existing inter-task scaling techniques in that inter-task DVS assigns only single profitable voltage level to all instances of each task, whereas PreDVS can adjust processor voltage level multiple times throughout each task instance’s execution, without introducing any extra scaling overhead, to potentially achieve more energy savings. In Figure 4-2, if the deadline of task τ₁ is 7, inter-task DVS cannot further lower any task’s voltage level otherwise deadline will be missed since it requires reduction of voltage for all task instances. However, PreDVS is able to further reduce the energy consumption by lowering the voltage level for the first segment of τ₁ from 0.75 to 0.50. Note that, although only an illustrative example is given here, the number of segments for one task instance could be excessive due to preemptions in real systems (e.g., tasks with long execution time and period are preempted by short tasks many times). PreDVS also differs from existing intra-task DVS techniques [97] [100] [83] in the following ways. Existing intra-task scaling methods assume that static slack allocation has already been done. They only consider one task instance (local optimization) and focus on exploiting dynamic time slacks generated at runtime due to early finished task execution. They require excessive analysis, runtime tracking and modification of the task source code, which makes them difficult to be implemented and thus not always feasible in real systems [110]. Furthermore, they normally result in large number of additional voltage switching points and most of them assume continuous voltage levels. PreDVS aims at static slack exploitation and is carried out during design time. In fact, our technique is complementary to existing intra-task DVS techniques. Any intra-task scaling can be applied after PreDVS to further reduce energy consumption at runtime.

PreDVS considers the problem globally and find a voltage assignment for all task instances so that the total energy consumption can be minimized while no deadline is violated. Off-line analysis (i.e., static slack exploitation) is of great importance in
energy-efficiency scheduling techniques in real-time systems [89]. Since our approach focuses on static slack exploitation, we assume every task takes its worst-case execution time to complete as most existing inter-task DVS works do. We focus on hard real-time systems with preemptive periodic task sets in this work. The system can be executed on any processor with discrete voltage/frequency levels. We formulate the problem in Section 4.2.2. The problem transformation scheme and an pseudo-polynomial algorithm which can give optimal solutions are presented in Section 4.2.3. We then propose the fully polynomial-time approximation scheme in the same section. In Section 4.2.4, we describe two heuristics with and without using problem the transformation scheme.

4.2.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate our problem, prove its NP-hardness and then discuss its unique difficulties. Specifically, we are given a set of \( m \) independent periodic tasks \( T\{\tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_m\} \) with each task \( \tau_i \in T \) has known period \( p_i \), deadline \( d_i \) and worst-case execution cycles (WCEC) \( c_i \). Task \( \tau_i \in T \) has energy consumption \( e_i^k \) and execution time
at processor voltage $v_k \in V$. Note that we use WCEC $c_i$ here to reflect the worst-case workload of each task since it is independent of processor frequency level. $e_i^k$ and $t_i^k$ can be computed based on the underlying processor energy model. The average switched capacitance of each task could be constant or variable, although research has shown that there is very little variation among real-time tasks in practice [104]. In order to avoid leakage power consumption compromising the energy saving, we can eliminate all the voltage levels in $V$ which have the frequency level below the critical speed [51]. We assume that each task is released at the beginning of every period and the relative deadline is equal to the period. We prove that our voltage scaling problem is NP-hard by considering a simplified version of our problem – inter-task scaling – in which each task $\tau_i \in T$ is uniquely assigned a fixed voltage level throughout all its jobs. The system schedulability can be guaranteed by restricting the total utilization rate of task set under the scheduler’s bound $U$. Note that it is sufficient to consider the task scheduling over its hyper-period $P$ (equal to the least common multiple of all tasks’ periods) since periodic task set has repetitive execution pattern during every $P$. To be more specific, the simplified problem can be stated as:

\[
\min (E = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{k=1}^{l} \frac{P}{p_i} \cdot x_i^k \cdot e_i^k) \tag{4–1}
\]

subject to,

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{k=1}^{l} x_i^k \cdot \frac{t_i^k}{p_i} \leq U \tag{4–2}
\]

\[
\forall i \sum_{k=1}^{l} x_i^k = 1 \tag{4–3}
\]

In Equation (4–1), $x_i^k$ is a 0/1 variable which denotes whether task $\tau_i$ is assigned with voltage level $v_k$ and Equation (4–3) presents the temporary assumption we make that only one voltage level is used throughout each task’s execution. Equation (4–2) shows the sufficient condition of schedulability which must be satisfied. According to [137], the inter-task DVS problem formulated above is NP-hard, as shown below:
Theorem 1. The simplified version of our problem stated above by Equation (4–1), (4–2) and (4–3) is NP-hard.

Proof. This problem can be proved to be NP-hard by showing that it is reducible from an existing NP-hard problem – Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) [58]. This reduction can be performed in polynomial time by a transformation of the goal from energy consumption minimization to energy saving maximization. It is done by changing the objective to maximize in Equation (4–1) and replacing $e_k^i$ with $(e_{i}^{max} - e_k^i)$ where $e_{i}^{max} = \max(e_k^i)$, $v_k \in V$. Finding the optimal voltage assignments for each task is equivalent to finding an optimal solution for MCKP which picks one and only one object from each class.

Now let’s switch back to our original problem. By assigning multiple voltage levels at different places throughout each task’s execution, more energy savings can be achieved since we have more flexibility during decision making. Nevertheless, the issue of when and how to apply scaling remains to be solved. Clearly, it is not feasible to consider all possible positions. Task preemption, which creates multiple segments of a single job, provides natural opportunities to assign different voltage levels to each task. In this work, we examine the EDF schedule\(^1\) when the system is executed without DVS and change the processor frequency whenever a job starts execution or resumes after being preempted. Since inter-task scaling techniques also have to perform voltage switching in all these occasions, our strategy does not introduce any additional runtime overhead. It is important since voltage scaling overhead can have significant negative impact on overall energy consumption as well as performance [97] [83]. Note that PreDVS leads to distinct

\(^1\) Our approach is also similarly applicable with RM scheduling but is not discussed in this dissertation.
energy consumption and execution time for each task’s different jobs. As the simplified
version has been shown to be NP-hard, the original problem is NP-hard as well.

### 4.2.3 Approximation Scheme

Since PreDVS problem has shown to be NP-hard (and thus does not admit a
polynomial time optimal algorithm), the best option is to devise an efficient method
that can lead to approximate-optimal solutions. As described in Section 4.2.2, our original
problem (PreDVS) essentially adds another dimension (voltage/frequency selection for
a task’s each segment) to the simplified version (Inter-task DVS). This fact prevents us
from solving the problem directly by adapting approximation algorithms for MCKP or
inter-task DVS [137]. In this section, we present our two primary contributions. First, we
develop a problem transformation scheme that can eliminate this complexity. Next, we
propose an fully polynomial-time approximation algorithm which can efficiently solve the
problem.

#### 4.2.3.1 Problem Transformation

This section describes four important steps of our problem transformation scheme.

**Step 1**: As in traditional systems without a voltage scalable processor, all the tasks
are executed at a fixed frequency. We use the case in which the processor is running
solely at the highest voltage as the baseline and further assume that the given task set
is schedulable in this case otherwise applying DVS is not meaningful. We simulate and
generate an EDF schedule of the task set on the target system. Each task is set to take its
WCEC $c_i$ to finish. During simulation, we let the scheduler generate the distinct block list
and distinct block set list of each task, which are defined as:

**Definition 3.** A **distinct block** is an execution segment (interval) of a task with a
distinct pair of start and end point.

**Definition 4.** A **distinct block set** is a set of distinct blocks which compose a whole job
of a task. Every distinct block set has a different set of distinct block(s).
Let $b_j^i$ and $s_j^i$ denote the $j^{th}$ distinct block and distinct block set of task $\tau_i$, respectively. Figure 4-3 illustrates these two terms. In this example, we consider three tasks: $\tau_1 \{3,3,1\}$, $\tau_2 \{5,5,2\}$ and $\tau_3 \{12,12,4\}$. For task $\tau_1$, it never gets preempted and has only one distinct block $b_1^1$ that is of its entirety, which forms its only distinct block set $s_1^1 = \{b_1^1\}$. Task $\tau_2$, however, has three distinct blocks: $b_2^1$ appears from time 1 to 3, which is of its entirety; $b_2^2$ appears from time 5 to 6, which is its first half; $b_2^3$ appears from time 7 to 8, which is its second half. Therefore, $\tau_2$ has two distinct block sets: $s_2^1 = \{b_2^1\}$ and $s_2^2 = \{b_2^2, b_2^3\}$.

Task $\tau_3$, during its first period, experiences two preemptions which result in three distinct blocks: $b_3^1$ which is its first quarter, $b_3^2$ which is its second quarter and $b_3^3$ which is the rest half. These three distinct blocks compose a distinct block set $s_3^1 = \{b_3^1, b_3^2, b_3^3\}$. Note that $\tau_3$ may have more distinct blocks (and sets) since only first 12 time units are shown here.

In practice, one needs to consider the whole hyper-period $P$ to collect all the distinct blocks (and sets) for each task. We denote $|s_j^i|$ as the number of blocks in $s_j^i$ and $\delta_i$ as the number of distinct block sets for task $\tau_i$.

Figure 4-3. Distinct block and distinct block set.

**Step 2:** Once we have a list of all distinct blocks for each task, static profiling is carried out to collect the energy consumption as well as execution time for each block. We calculate these two values for each distinct block under all voltage levels in $V$. Let $e_{ij}^{jk}$ and

\footnote{The three elements in the tuple here denote period, deadline and worst-case execution time, respectively.}
$t_{i,j}^{j,k}$ denote these two values of task $\tau_i$’s $j^{th}$ distinct block $b_i^j$ under voltage $v_k$. Note that energy and time overhead for voltage transition are incorporated in them, respectively.

In other words, we generate a profile table for every $b_i^j$ which stores $e_{i,j}^{j,k}$ and $t_{i,j}^{j,k}$ for all $l$ voltage levels in $V$.

**Step 3:** For each distinct block set $s_j^i$, different voltage assignments for every distinct block in it will effect the total energy consumption as well as execution time for the entire set, which essentially forms a whole job. In order to take all possible scenarios into account, we calculate the total energy consumption and execution time of all voltage level combinations, each of which comprises of one voltage level chosen for each distinct block in $s_j^i$. Let $E_{i,j}^{j,h}$ and $T_{i,j}^{j,h}$ stand for the total energy consumption and execution time of $s_j^i$ using voltage level combination $h$. Specifically, $E_{i,j}^{j,h} = \sum_{b \in s_j^i} \sum_{k=1}^{l} x_{i,b,k}^j c_{i,b,k}^j$ and $T_{i,j}^{j,h} = \sum_{b \in s_j^i} \sum_{k=1}^{l} x_{i,b,k}^j t_{i,b,k}^j$ where $s_j^i$ is used to represent the index set comprising of distinct blocks in itself, and $x_{i,b,k}^j$ has the same meaning as $x_{i,b,k}^k$ in Equation (4-1). Each pair of $E_{i,j}^{j,h}$ and $T_{i,j}^{j,h}$ are stored in the profile table for $s_j^i$. Furthermore, non-beneficial voltage combinations, whose energy consumption and execution time are dominated by another combination in the same set, are eliminated. We use a dynamic programming based algorithm to generate the profile table for each distinct block set as shown in Algorithm 3. The outermost loop iterates over all the blocks in $s_j^i$. In each iteration, we maintain a list $L_b$ containing all beneficial voltage combinations of the first $b$ blocks. We enumerate all combinations by merging $l$ lists of $L_{k-1}$ which consist of all the elements in the previous list $L_{b-1}$ with each of them having their energy and execution time value added by the currently considered block’s energy and execution time under voltage $v_k$. We use $\bigoplus$ to denote the element-wise addition. The merged list is then sorted in non-decreasing order of the total energy. We examine each of the elements in the merged list in the sorted order and append it to $L_b$ only when it has shorter execution time than the latest added entry in $L_b$ to ensure it is beneficial. Obviously, the number of Pareto-optimal combinations in $s_j^i$’s profile table is $\pi_{i,j}^i \leq l^{|s_j^i|}$. 
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Algorithm 3: Profile table generation for distinct block set $s^j_i$.

1: $L_0 = \{(0, 0)\}$
2: for $b = 1$ to $|s^j_i|$ do
3:   for all $v_k \in V$ do
4:     $L_k' = L_{b-1} \oplus (e^{b,k}_i, t^{b,k}_i)$
5:   end for
6:   Merge all lists of $L_k'$ into one profile table $L_b' = \{(e'_r, t'_r)\}$
7:   Sort $L_b'$ in non-decreasing order of energy sum $e'_r$
8:   $L_b = \emptyset$
9:   Add the first element of $L_b'$, $(e'_1, t'_1)$, into $L_b$
10: for all elements in $L_b'$, starting from $r = 2$ do
11:   Let $(e''_r, t''_r)$ denote the latest added entry in $L_b$
12:   if $t'_r < t''_r$ then
13:     if $e'_r == e''_r$ then
14:       Replace $(e''_r, t''_r)$ with $(e'_r, t'_r)$ in $L_b$
15:     else
16:       Add element $(e'_r, t'_r)$ to the end of $L_b$
17:   end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: return $L_b$ for all $s^j_i$

Figure 4-4 shows a simple illustrative example. Here we show the profile table generation for task $\tau_3$’s distinct block set $s^3_3$ shown in Figure 4-3. For simplicity, assume only two voltage levels are available. For instance, the 3$^{rd}$ entry in the final profile table, \{\(E^{3,3}_1=18, T^{3,3}_1=22\)\}, is derived by selecting voltage level \{\(e^{3,1}_1=5, t^{3,1}_1=8\)\} for $b^1_3$, \{\(e^{3,1}_3=3, t^{3,1}_3=6\)\} for $b^2_3$ and \{\(e^{3,2}_3=10, t^{3,2}_3=8\)\} for $b^3_3$ and then by adding them together.

Step 4: So far we have obtained complete profiling information for all the jobs of each task. In other words, we know each task occurrence’s total energy and execution time under all possible voltage level assignments. In the original schedulability condition \(\sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{t_i}{p_i} \leq 1\) [69], \(t_i\) represents task $\tau_i$’s worst-case execution time. In order to guarantee that the task set is still schedulable after applying PreDVS, we have to ensure task $\tau_i$’s each job does not execute longer than some specific value $t_i$. 
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In order to ensure schedulability, we decide a threshold execution time $t_i^{th}$ for each task to be used in the above schedulability condition as $t_i$ that will act as the upper bound on each job’s execution time. Now the original problem has become how to select one voltage combination for each distinct block set of a task so that the total energy consumption $E = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{\delta_i} \lambda_i^j \cdot E_i^{j,h'}$ (where $h'$ is the selected profile table entry’s index for $s_i^j$ and $\lambda_i^j$ is the number of times $s_i^j$ occurs in the hyper-period $P$) is minimized while $\forall i \forall j T_i^{j,h'} \leq t_i^{th}$ is satisfied. An important question is how to decide $t_i^{th}$. In this step, we give every voltage combination in the profile tables a chance to use its execution time as the threshold for the corresponding task. Once a voltage combination of one distinct block set is picked as the threshold for task $\tau_i$, all the other distinct block set’s decisions can be made in a greedy manner, that is, the one with lowest energy consumption while execution time is less than or equal to the chosen threshold is selected. Note that if, for some other distinct block sets, no voltage combination can make its execution time under the threshold, the chosen threshold is infeasible and thus discarded. After all the decisions

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{profile_table_generation.png}
\caption{Figure 4-4. Profile table generation for distinct block set.}
\end{figure}
are made, we calculate the total energy consumption of that entire task and then put
them along with the threshold execution time into the aggregated profile table, which is
used as input to our approximation algorithm. Algorithm 4 illustrates this process. Note
that \( h \) denote the index of the distinct block set profile table entry which is currently
chosen to act as the threshold.

**Algorithm 4:** Aggregated profile table generation for \( \tau_i \).

1: Sort each \( s_i^j \)'s profile table in the ascending order of \( E_{i}^{j,h} \)
2: for \( j = 1 \) to \( \delta_i \) do
3:   for \( h = 1 \) to \( \pi_i^j \) do
4:     \( is\text{Feasible} = \text{true} \)
5:     \( h_j' = h \) \{h'_j denotes the selected index of \( s_i^j \).\}
6:     for \( k = 1 \) to \( \delta_i \); \( k \neq j \) do
7:       for \( u = 1 \) to \( \pi_i^j \) do
8:         if \( T_{i}^{j,u} \leq T_{i}^{j,h} \) then
9:           \( h'_u = u \)
10:          break
11:        end if
12:      end for
13:     if \( h'_u \) is not updated then
14:       \( is\text{Feasible} = \text{false} \)
15:       break \{\( T_{i}^{j,h} \) is an infeasible threshold.\}
16:  end if
17: end for
18: if \( is\text{Feasible} \) is \text{true} then
19:   \( e_i = \sum_{j=1}^{\delta_i} \lambda_i^j \cdot E_{i}^{j,h'_j} \) \{Total energy consumption of \( \tau_i \}\}
20:   Add \( (e_i, T_{i}^{j,h}) \) into task \( \tau_i \)'s aggregated profile table
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for

Figure 4-5 shows an illustrative example of aggregated profile table generation.
Suppose task \( \tau_3 \) in Figure 4-3 has three distinct block sets in \( P \) and for each of them
we have generated profile table in Step 3 as shown on the top-part of Figure 4-5. For
simplicity, we assume that each of them only occurs once in \( P \). The first entry in \( \tau_3 \)'s
aggregated profile table is calculated as follows. We choose execution time (26) of the first
entry in \( s_3^1 \)'s profile table as the threshold. For \( s_3^2 \), the first entry cannot be selected since
Figure 4-5. Aggregated profile table generation for each task.

its execution time is higher than the threshold. Hence the second entry is chosen. For the same reason, the second entry is selected for $s_3^3$. The total energy consumption and the selected threshold execution time for $\tau_3$ are inserted into its aggregated profile table. The rest of the table can be generated similarly.

After applying Algorithm 4, non-beneficial entries in the aggregated profile table are filtered out. Note that Algorithm 4 assigns the same voltage combination to every occurrence (job) of each distinct block set. Theorem 2 shows that it is reasonable and safe to do so in finding optimal assignments.

**Theorem 2.** An optimal solution of our problem must assign the same voltage combination for each occurrence of a distinct block set.

**Proof.** Suppose in the optimal assignment, distinct block set $s_i^j$ is assigned two different voltage combinations $vc_1$ and $vc_2$. Assume that the threshold execution time chosen is $t_i^{th}$. 
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Thus the execution time of both \(vc_1\) and \(vc_2\) are less than \(t_i^{th}\). Since it is always safe to use voltage combinations with execution time under threshold, one can get a better solution by replacing the higher energy consuming one with the lower one, which contradicts the fact that the solution is optimal.

**Complexity Analysis:** We now analyze the complexity of our problem transformation scheme. **Step 1** performs scheduling of the task set. **Step 2** requires \(\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{s_i} |s_i^j|\) calculations. **Step 3** has a time complexity of \(O(\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{\delta_i} |s_i^j| \cdot |L_{b'}| \cdot \log(|L_{b'}|))\), where \(|L_{b'}|\) is the upper bound of the length of list \(L_{b'}\) in Algorithm 3. **Step 4** needs a running time of \(O(\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{\delta_i} \delta_i \cdot (\pi_i^j)^2)\). Each step takes only polynomial time. It is important to note that the problem transformation introduces only design-time computation overhead. Although the static overhead depends on the nature of the input task set, our experiments show that it normally takes only in the order of minutes for common task sets.

### 4.2.3.2 Approximation Algorithm

The program transformation results in an aggregated profile table for each task. Each entry of the aggregated profile table (say \(j^{th}\) entry of task \(\tau_i\)) represents one possible voltage assignment of all distinct block sets for task \(\tau_i\) and keeps the corresponding total energy consumption as well as execution time, denoted by \(e_i^j\) and \(t_i^j\), respectively. Note that here \(t_i^j\) is actually the selected threshold time. We divide each \(t_i^j\) by period \(p_i\) to represent the utilization rate \((t_i^j/p_i)\) of the task. Furthermore, let \(\rho_i\) denote the number of entries in task \(\tau_i\)’s aggregated profile table.

We now convert our problem from a minimization version to a maximization one. Let \(e_i^{max} = \max\{e_i^1, e_i^2, \ldots, e_i^{\rho_i}\}\). For each \(e_i^j\), we calculate energy saving \(\overline{e_i^j} = e_i^{max} - e_i^j\). Now the objective becomes to maximize total energy saving \(\overline{E} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \overline{\tau_i}^i\) while satisfy the schedulability condition \(T = \sum_{i=1}^{m} t_i^r \leq U\) by choosing one and only one entry from the aggregated profile table for each task (here \(r_i\) is the index of the chosen entry).

**Dynamic Programming** Dynamic programming gives the optimal solution to our problem. Let \(\overline{\tau_i}^{max}\) defined as \(\max\{\overline{e_i}^1, \overline{e_i}^2, \ldots, \overline{e_i}^{\rho_i}\}\). Clearly, \(\overline{E} \in [1, m\overline{\tau_i}^{max}]\). Let \(S_i^{\overline{E}}\) denote
a solution in which we make decisions for the first \( i \) tasks and the total energy saving is equal to \( \bar{E} \) while the utilization rate \( T \) is minimized. A two-dimensional array is created where each element \( T[i][E] \) stores the utilization rate of \( S_i^E \). Therefore, the recursive relation for dynamic programming is:

\[
T[i][E] = \min_{j \in [1, \rho_i]} (T[i-1][E - \bar{e}_{ij}] + t_{ij})
\]

(4-4)

Using this recursion, we fill up \( T[i][E] \) for all \( E \in [1, me_{i_{max}}] \). Finally, the optimal energy saving \( E^* \) is found by:

\[
E^* = \max E \mid T[m][E] \leq U
\]

(4-5)

Dynamic programming achieves the optimal energy saving by iterating over all the tasks (1 to \( m \)), all possible total energy saving value (from 1 to \( me_{i_{max}} \)) and all entries in each task’s aggregated profile table (from 1 to \( \rho_i \)). This algorithm fills the array in order so that when calculating the \( i \)th row (\( T[i][] \)), all the previous (i - 1) rows are all filled. Hence, the time complexity is \( O(m^2 \cdot \max\{\rho_i\} \cdot me_{i_{max}}) \), which is pseudo-polynomial since the last term is unbounded.

**Approximation Algorithm** The approximation algorithm proposed in this section is based on dynamic programming. It reduces the time complexity by scaling down every \( \bar{e}_{ij} \) value by a constant \( K \) such that \( me_{i_{max}}/K \) can be bounded by \( m \) (as well as the approximation ratio \( \epsilon \)) – which reduces the complexity to polynomial. By doing so, we actually decrease the size of the design space. Our goal is to guarantee that the energy saving achieved by our approximation algorithm is no less than \( (1 - \epsilon)E^* \).

In order to obtain the constant \( K \), we need to get the lower and upper bound on \( E^* \). This is done by employing a LP-relaxation version of our problem by removing the integral constraint (choose only one entry out of each task’s aggregated profile table), that is, “fractional” entries are allowed to be chosen. Algorithm 5 shows the polynomial-time greedy algorithm which can give the optimal solution to the LP-relaxation problem. Note that \( \tilde{e}_{ij} \) is the incremental energy saving – a measure of how much more energy saving
can be gained if the $j^{th}$ entry is chosen instead of the $(j - 1)^{th}$ entry from task $\tau_i$’s table. Here, $\tilde{p}_i^j$ represents the incremental energy saving efficiency ($\bar{c}_i^j / t_i^j$). $\tilde{U}$ keeps the residual utilization rate. The algorithm terminates when $\tilde{U}$ is exhausted. The LP-relaxation optimal choice for task $\tau_i$, found by the algorithm, is $r_i$ where $x_{ri} = 1$. The split task, $\tau_s$, has two fractional entries being picked: $r_s$ and $r'_s$ ($\tilde{p}_s^r < \tilde{p}_s^{r'}$). We have the following lemma:

**Lemma 1.** If the optimal solution $S^{LP}$ to the LP-relaxation version of our problem has no split task, it is already the optimal solution to our original problem. Otherwise, $S^{LP}$ has at most one split task $\tau_s$ in which the two chosen fractional entries must be adjacent in its aggregated profile table.

**Proof.** Since this scenario can be mapped to MCKP, we can reuse the proof shown in [58].

Let $\bar{E}_0$ be the maximum of the following three values: 1) total energy saving when the split task $\tau_s$ is discarded; 2) energy saving generated by the first fractional entry; 3) energy saving generated by the second fractional entry. That is,

$$\bar{E}_0 = \max\left\{ \sum_{i=1; i \neq s}^{m} \bar{c}_i^r, \bar{c}_s^r x_s^r, \bar{c}_s^{r'} x_s^{r'} \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-6)

Note that according to Lemma 1, the last two terms belong to the same task. Now we can give the upper and lower bound of $E^*$, as shown in the following lemma:

**Lemma 2.** $\bar{E}_0$ dictates the lower and upper bound of the optimal energy saving as:

$$\bar{E}_0 \leq E^* \leq 3\bar{E}_0.$$  

**Proof.** If $\bar{E}_0 = \sum_{i=1; i \neq s}^{m} \bar{c}_i^r$, we can safely obtain higher overall energy saving by adding $\bar{c}_s^r$. If $\bar{E}_0$ equals to either of the other two terms, more energy saving can be achieved by adding $\sum_{i=1; i \neq s}^{m} \bar{c}_i^{min}$ where $\bar{c}_i^{min} = \min\{\bar{c}_1^1, \bar{c}_2^2, ..., \bar{c}_i^h\}$. Hence, we have $E^* \geq \bar{E}_0$. Clearly, the solution to the LP-relaxation version must not be worse than the one for the original
Algorithm 5: Greedy algorithm for LP-relaxation problem.

1: for $i = 1$ to $m$ do
2:    Sort $\tau_i$’s aggregated profile table in ascending order of $t_i^1$.
3:    $\tilde{p}_i^1 = \tau_i^1 / t_i^1$
4: for $j = 2$ to $\rho_i$ do
5:    $c_j^i = \tau_j^i - \tau_j^{i-1}$
6:    $\tilde{t}_i^j = t_i^j - t_i^{j-1}$
7:    $\tilde{p}_i^j = c_j^i / \tilde{t}_i^j$
8: end for
9: end for
10: $\tilde{U} = U - \sum_{i=1}^{m} t_i^1$
11: $\tilde{E} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \tilde{c}_i^1$
12: Sort all the entries from each task’s aggregated profile table together in descending order of $\tilde{p}_j^i$, associating with the original indices $i$ and $j$.
13: for each entry $(i,j)$ in the sorted order of $\tilde{p}$ do
14:    if $\tilde{U} - \tilde{t}_i^j < 0$ then
15:        $s = i; t = j$ {Indices of the entry to be split.}
16:        break {Utilization rate exceeds the bound.}
17:    end if
18:    $\tilde{E} = \tilde{E} + \tilde{p}_i^j$
19:    $\tilde{U} = \tilde{U} - \tilde{t}_i^j$
20:    $x_j^i = 1; x_{j-1}^i = 0$ {entry $(i,j)$ is chosen instead of $(i,j-1)$}
21: end for
22: $x_s^t = \tilde{U} / \tilde{t}_s^t; x_{s-1}^t = 1 - x_s^t$
23: $\tilde{E} = \tilde{E} + \tilde{p}_s^t x_s^t$
24: return $\tilde{E}$

problem. In other words, $\tilde{E} \geq \bar{E}$. Since $\tilde{E} = \sum_{i=1; i \neq s}^{m} \tilde{c}_i^{r_i} + \tilde{c}_s^{r_s} x_s^{r_s} + \tilde{c}_s^{r_s'} x_s^{r_s'} \leq 3\bar{E}_0$, we have $\bar{E} \leq 3\bar{E}_0$. □

Now we decide the scaling down factor $K$ using the bounds described above. We prove that approximation ratio and polynomial time complexity can be guaranteed if we assign $K = \frac{\varepsilon \bar{E}_0}{m}$, as shown in the following lemmas:

Lemma 3. The $K$-scaled dynamic programming algorithm generates a $(1 - \varepsilon)$ approximation voltage assignment.
Proof. Let the scaled energy saving value $e_{ij}' = \lfloor e_{ij}/K \rfloor$, we have $K e_{ij}' \leq e_{ij} < K(e_{ij}' + 1)$, hence $e_{ij} - K e_{ij}' < K$. Therefore, by accumulating all $m$ tasks, we have:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{h_{i}} - K \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{h_{i}} < K m$$

(4-7)

where $h_{i}$ is the index of the selected aggregated profile table entry for task $\tau_{i}$.

Note that the left term of Equation (4-7) is the approximation scaling error. Since $K = \frac{\varepsilon E_{0}}{m}$, we have $Km = \varepsilon E_{0}$. Since $E^{*} \geq E_{0}$, according to Lemma 2, we have $Km \leq \varepsilon E^{*}$. Therefore, the approximation error $\sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{h_{i}} - K \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{h_{i}} < K m \leq \varepsilon E^{*}$. Hence the approximation ratio $\varepsilon$ holds.

Lemma 4. The time complexity of the K-scaled dynamic programming algorithm is $O\left(\frac{m^{2} \max \{\rho_{i}\}}{\varepsilon}\right)$.

Proof. Given the upper bound of $E^{*}$ ($E^{*} \leq 3E_{0}$), the dynamic programming method can be improved to search in the range of $[1, 3E_{0}]$, resulting in a time complexity of $O(m \cdot \max \{\rho_{i}\} \cdot E_{0})$. For the scaled version, the complexity is reduced to $O(m \cdot \max \{\rho_{i}\} \cdot \frac{E_{0}}{K})$. Given $K = \frac{\varepsilon E_{0}}{m}$, we have $\frac{E_{0}}{K} = \frac{m}{\varepsilon}$, thus the complexity becomes $O\left(\frac{m^{2} \max \{\rho_{i}\}}{\varepsilon}\right)$, which is independent of any pseudo-polynomial energy values.

Theorem 3. The proposed algorithm is a fully polynomial time $(1 - \varepsilon)$ approximation scheme for the maximization version of our problem.

Proof. Directly follows from Lemma 3 and 4.

Now let’s evaluate the quality of the solution generated by the converted problem with respect to our original problem. Let $E^{*}$ denote the optimal result (the minimum energy consumption) and $\alpha$ denote the approximation ratio for the original problem. Given an approximation ratio $\varepsilon$ for the maximization version, $\alpha$ can be quantified as:

$$(1 + \alpha)E^{*} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{max} - (1 - \varepsilon)E^{*}$$

(4-8)
Hence,

$$\alpha = \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{\text{max}} - E^{*} + \varepsilon E^{*} - E^{*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-9)$$

Since for a specific solution, according to our conversion strategy, we have:  

$$E^{*} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{\text{max}} - E^{*}$$. Therefore,

$$\alpha = \frac{E^{*}}{E^{*}} \varepsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-10)$$

Equation (4-10) illustrates that $\alpha$ is related to $\varepsilon$ by the factor of $E^{*}/E^{*}$, which is the ratio of the total energy saving to total energy consumption over all tasks. In the worst case, when the overall utilization is low enough so that entries with the lowest energy consumption are selected for each task, this ratio reaches maximum. Let $v_{\text{max}}$ and $v_{\text{min}}$ denote the maximum and minimum voltage available, respectively. We have,

$$\alpha \leq \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (e_{i}^{\text{max}} - e_{i}^{\text{min}})}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{i}^{\text{min}}} \varepsilon \leq \frac{v_{\text{max}}^{2} - v_{\text{min}}^{2}}{v_{\text{min}}^{2}} \varepsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-11)$$

Let $\gamma$ denote this maximum ratio (thus $\alpha \leq \gamma \cdot \varepsilon$). In practice, given a voltage scalable processor, we first calculate its $\gamma$ value. If $\gamma \leq 1$, it means that by solving the converted maximization problem using approximation ratio $\varepsilon$, we can get a solution with an equal or better quality bound ($\leq \varepsilon$) to the original problem. Otherwise, if needed, we can set $\varepsilon = \alpha/\gamma$ so that the specified approximation ratio ($\alpha$) to the original problem can be achieved firmly. As a result, the time complexity of our approximation scheme with respect to the original problem is $O(m^{2} \max(\rho) \cdot \gamma)$. As shown in the experimental results, for common voltage scalable processors, $\gamma$ is usually very small and in some cases (e.g., StrongARM [74]) is less than 1.

Now we have obtained an approximated optimal solution based on the original EDF schedule which is generated without voltage scaling. Note that running the task set with the new voltage assignment given by PreDVS could potentially result in a slightly different schedule since we essentially changed the execution time of each block. Therefore, we need to store all the voltage scaling points (along with their corresponding voltage levels) in a lookup table which can be easily accessed by the operating system to change the
voltage level at each point in the order of occurrence time. As described in Section 4.2.3.1, we have ensured that the utilization bound of EDF is observed, the modified task set is guaranteed to be schedulable. The solution we give is essentially with respect to the original schedule. Certainly, more iterations can be carried out based on the new schedule until it becomes steady. Based on our observations, such costly iterations contribute very little in overall energy savings, and therefore not beneficial.

4.2.4 Efficient PreDVS Heuristics

In this section, we propose two heuristics for PreDVS that can be used as alternatives to the approximation algorithm. The goal is to trade off design quality for running time compared to the approximation algorithm. The first heuristic does not require problem transformation steps described in Section 4.2.3.1. Therefore, it is the fastest approach and, as shown by our experimental results, can achieve better energy savings than the optimal inter-task DVS in certain scenarios. The second heuristic is based on the aggregated profile table that is generated by the problem transformation scheme. Hence it can lead to better solutions than the first one but with higher time complexity.

4.2.4.1 Heuristic Without Problem Transformation

Let \( S\{s_1, s_2, ..., s_l\} \) denote the set of processor operating speeds (i.e., frequencies), in descending order, corresponding to the voltage levels in \( V \). Suppose all the speeds are normalized to the highest one \( s_1 = 1.0 \). Aydin et al. [6] proved that, in an ideal system where we have continuously scalable processor speed, the constant and optimal speed for all tasks is \( s_{opt} = max\{s_l, \eta\} \). Note that \( \eta \) represents the utilization ratio of the task set in the base case (e.g., all tasks execute at the highest voltage level). For real systems with discrete speed levels, using the two neighboring available speeds in \( S \) above and below \( s_{opt} \), denoted by \( s_{\text{above}} \) and \( s_{\text{below}} \), has shown to be sufficient to minimize the energy consumption optimally in practice [45] [64]. Specifically, for each task instance, we run \( t_{\text{above}} \) and \( t_{\text{below}} \) of time using the two neighboring speeds which are calculated as:
\[ t_{\text{above}} = \frac{s_{\text{opt}} - s_{\text{below}}}{s_{\text{above}} - s_{\text{below}}} \cdot t_{\text{opt}} \quad (4-12) \]

\[ t_{\text{below}} = t_{\text{opt}} - t_{\text{above}} \quad (4-13) \]

where \( t_{\text{opt}} \) is the time required to execute the task using \( s_{\text{opt}} \). For example, as illustrated in Figure 4-6 (a), suppose two tasks \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) have optimal speed at \( s_{\text{opt}} = 0.60 \). However, the processor only supports four speed levels of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00. According to Equation (4–12) and (4–13), task \( \tau_1 \) should execute at \( s_{\text{above}} \) (i.e., 0.75) for \( t_{\text{above}} = 1.6 \) time units and \( s_{\text{below}} \) (i.e., 0.50) for \( t_{\text{below}} = 2.4 \) time units, as shown in Figure 4-6 (b).

Using the method in [64], we end up with the schedule shown in Figure 4-6 (c). However, as pointed out in Section 4.1, this strategy suffers from a large number of scaling points which may not be feasible in real systems [89].

In our PreDVS heuristic, we first simulate the task set and generate the schedule using the optimal speed \( s_{\text{opt}} \) for all tasks. Then, we simply assign each distinct block in the schedule with \( s_{\text{above}} \) or \( s_{\text{below}} \) depending on whether it starts before or after the optimal scaling point decided by \( t_{\text{above}} \), respectively. In other words, when a task instance resumes after being preempted, it lowers the speed to \( s_{\text{below}} \) if the preemption happens after the optimal scaling point (in terms of workload). Otherwise, in order to guarantee all deadlines, \( s_{\text{above}} \) is used. Figure 4-6 (d) gives an example. Here, the first part of task \( \tau_1 \) runs at \( s_{\text{above}} \) since it starts at cycle 0 in \( \tau_1 \). Task \( \tau_2 \) is not preempted thus can only use \( s_{\text{above}} \). The second part of \( \tau_1 \), however, can run at the lower level \( s_{\text{below}} \) since it starts after the optimal scaling point. There is only negligible extra runtime overhead since the schedule can be determined off-line. Obviously, it can achieve more energy savings than the uniform slowdown heuristic which simply round-up to the next available higher speed level [5].

For those blocks assigned \( s_{\text{above}} \), it creates a time slack with the length of \( t_{\text{opt}} - t_{\text{above}} \). This time slack can be potentially reclaimed by the very next block to further lower its voltage level to achieve more energy savings. In order to satisfy all the deadlines while
keeping our heuristic simple, if the next block starts at the corresponding job’s arrival time and thus is not able to start earlier, we do not reclaim the slack since otherwise task rescheduling is required. Whenever the next block can be moved up, we lower its voltage level to the next available one if the time slack is sufficient to do so.

Algorithm 6 illustrates this heuristic in detail. The task set is scheduled under the optimal speed $s_{opt}$. Similarly as step 1 of the problem transformation scheme, let $\delta_i$ and $|s_i^j|$ denote the number of distinct block sets of task $\tau_i$ and the number of blocks in $s_i^j$. $t_{opt}^i$ and $t_{above}^i$ represent the time required to execute the task $\tau_i$ using $s_{opt}$ and $s_{above}$, respectively. $c_{above}^i$ denotes the number of cycles needs to be executed under $s_{above}^i$. For each block $b_{ij}^k$ ($k^{th}$ block in the $j^{th}$ distinct block set of task $\tau_i$), we compare its start cycle with $c_{above}^i$ and lower down the speed if the former one is larger. Note that dumping out each block’s start cycle is easy during the simulation under $s_{opt}$. Clearly, it has a time complexity of $O(n)$ where $n = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{\delta_i} |s_i^j|$ is the total number of distinct blocks for all tasks in the system.

The voltage assignment given by Algorithm 6 will not affect the schedulability of the task set. This is because, compared with the method in [64], we use the same schedule
Algorithm 6: Heuristic based on ideal optimal voltage level.

1: $\eta = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{t_i}{p_i}$ \{Utilization ratio when there is no DVS.\}
2: $s_{opt} = \max(s_l, \eta)$
3: for $i = 2$ to $l$ do
4: if $s_i \leq s_{opt}$ then
5: $s_{above} = s_{i-1}$
6: $s_{below} = s_i$
7: break
8: end if
9: end for
10: Schedule the task set under fixed $s_{opt}$.
11: for $i = 1$ to $m$ do
12: $t^i_{opt} = c_i s_{opt}$
13: $t^i_{above} = \frac{s_{opt} - s_{below}}{s_{above} - s_{below}} \cdot t^i_{opt}$
14: $c^i_{above} = t^i_{above} \cdot s_{above}$
15: for $j = 1$ to $\delta_i$ do
16: for $k = 1$ to $|s^i_l|$ do
17: if $b^i_{j,k}.startCycle \leq c^i_{above}$ then
18: $b^i_{j,k}.speed = s_{above}$
19: else
20: $b^i_{j,k}.speed = s_{below}$
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: end for
25: Reclaim available slacks by a linear scan of $n$ blocks.

and the execution time of each execution block in the schedule is no longer than [64] after assignment of $s_{above}$ and $s_{below}$. Note that the slack reclamation phase does not make any execution block finish later than before. Therefore, we can safely conclude that the task set is ensured to be schedulable.

4.2.4.2 Heuristic With Problem Transformation

The problem transformation scheme, as described in Section 4.2.3.1, generates the aggregated profile table for each task. Each entry in the aggregated profile table represents one possible voltage assignment for all the distinct block sets of that task. The corresponding threshold execution time of the entry is essentially the worst-case execution time for all the task instances under that voltage schedule. Substantially, the aggregated
profile table provides much finer granularity in decision making for the entire task set than inter-task DVS. In other words, we have much more choices within the schedulability bound. This advantage can be efficiently exploited combining with the simple uniform slowdown method.

As shown in Algorithm 7, we first calculate base case utilization ratio $\eta$. Here $t_i$ denote the execution time for task $\tau_i$ under the highest voltage level. For each task, we calculate the execution time required if $s_{opt}$ is used (line 3), denoted by $t_i^{opt}$. After problem transformation is applied, we choose the aggregated profile table entry with the minimum total energy consumption while the threshold execution time is lower than $t_i^{opt}$. This heuristic has time complexity of $O(m \cdot \max\{\rho_i\})$ plus the time required by problem transformation.

**Algorithm 7**: Uniform slowdown after problem transformation.

1. $\eta = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{t_i}{\rho_i}$ \{Utilization ratio when there is no DVS.\}
2. for all task $\tau_i \in T$ do
3. $t_i^{opt} = \frac{t_i}{\eta}$;
4. Do problem transformation for $\tau_i$ and generate the aggregated profile table using Algorithm 4.
5. Select the entry $r_i$ in the aggregated profile table with: 1) Minimum total energy consumption $e_i^{r_i}$; 2) Threshold execution time $t_i^{opt}$;
6. end for
7. return $r_i$, $\forall i \in [1, m]$

### 4.3 DSR: Dynamic Slack Reclamation

#### 4.3.1 Overview

DVS stretches the clock cycle length (thus increases task execution time) resulting in energy reduction whenever time slack is available. Static slack is determined based on the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of each task. It is analyzed and exploited during the off-line scheduling process. However, in many cases, task’s execution time may vary and thus complete earlier than expected at runtime. This could be caused by different input parameter values, environmental conditions, variable execution paths or mix of the
above. *Dynamic slack* created due to early completed tasks can be exploited to further reduce the power dissipation of subsequent tasks. Existing dynamic slack reclamation techniques are either based on certain assumptions or for dynamic energy minimization only. Furthermore, they did not consider various energy saving potentials across different tasks which our approach takes advantage of to utilize the slacks more efficiently. In [48], a priority queue is maintained for dynamic slacks generated and each newly arrival task simply fetches all the eligible slacks and scales down the voltage level until the critical speed\(^3\) is reached, which is then followed by procrastination.

In this section, we develop a dynamic slack reclamation (DSR) algorithm for energy-aware scheduling in uniprocessor multitasking systems with the following innovative properties.

1. Our approach iteratively considers multiple tasks for utilizing the dynamic slack available along with necessary task rescheduling. This leads to higher energy savings compared to existing techniques (e.g. [48]), especially when tasks have different power characteristics [4].

2. Our approach can be parameterized to limit the search space of tasks (the number of subsequent tasks) to be considered for slack allocation. This effectively allows tradeoffs between energy saving versus runtime overhead.

Same as PreDVS, this algorithm also adjusts the voltage level multiple times within each task instance (i.e. job). It carefully allows task rescheduling to make more benefit from the available slack. Furthermore, our approach is relatively independent of the system characteristics and scheduling policy. It works, for example, either with or without earliest start time constraints. It can also incorporate scaling overhead if necessary. This leads to an extensive and flexible approach and is shown to lower the energy requirements

---

\(^3\) Critical speed is the point lower than which the total energy per cycle will start increasing rather than decreasing [48] [120].
as compared to [48] with a minor runtime overhead. Extensive experimental results show that our technique can achieve significant reduction in energy requirements after applying static DVS (e.g., PreDVS). It also outperforms existing techniques for dynamic slack allocation by 2 - 12%.

4.3.2 Dynamic Slack Reclamation Algorithm

Energy optimization techniques dedicated to static slack allocation derive a scheduling scheme which minimizes energy consumption while guaranteeing all task deadlines. If we execute the tasks under this scheme assuming each of them requires its worst-case workload and let the scheduler record the execution trace, we can get a series of execution blocks each of which is a piece of task execution. For example, in Figure 4-7, we show a preemptive schedule of three periodic tasks\(^4\). The execution blocks are linearly indexed, e.g. \(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_{10}\) in Figure 4-7. Specifically, the input to our problem can be further refined as:

- A set of \(n\) execution blocks \(\mathcal{B}\{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n\}\). Each block is associated with its corresponding task id and job id.
- Each block \(b_i \in \mathcal{B}\) has its arrival time (earliest start time) \(a_i\) if it is the first block in the corresponding job and an absolute deadline constraint \(d_i\) if it is the last block.
- Each block \(b_i\) has its current voltage assignment (thus start time and finish time) after applying the static slack allocation.
- Each block \(b_i\) has execution time \(t_i\) and energy consumption \(e_i\) at processor voltage level \(v_k \in \mathcal{V}\) in the worst-case scenario.

As part of the static analysis, we calculate \(t_i\) and \(e_i\) for \(\forall i \in [1, n]\) and \(\forall k \in [1, h]\) based on either the existing processor datasheets or the energy model described in

\(^4\) Although the example shown in this section is for a preemptive periodic task set, our approach is applicable to other kinds of tasks as long as the characteristics are known a priori and thus the static slack allocated schedule is pre-determined.
Chapter 2. We store all the entries for each block with $t_i^k$ lower than the execution time corresponding to its critical speed in a profile table with an increasing order of $t_i^k$ (thus decreasing order of $e_i^k$). In other words, non-beneficial voltage levels are eliminated so that the increase in leakage energy will not compromise the reduction in dynamic energy consumption. Note that varying task’s power characteristics lead to different critical speeds. This information is exploited at runtime by our algorithm.

As discussed in Section 4.3.1, during actual execution, task instances may take less dynamic instructions (hence shorter time) to complete than the worst-case scenario. The difference between ACET and WCET hence is the generated dynamic slack, as shown in Figure 4-8 where the first job of task $\tau_2$ ($b_2$) finishes earlier by 3 time units. Note that if one job consists of multiple blocks due to preemption, its earlier completion can result in multiple discrete pieces of dynamic slack.

Figure 4-7. Execution blocks after static slack allocation.

Figure 4-8. Dynamic slack generated by early finished task.
To reclaim dynamic slack, we reassign the voltage levels of one or more subsequent blocks after the slack at runtime. We define *exploration window* as the range of subsequent execution blocks from which the targets of slack reclamation are selected. In other words, we look forward within the exploration window and try to allocate the generated dynamic slack to these tasks in the most beneficial way. Let \( w \) denote the size of the exploration window. Clearly, since different blocks may have variable potential for energy reduction (based on the power characteristic and current voltage level assignment), larger \( w \) should generally result in better solution but introduce longer time overhead.

There are several design considerations which lead to several variations and finally the full description of our algorithm: 1) whether the tasks have earliest start time (or arrival time) constraints, and 2) whether the preemption schedule of a task is allowed to be modified at runtime (i.e. decomposition/agglomeration of the execution blocks). We describe each of these variations in the following subsections.

**4.3.2.1 Tasks without Arrival Time Constraints**

In order to lower some subsequent tasks’ voltage level (i.e. stretch their execution time) to reduce energy requirements, they have to be able to start earlier by the same amount of time. The basic idea of our algorithm is to bring forward (start earlier) every block which receives slack by the difference between the execution time of its previous and new voltage assignments. By doing this, we ensure that no block (in the exploration window) after dynamic slack reclamation finishes later than before. Otherwise, deadline constraints may be violated in the future since it is always possible that all subsequent jobs finish in their WCET. Consider the case when there is no arrival time constraint (Figure 4-8). If \( b_4 \) and \( b_6 \) are selected to be assigned the dynamic slack, \( b_4 \) and \( b_6 \) as well as all the blocks between them and the one which creates the slack (\( b_2 \)), which are \( b_3 \) and \( b_5 \) in this case, should be started earlier as illustrated in Figure 4-9. Clearly, no deadline will be violated since we ensure no block in the exploration window gets its completion delayed. Note that when making the decision, we assume that \( b_4 \) and \( b_6 \) still require
WCET to complete. However, they may also finish earlier and create additional slacks later.

![Diagram of exploration window](image)

Figure 4-9. Dynamic slack allocation example.

Clearly, in the scenario where there is no arrival time constraint (e.g. all tasks are ready when the system begins), it is allowed to freely make any subsequent block start earlier to assign the slack within the exploration window. In other words, all the blocks within exploration window have equal opportunity to take the advantage of reclaiming full amount of slack. Algorithm for assigning the slack will be described in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2.2 Tasks with Arrival Time Constraints

When tasks have arrival time constraints, e.g. periodic tasks, we may not have the freedom to start the execution of a subsequent block earlier to fully reclaim the slacks, i.e., it is possible that not all the blocks within the exploration window have the same capability to receive the slack. In the example shown in Figure 4-10, if $b_2$ finishes earlier to create 3 units of time slack, $b_5$, unlike $b_3$ and $b_4$, is not able to receive the full benefit since it can only be started earlier by at most 1 time unit. Similarly, $b_6$ cannot be further slowed down without affecting subsequent tasks since it starts right at its arrival time. We define the term *maximum reclaimable slack* ($MaxRS$) for each block as the maximum amount of available slack it can exploit. In this example, $b_3$ and $b_4$ have $MaxRS$ of 3 units but $b_5$ has only 1 unit. This observation leads to two variations of our approach.

**Without Task Rescheduling** As discussed above, in order to let one block start earlier, all the preceding blocks should also be moved up by the same amount of time. Therefore, within the exploration window, every block’s $MaxRS$ is no more than any of its predecessors. If it is not allowed to change the original schedule (i.e. block execution
order), once a block $B$’s $MaxRS$ gets reduced and becomes lower than its precedent block, all the blocks after $B$ will also have their $MaxRS$ reduced to the same amount. In other words, even if some subsequent blocks can be moved up by the extent more than $B$ can, they will still end up with their $MaxRS$ at most equal to $B$’s since they can only start after $B$ finishes. For example, in Figure 4-10, $b_6$ and all the subsequent blocks are not capable of using any dynamic slack since none of them can start earlier without rescheduling.

**With Task Rescheduling**  We can prevent the $MaxRS$ of block $b_i$ ($MaxRS_i$) from being reduced due to arrival time constraints by changing the task execution order. It is beneficial since it can increase the number of eligible blocks that can receive more slack in the exploration window. By doing this, potentially more energy savings can be achieved. This can be done by bringing forward the execution of some subsequent blocks (or part of them), say $b_j$ where $j > i$, before $b_i$. As illustrated in Figure 4-11, for example, some block before $b_1$ finishes earlier and creates a piece of slack with length $s$. While we have $MaxRS_1 = s$, however, $b_2$ is not able to take any advantage since it starts at its arrival time and thus cannot be moved up ($MaxRS_2 = 0$). It will be inferior in terms of energy reduction in this case if $b_2$ has higher potential in energy reduction by claiming the time slack than $b_1$. Therefore, we can let the job consisting of $b_1$ and $b_4$ start earlier so that $b_2$ can be eligible to slowdown without affecting any other block’s deadline. Essentially, we need to move part of $b_4$’s execution with a length of $s$ before $b_2$’s arrival time. In this example, note that moving up $b_3$ does not help as $b_3$ itself arrives later than $b_2$. But $b_3$ also
benefits from task rescheduling: it now can reclaim full amount of the slack. As another example, using the previous scenario, as shown in Figure 4-12, \( b_6 \) to \( b_{10} \) are now legal to reclaim 1 unit of slack by moving one unit of \( b_7 \) before \( b_6 \). In general, by making the suggested changes in the schedule, \( MaxRS \) values of blocks in the exploration window will be larger than the case when no task rescheduling is applied. Effectively, it is equal to judiciously changing the priority of the dynamic slack (defined in [48]) so that it can be better utilized as compared to a strategy that reclams it as soon as possible by allocating it to the very next task [48]. Note that rescheduling is attempted for deciding \( MaxRS \) but only actually happens when the corresponding block is selected as the target of slack reclamation.

![Figure 4-11. Slack reclamation with task rescheduling.](image)

Obviously, in case of Figure 4-11, the amount of slack that \( b_2 \) as well as \( b_3 \) can reclaim depends on how much of \( b_4 \) can be brought forward. It is possible that \( b_1 \) itself has smaller \( MaxRS \) than what is available due to its own arrival time constraint. Besides,
if the length of $b_4$ (under its current voltage assignment), say $t^k_4$, before rescheduling is shorter than the slack $s$, $b_2$ can only accept a slack with length of $t^k_4$ after rescheduling. However, on the other hand, it is also possible that $b_2$ and $b_3$ themselves are not able to slowdown by $s$ due to their own deadline constraints\(^5\). These scenarios will all result in reduced $MaxRS$ for subsequent blocks inevitably. In general, there may be multiple candidates that can be moved forward for maintaining higher $MaxRS_i$. We can simply choose the one which would result in maximum value of $MaxRS_i$. Note that if $b_1$ and $b_4$ have different voltage assignments before rescheduling, an extra scaling is needed which may lead to certain amount of overhead and need to be taken into account during decision making. It is also possible that, for some block $b_i$, no subsequent block of it has earlier arrival time. In this case, there is no remedy and $b_i$ as well as all subsequent blocks can only receive a reduced $MaxRS$.

4.3.3 Algorithm

In this section, we describe the details of our algorithm. For tasks without arrival time constraints, all blocks in the exploration window share the same $MaxRS$ which is equal to the total amount of slack. However, for tasks with arrival time, there will be a series of $n'$ groups with all blocks in each group having equal $MaxRS$ and the groups’ $MaxRS$ values are in decreasing order as shown in Figure 4-13. This is because $MaxRS$

\(^5\) Our study shows that it is rare and only happens when there are very few tasks (e.g., 2).
remains the same for each block, but may monotonically decrease for consecutive blocks due to additional constraints discussed above. Therefore, we have $MaxRS_1 > MaxRS_2 > ... > MaxRS_{n'}$.

Figure 4-13. Exploration window partitions into groups according to $MaxRS$.

We define the minimum amount of slack time that can allow block $b_i$ to lower down its current voltage level to the next available lower level as minimum reclaimable slack ($MinRS_i$). Note that a slack smaller than $MinRS_i$ will have no benefit for $b_i$ since no energy saving can be achieved. If the block is already in the lowest voltage level of its profile table (thus further slow down will drop below its critical speed), its $MinRS$ is set to $\infty$. This process is applied iteratively for the available slack. A greedy approach is used in which the energy saving per unit of slack ($ESpU$) is maximized in each iteration. Specifically, for block $b_i$, we have:

$$ESpU_i = \frac{e_i^{h_i} - e_i^{h_i+1}}{MinRS_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-14)$$

where $h_i$ is the index of the current voltage level of $b_i$ and $MinRS_i = t_i^{h_i+1} - t_i^{h_i}$. We assign $MinRS$ units of slack to the block which has the maximum $ESpU$ value, but has $MinRS \leq MaxRS$. After each iteration, the target block’s $MinRS$ is recalculated and each group’s $MaxRS$ needs to be updated sequentially in a cascading fashion. Specifically, if $b_i$ in group $i'$ is allocated $MinRS_i$ units of slack, we let $MaxRS_j = MaxRS_j - MinRS_i$ for all blocks $b_j$ in group $i'$ (including $b_i$) as well as all the groups before $i'$ along the timeline. If the blocks in group $i'$ still have their common $MaxRS$ larger than the ones in the next group, no update is required for all the subsequent groups. If the $MaxRS$ value for group $i'$ drops below its next group $i'+1$, we have to make them equal. Since group
i’ + 1’s MaxRS also gets changed, the update process repeats until it reaches the last group or the next group has lower MaxRS.

Algorithm 8: Dynamic slack reclamation algorithm.

1: Input: startIdx, s, w.
3: Step 1: Calculate MaxRS for all the blocks in the window.
4: Step 2: Dynamic slack reclamation.
5: endIdx ← startIdx + w;
6: minMinRS ← min(MinRSi), ∀i ∈ [startIdx, endIdx];
7: Calculate MinRSi and ESpUj, ∀i ∈ [startIdx, endIdx];
8: while s ≥ minMinRS do
9: Find bj in the window with:
10: 1) MinRSj ≤ s;
11: 2) MinRSj ≤ MaxRSj;
12: 3) ESpUj is the maximum for ∀j ∈ [startIdx, endIdx];
13: Allocate MinRSj units of slack to bj and apply task rescheduling if needed;
14: s ← s − MinRSj;
15: Update MinRSj, ESpUj, minMinRS and MaxRS for all the blocks in the window;
16: end while

Algorithm 8 shows the outline of our approach. Let startIdx denote the index of the early finished block that creates slack with duration s. Here w represents the exploration window size. Note that line 13 and 15 are done based on the problem requirements (with/without arrival time constraints, allow/deny task rescheduling) accordingly. If multiple slack pieces are created due to one early-finished job, Algorithm 8 is called separately in a reverse order starting from the latest slack with the same size of exploration window. In this case, we use a simple scheme that all the blocks in the examined windows are procrastinated by the residual amount of slack if possible. By doing that, the unused slacks tend to combine together to form a larger idle period. For single piece slack reclamation, our algorithm inherently maintains all unused slack before all the subsequent blocks. Since our approach considers multiple candidates for slack allocation, the residual slack is normally very small (i.e. the system utilization $U$ is close to 1). Earlier work has shown that static procrastination has no benefit [51] and dynamic procrastination can at most improve the total energy efficiency by 1% when $U$
is larger than 60% [48]. Therefore, our scheme that does not consider procrastination during scheduling will only lead to negligible solution quality degradation since there is no need to apply dynamic slack reclamation when $U$ is smaller than 50%. This is because static scheduling already makes each task operating at or near the critical speed. We only consider the scenarios where $U$ is no smaller than 0.6, which are reasonable and practical cases.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 PreDVS

4.4.1.1 Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the effectiveness of PreDVS, two DVS-capable processors are considered: StrongARM [74] and XScale [75]. The former one supports four voltage-frequency levels (1.5V - 206MHz, 1.4V - 192Mhz, 1.2V - 162MHz and 1.1V - 133MHz) with $\gamma = 0.86$ and the latter one supports five levels (2.05V - 1000MHz, 1.65V - 800MHz, 1.3V - 600MHz, 0.99V - 400MHz and 0.7V - 200MHz) with $\gamma = 7.58$. We compare our results with two scenarios: when no DVS is used and when optimal inter-task scaling is employed [137]. In the former scenario, every task is running under the highest voltage level. While in the latter scenario, a dynamic programming based algorithm is used to obtain the optimal solution as discussed in Section 4.2.3.2. Approximation ratio $\alpha$ of 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 are considered. We implemented the EDF scheduling simulator along with all the algorithms in C++.

Real Benchmarks Four task sets are constructed for evaluation with each of which consists of real benchmark applications selected from typical embedded system benchmark suites (MediaBench [66], EEMBC [25] and MiBench [35]) as shown in Table 4-1. Task Set

---

6 As a remainder, $\gamma$ is defined in Section 4.2.3.2.

7 Approximation ratio $\varepsilon$ for the maximization version of our problem is calculated as described in Section 4.2.3.2.
1 consists of tasks from MediaBench, Set 2 from EEMBC, Set 3 from MiBench, and Set 4 is a mixture from all three suites. We set each task’s utilization rate (under the highest voltage level) randomly in the interval of $[0.5 \cdot \frac{1}{m}, 1.5 \cdot \frac{1}{m}]$. The accumulated overall utilization rate is controlled to be within [0.7,0.9] for StrongARM and [0.5,0.7] for XScale.

Table 4-1. Task sets consisting of real benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>cjpeg, djpeg, epic, mpeg2, pegwit, toast, untoast, rawcaudio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>A2TIME01, AIFTR01, AIFIRF01, BaseFP01, BITMNP01, IDCTRN01, RSPEED01, TBLOOK01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>qsort, susan, dijkstra, patricia, rijndael, adpcm, CRC32, FFT, stringsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4</td>
<td>cjpeg, epic, pegwit, A2TIME01, RSPEED01, qsort, susan, dijkstra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synthetic Tasks** PreDVS is also evaluated by randomly generated synthetic task sets with 5 to 10 tasks per set with different overall utilization rates. We define the *effective bound* of a DVS processor as the following: any task set with an overall utilization rate equal to or lower than the effective bound can achieve the optimal voltage assignment by trivially choosing the lowest voltage for all the tasks. Clearly, the effective bound is the ratio of the lowest frequency to the highest one. In other words, the effective bound is 0.64 for StrongARM and 0.2 for XScale. Hence, in the former case, we vary the overall utilization rate of each task set from 0.65 to 0.95 at one step of 0.05 while from 0.3 to 0.9 at one step of 0.01 for the latter one. Given each overall utilization rate, we randomly generate task periods in the interval of [100,30000]. Similarly, each task’s utilization rate is evenly distributed between $[0.5 \cdot \frac{U}{m}, 1.5 \cdot \frac{U}{m}]$.

4.4.1.2 Results

**Real Benchmarks** Figure 4-14 shows the results for real benchmark task sets under both processors. The energy consumption values are normalized to no-DVS case. On StrongARM processor, our approximation scheme saves up to 34% energy compared to no-DVS and outperforms the optimal inter-task scaling by up to 17% even when the
approximation ratio is set to 0.2 ($\alpha = 0.2$). On XScale processor, due to larger span between available voltage levels and lower overall utilization rate, up to 67% energy saving is achieved over no-DVS scenario and on average 19% extra saving than optimal inter-task voltage scaling.

Figure 4-14. Results for real benchmark task sets.

**Synthetic Tasks** Figure 4-15 shows the results which are the average of 10 randomly generated task sets for each utilization rate on both DVS processors. Here, energy consumption values are normalized to PreDVS optimal solutions. Clearly, in all cases, our approximation algorithm achieves closely approximated overall energy consumption with respect to the optimal solution and outperforms inter-task optimal scaling consistently.
up to 12% for StrongARM and 24% for XScale. On average of all scenarios, PreDVS can save 8.7% and 16.7% for both processors, respectively. Figure 4-15 also reveals that our approximation algorithm is capable of generating solutions that are very close to the optimal. For example, for $\alpha = 0.01$, the total energy consumption of the approximated solution is on average merely 0.15% more than the optimal case for StrongARM and 0.51% for XScale. Even for large $\alpha = 0.20$, the actual bound is 2.48% and 5.67% on average, respectively. As shown in the next section, our approximation algorithm is efficient enough in terms of running time when $\alpha = 0.01$. Therefore, we can always expect PreDVS solutions that are no worse than the optimal by 1%.

Our two heuristics proposed in Section 4.2.4 seem to show unpredictable performance in Figure 4-15 at the first glance. At some utilization ratios, they are more energy efficient than optimal inter-task scheduling while in other scenarios are similar or even worse. The reason behind is that the energy saving achieved by heuristics actually depends on the relative position of the ideal optimal speed between its two neighboring available levels $s_{\text{above}}$ and $s_{\text{below}}$. For example, the normalized speed levels for StrongARM processor is $S\{1.00, 0.932, 0.786, 0.646\}$. When the system utilization ratio is 0.80, $s_{\text{opt}} = 0.80$ is very far away from its $s_{\text{above}} = 0.932$ and close to $s_{\text{below}} = 0.786$. Although in this case the optimal scaling point is relatively early in each task thus there is more chance to use $s_{\text{below}}$, the sacrifice when $s_{\text{above}}$ is used is extremely high that can easily compromise the achieved energy savings. Therefore, generally, in such scenarios when $s_{\text{opt}}$ lies in the lower part of $[s_{\text{below}}, s_{\text{above}}]$, inter-task DVS shows its advantages over PreDVS heuristics. On the other hand, when the system utilization ratio (thus $s_{\text{opt}}$) is close to $s_{\text{above}}$, PreDVS heuristics perform better than optimal inter-task DVS in all task sets. It is because, just as the opposite, using $s_{\text{above}}$ only consumes a little bit more energy while lower down to $s_{\text{below}}$ saves a lot. In other words, when $s_{\text{opt}}$ lies in the upper part of $[s_{\text{below}}, s_{\text{above}}]$, PreDVS heuristics are preferable over optimal inter-task DVS. Note that optimal inter-task DVS can only be achieved in exponential time while our heuristics have either linear or
polynomial time complexity. Since the base case utilization $\eta$ is known a priori, we should easily decide which approach to use.

It is also interesting to observe that the heuristic without problem transformation behaves similarly or sometimes even better than the other heuristic when the overall utilization is low. For example, as shown in Figure 4-15 (b), the former heuristic achieves more energy savings than the later one when $U = 0.4$. However, the scenario becomes
just opposite when \( U = 0.8 \). The reason behind is that schedule the task set under the optimal speed \( s_{opt} \) in Algorithm 6 will lead to more execution blocks compared with the base case schedule particularly when the utilization is low. With higher system utilization, there is less extra number of blocks and the heuristic with problem transformation shows its advantage of finer voltage assignment granularity.

**Algorithm Running Time Comparison**  Table 4-2 compares the running time of optimal inter-task DVS, optimal PreDVS, PreDVS approximation algorithm (\( \alpha = 0.01 \)) and two PreDVS heuristics for four randomly selected task sets. The time spent on problem transformation, which has been included in the relevant columns (heuristic with problem transformation, PreDVS optimal algorithm and PreDVS approximation algorithm), is also listed separately for illustration purpose. For optimal solution, our PreDVS algorithm, as expected, requires longer running time than inter-task DVS. It is because the number of entries \( (\rho_i) \) in each task’s profile table used by PreDVS is much larger than inter-task DVS which only requires \( l \) entries. However, our approximation algorithm can cut down the running time drastically. For example, PreDVS optimal algorithm takes 1.5 hour for a task set with 10 tasks, while the approximation algorithm only requires less than 6 minutes. As a matter of fact, the time spent on problem transformation turns out to be a dominating factor for PreDVS approximation algorithm which itself takes merely a few seconds. Therefore, our approximation scheme takes slightly longer running time than the optimal inter-task DVS. However, as shown in Figure 4-15, it is able to achieve much more energy savings thus is worth the effort. In fact, for the same reason, PreDVS approximation algorithm under different approximation ratio requires very similar running time as shown in Figure 4-16. Hence, small approximation ratio (e.g., \( \alpha = 0.01 \)) can always be efficiently used to minimize energy consumption without excessive increase in running time. The heuristic without problem transformation for PreDVS (Section 4.2.4.1) takes almost negligible running
time while the other one (Section 4.2.4.2) requires problem transformation thus consumes running time close to the approximation algorithm.

Table 4-2. Algorithm running time comparisons (in seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Set</th>
<th>Inter-task Optimal Algorithm</th>
<th>Heuristic w.o. PT</th>
<th>Heuristic w. PT</th>
<th>PreDVS Approximation Algorithm (α = 0.01)</th>
<th>PreDVS Approximation Algorithm (Problem Transformation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>294.9</td>
<td>2418.0</td>
<td>299.1 (294.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>385.5</td>
<td>4986.8</td>
<td>393.8 (385.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>2215.8</td>
<td>121.2 (114.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>374.6</td>
<td>5465.0</td>
<td>382.9 (374.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion While choosing among proposed techniques, designers can trade-off between solution quality and running time. In case of small problems, it may be possible to generate PreDVS optimal solution in reasonable amount of time. However, for large piratical systems, our PreDVS approximation algorithm is recommended. In case the time requirement for approximation algorithm is not acceptable (e.g., during early design space exploration), our first heuristic is most suitable unless optimal speed is in the lower part of the range \([s_{\text{below}}, s_{\text{above}}]\). If \(s_{\text{opt}}\) is in the lower part, one can choose between optimal inter-task DVS and PreDVS approximation algorithm depending on expected design quality and running time. When problem transformation time dominates, our
approximation algorithm is preferable, otherwise, in some extreme case, our second heuristic is suitable.

4.4.2 DSR

4.4.2.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our dynamic slack reclamation algorithms through simulation using two DVS-capable processors: Marvell StrongARM processor [74] and Transmeta Crusoe processor [113]. The former one supports four voltage-frequency levels (1.5V - 206MHz, 1.4V - 192Mhz, 1.2V - 162MHz and 1.1V - 133MHz) and its characteristics are collected from manufacturer’s datasheets. The latter one has scalable voltage level from 1.1V to 1.5V in steps of 0.1V. Its operating frequency and power consumption values are calculated by the detailed energy model described in Chapter 2. We use a static slack allocation algorithm adapted from [5]. Voltage/frequency assignment for task $\tau_i$ is the one with minimum energy consumption but has execution time no longer than $\min(t^h_i/U, t^\text{crit}_i)$, where $t^h_i$ and $t^\text{crit}_i$ is the execution time under the highest frequency level and the critical speed, respectively. Our proposed dynamic slack reclamation algorithm is implemented with a discrete-event simulator written in C++.

Real Benchmarks We also evaluate our approach using real benchmarks selected from MediaBench [66], MiBench [35] and EEMBC [25] to from four task sets as shown in Table 4-3. Task Set 1 consists of tasks from MediaBench, Set 2 from EEMBC, Set 3 from MiBench and Set 4 is a mixture of all three suites. In Set 4, the two benchmarks from EEMBC are set to iterate 100 times in order to make their size comparable with others. We use SimpleScalar [14] as the underlying micro-architectural simulator to get the number of cycles for each task execution to act as its WCET. We define $\lambda$ as the probability for a job to finish earlier than its WCET. If a job completes earlier, its ACET is generated using a normal distribution with a mean of $(BCET + WCET)/2$ and a standard deviation of $(WCET - BCET)/6$. BCET for each task is based on a percentage
of its WCET and is varied from 10% to 100% in steps of 10%. Let $\delta$ denote the value of $BCET/WCET$.

Table 4-3. Task sets consisting of real benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>cjpeg, pegwit, untoast, epic, mpeg2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>A2TIME01, BaseFP01, BITMNP01, RSPEED01, TBLO001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>susan, dijkstra, rijndael, qsort, stringsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4</td>
<td>cjpeg, pegwit, A2TIME01, RSPEED01, pktflow, dijkstra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synthetic Tasks** We consider seven randomly generated synthetic task sets. Each set consists of 3 to 10 tasks. The workload of each task under the highest voltage level and the period (for periodic tasks) or inter-arrival time (for non-periodic tasks) are randomly chosen within pre-determined ranges so that at any moment $U$ is maintained under the schedulability constraint (e.g. 1.00 for EDF). For each task set, we vary $U$ from 0.6 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. Task sets are formed with similar characteristics as real benchmark task sets.

4.4.2.2 Results

**Window Size Effect** We first show the effect of adjusting the exploration window size in DSR algorithm. Here, the window size is varied from 1 to 10 with $U = 0.8$ and $\delta = 20\%$. Figure 4-17 shows the average results over all synthetic task sets assuming no arrival time constraints on StrongARM processor. It shows that window size of 4 or 5 is good enough to capture most of the energy savings. Furthermore, larger window size also lead to more overhead and a higher chance that some blocks that are allocated slacks finish earlier than expected. This can compromise the total energy saving achieved. Therefore, we use window size of 4 in the following experiments.

**Energy Saving Comparison** To illustrate effectiveness of our approach, we compare the following three techniques across different values of $U$ and $\delta$ as discussed above:

- **No-DSR**: Tasks are executed based on the static scheduling and no dynamic slack reclamation is utilized.
**DSR-Jejurikar**: Dynamic slack reclamation algorithm proposed in [48].

**DSR-Ours**: Our approach on dynamic slack reclamation.

*Synthetic Tasks*: Figure 4-18 shows energy comparison results using synthetic task sets on StrongARM processor. We examine both scenarios of (a) $\lambda = 0.5$ and (b) $\lambda = 0.8$ with window size of 4. The total energy consumption values for all techniques are normalized to No-DSR scenario. These have been averaged over multiple runs of all task sets and all values of $U$, where each run consists of a combination of a task set and a value of $U$. For both values of $\lambda$, our approach can achieve average energy savings of 14% and 18% over No-DSR (can be as large as 23% and 31% when $\delta = 10\%$). Our approach also outperforms DSR-Jejurikar across all $\delta$ values by 2 - 12% in terms of total energy requirements. In practice, the ACET of a program is smaller than its WCET by at least 80% (i.e. $\delta = 20\%$) [5], especially when the WCET estimation is pessimistic. In such cases, our technique can reduce the energy consumption by more than 10% compared with the state-of-the-art algorithm.

Figure 4-19 and 4-20 show the results for the same set of experiments on Transmeta Crusoe processor with constant effective capacitance and application-specific effective capacitance, respectively. For the latter case, we randomly generate $K$ in the energy model within a range of $[0.2, 1.0]$ for each task. In other words, we have $C_{eff} \in [0.2 \cdot C_{total}, C_{total}]$. 

---

**Figure 4-17.** Effect of Window size on the total energy savings.
Figure 4-18. Results for StrongARM processor (synthetic task sets).

In both scenarios, it can be observed that energy savings are less significant than StrongARM processor. It is possibly due to the fact that leakage energy consumption is much higher in 70nm technology. Therefore, the energy reduction created by DSR (lower subsequent job’s voltage level) decreases. However, our approach still consistently outperforms DSR-Jejurikar. Another important observation is that in the scenario where tasks have different effective capacitance ($C_{eff}$), our approach can result in more additional energy savings compared with DSR-Jejurikar. The reason is that
application-specific $C_{eff}$ leads to more variation in task’s energy saving potential during dynamic slack reclamation, which clearly makes our approach more beneficial.

Figure 4-19. Results for Transmeta Crusoe processor with constant effective capacitance values (synthetic task sets).

Real Benchmarks: Figure 4-21 shows total energy consumption comparisons across four real benchmark task sets with $\delta = 10\%$ and (a) $\lambda = 0.5$, (b) $\lambda = 0.8$ on Transmeta Crusoe processor. Here, similar observation can be made as shown in Figure 11. On average, 7% and 10% extra savings in total energy consumption can be achieved in both scenarios, respectively.
Figure 4-20. Results for Transmeta Crusoe processor with application-specific effective capacitance values (synthetic task sets).

**Problem Variations**  To demonstrate the breadth of applicability of our approach, we compare the experimental results for the following three scenarios: 1) **No-AT**: task sets without arrival time constraints (Section 4.3.2.1); 2) **AT-NoRS**: Tasks with arrival time constraints but task rescheduling is not allowed (Section 4.3.2.2); 3) **AT-RS**: Tasks with arrival time constraints but task rescheduling is applied (Section 4.3.2.2). $\lambda$ and $U$ are set to 0.8. It can be observed from Figure 4-22 that task rescheduling is very effective and can achieve energy savings very close to No-AT. Thus, our approach is able to exploit the
Figure 4-21. Results for Transmeta Crusoe processor with application-specific effective capacitance values (real benchmark task sets).

available slack effectively even when significant constraints on task rescheduling and arrival times are considered.

Running Time Overhead We also investigated the runtime overhead of our DSR algorithm for all three scenarios above. Figure 4-23 shows the average running time requirement (of one time of dynamic slack reclamation) over all task sets with $\lambda$ and $\delta$ equal to 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. The window size is varied from 1 to 10. We can observe that the running time overhead of AT-RS is very low (e.g. less than one fourth millisecond
Figure 4-22. Problem variations comparison.

for window size of 4). Therefore, our algorithm is efficient enough at runtime for normal task sets which normally takes hundreds of milliseconds [138].

Figure 4-23. Running time overhead.

4.5 Summary

This chapter presented processor energy optimization techniques based on dynamic voltage/frequency scaling and task scheduling in real-time systems. Approaches are proposed for both static slack allocation and dynamic slack reclamation.

For the former problem, we presented a preemptive dynamic voltage scaling scheme – PreDVS – which can achieve significant energy savings by assigning different voltage
levels to each task instance. PreDVS does not introduce any additional voltage switching overhead compared to inter-task scaling techniques. Moreover, it exploits static time slack only and thus can be employed together with any existing intra-task scaling techniques. We showed that the problem is NP-hard and presented an approximation scheme by developing a novel transformation mechanism and a fully polynomial time approximation algorithm. We also proposed two efficient heuristics that can lead to significant energy improvement over optimal inter-task DVS in certain predictable cases. The approximate solutions given by our approach outperforms optimal inter-task scaling techniques by up to 24%. Experimental results demonstrated that PreDVS can generate solutions very close to the optimal.

For the later problem, we presented a dynamic slack reclamation algorithm for energy-aware scheduling in real-time multitasking systems. Our approach aims at minimizing total energy consumption, both dynamic and leakage, when some tasks finish earlier than their worst case. Unlike existing techniques, we systematically allocate the available slack among multiple jobs and apply task rescheduling whenever it is beneficial. By restricting the exploration window, tradeoffs can be made between solution quality and runtime overhead. Experimental results show that our approach can achieve significant energy saving over static energy-aware scheduling and also outperforms state-of-the-art technique by up to 12%.
CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM-WIDE ENERGY OPTIMIZATION WITH DVS AND DCR

In Chapter 3 and 4, we elaborate our approaches and algorithms for employing DCR and DVS in real-time systems separately. However, as shown in Figure 1-2, both processor and cache subsystem as well as other components contribute to the system’s overall power dissipation. Therefore, it will be important and promising to employ DVS and DCR simultaneously to achieve system-wide energy optimization.

In the last decade, we have observed a continuous CMOS device scaling process in which higher transistor density and smaller device dimension have led to increasing leakage (static) power consumption. This is mainly due to the proportionally reduced threshold voltage level with the supply voltage which decreases along with the power supply at a speed of 0.85X per generation [24]. Lower threshold voltage results in larger leakage current which mainly consists of subthreshold current [15] and reverse bias junction current [73]. Study has shown that leakage power is increased by about five times in each technology generation [11]. It is responsible for over 42% of the overall power dissipation in the 90nm generation [55] and can exceed above half of the total in recent 65nm technology [24] [59]. On-chip caches nowadays contribute a significant share of the system leakage power. Static energy is projected to account for near 70% of the cache subsystem’s budget in 70nm technology [59]. Furthermore, higher temperature have adverse impact on leakage power in both processor [133] and cache [81]. Leakage power also constitute a major fraction of the total consumption from on-chip buses – almost comparable to dynamic part even when leakage control scheme is employed [91]. Memory modules, both with DRAM and SRAM, can also consume significant amount of leakage power (i.e., standby power) [53] [41], especially when DVS is employed so that the standby time of those components increases [47] [140]. Therefore, decisions should be made judiciously on whether to slow down the system to save dynamic power or to finish task execution faster and switch the system to sleep mode to reduce static power.
While existing techniques try to control the leakage power along with DVS [51], extra consideration needs to be taken when DCR is also employed and other system components are taken into account.

The proposed research in this chapter integrates DVS and DCR together in hard real-time systems to minimize system-wide energy consumption. The main contribution is that, unlike existing DVS approaches which either ignore various system components other than the processor or assume application-independent constant power consumption values, we systematically incorporate power consumptions from the processor, cache hierarchy, system buses and main memory based on the same set of application simulation statistics. The power estimation framework that we propose uses separate power analyzers for different system components. We take a step forward by examining the correlation among the energy models of all the components and find that they have significant impact on the decision making of both DVS and DCR. Based on the analysis and observations, DVS and DCR decisions can be made at design time, and task procrastination is carried out at runtime to achieve more idle energy savings. We also propose a general algorithm for dynamic reconfiguration in real-time multitasking systems. This algorithm takes varying runtime reconfiguration overhead into account and can be flexibly parameterized to make tradeoff between energy saving and running complexity.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 presents our system-wide leakage-aware energy optimization algorithm based on both DVS and DCR. Section 5.3 describes the general algorithm for dynamic reconfiguration in real-time multitasking systems. Section 5.4 provides experimental results for evaluating the proposed approaches. Section 5.5 summarizes this chapter.

### 5.1 Related Work

A great deal of research work exists on applying DVS in real-time systems. A lot of them focus on minimizing dynamic power consumption and ignoring the static portion by
slowing down the processor as much as possible through various directions including task scheduling, voltage selection and worst-case execution time estimation \([76] [16] [50] [137] [83]\). Meanwhile, a number of existing works pay attention to control processor leakage power in real-time systems \([67] [51] [47] [140] [19] [20] [121]\). Lee et al. \([67]\) propose a scheduling algorithm to minimize leakage energy consumption by procrastinating currently ready tasks to enlarge system idle periods based on a non-DVS platform. Jejurikar et al. \([51]\) present a leakage-aware DVS scheme which does not allow to slow down the processor speed below a certain level called critical speed to avoid growing static energy consumption to compensate the reduction in dynamic energy. They also propose a procrastination scheduling technique to maximize processor idle intervals. Chen et al. \([19]\) address the same problem in a rate-monotone scheduling system. They also propose a procrastination scheme based on energy consumption evaluation \([20]\). However, none of the above techniques considered DCR. Furthermore, they did not take other system components including cache hierarchy, bus and memory into account which potentially limits the benefit of their approaches. Jejurikar et al. \([47]\) and Zhong et al. \([140]\) proposed leakage-aware DVS techniques for system-wide energy minimization. However, the system components considered in their work (e.g. memory, flash drives) are only mock units whose power consumptions are assumed to be application-independent constants. In other words, their approaches use over-simplified models and cannot incorporate other power-hungry components including cache and buses whose power dissipations are determined by the application executing at runtime. Moreover, cache reconfiguration is not considered by any of them.

Micro-architecture level techniques are proposed at the aim of saving leakage energy in cache subsystem by switching unused cache sub-arrays into low-power mode \([85] [60]\). Chi et al. \([22]\) applied these techniques in hard real-time systems. Data compression is also proposed for cache energy reduction in \([116] [36]\). However, none of these approaches takes processor voltage scaling or other system components into consideration. Nacul et al.
presented preliminary results to demonstrate the benefit of combining DVS and DCR together in real-time systems but they did not consider leakage power which may make their solution inferior when leakage energy dominates the total consumption.

5.2 System-wide Leakage-aware DVS and DCR

Our approach addresses major challenges including design space exploration, system-wide energy analysis, configuration selection and task procrastination to significantly reduce overall energy consumption while meeting all task deadlines. Figure 5-1 illustrates the workflow of our approach. Each real application in the task set is fed into a simulation process which is driven by a design space exploration heuristic. For each simulation, its total system energy consumption is calculated by our energy estimation framework and put into the task’s profile table along with the corresponding execution time. Based on the task set characteristics and the profile tables as well as the scheduling policy, processor voltage level and cache configuration can be selected for each task. Task DVS/DCR assignments and procrastination algorithm are then used in a one-pass task scheduling which produces the total energy consumption of the task set during its hyper-period $P$. Extensive experiments show that our approach can result on average 47.6% energy savings compared to DVS-only systems and up to 23.5% extra savings compared to leakage-oblivious DVS + DCR technique [80]. This section describes each of these steps in detail.

![Figure 5-1. Workflow of our approach.](image-url)
5.2.1 Power Estimation Framework

Since we do not focus on system design which requires to minimize development time and costs, our energy estimation framework, as shown in Figure 5-2, targets at a specific SoC micro-architecture and is able to trade more design time for higher accuracy than the one proposed in [29] [111]. We use SimpleScalar [14] as the underlying micro-architectural simulator in our approach. For each application (task) and cache configuration, we run a simulation and collect the execution statistics, memory access statistics and bus activity traces. These information, along with the processor voltage levels, are provided to energy models for each system components, based on which the total system energy can be computed. Note that in our framework, the inputs to each energy model are all from one single micro-architectural simulation thus are more comprehensive and systematic, as opposed to [29] and [111] in which the inputs are collected separately using instruction-set simulator, memory trace profiler, cache simulator and bus simulator. Furthermore, by doing this, the impact on DVS/DCR decisions from other system components as well as their correlations, which is not considered in [29] and [111], can be reflected in an accurate manner. This framework still provides flexibility to allow different energy models and analyzers to be used.

We consider on-chip separate L1 caches, an off-chip unified L2 cache and DRAM memory. As shown in Figure 5-3, system buses consist of a 32-bit address bus and a 32-bit data bus between processor and L1 caches, L1 caches and L2 cache, as well as L2 cache and the main memory. Hence, there are totally 8 bus lines. For on-chip bus lines, their frequency must match with the processor otherwise instructions and data cannot be fetched on time from L1 caches. Off-chip bus lines are assumed to have constant and lower frequencies. As indicated by the arrows in Figure 5-3, bit streams flowing between those components have their directions. For example, the data bus between processor and IL1 cache only carries fetched instructions while the data bus between processor and DL1 cache also carries the data to be written issued by processor. We modified
SimpleScalar [14] to record activity traces (bits transmitted) for all bus lines during program execution, which is used in the bus energy model to calculate average transitions $n_{\text{trans}}$ in Equation (2–12). Note that bus energy model calculates the energy consumption of each bus line separately. Obviously, which is also shown by our studies, DCR have major impact on off-chip bus’s activities which mainly come from L1/L2 cache misses. However, on-chip bus activities, which are sourced from the processor, are not affected by DCR.

5.2.2 Two-Level Cache Tuning Heuristic

As discussed in Chapter 3, it is a major challenge to employ multi-level cache reconfiguration since the exploration space is prohibitively large. Section 3.3 describes efficient tuning heuristics for two-level cache hierarchy which can be applied here. We use L1 cache sizes of 4KB, 8KB and 16KB, line size of 16, 32 and 64 bytes with set associativity of 1-way, 2-way and 4-way. For L2 cache, the capacity is selected to be 32KB, 64KB and 128KB with line sizes of 64, 128 and 256 bytes and set associativity of 4-way, 8-way and 16-way. Therefore, there are 18 configurations for each individual cache and totally 5832 different configurations for the cache hierarchy [119]. We employ ILOT –
Figure 5-3. Conceptual system bus architecture.

Independent Level One Cache Tuning – here to reduce the simulation time while still preserve the most amount of accuracy. Note that other heuristics described in Section 3.3 are also applicable.

5.2.3 Critical Speed

The critical speed for processor voltage scaling defines a point beyond which the processor speed cannot be slowed down otherwise DVS will no longer be beneficial [51]. The dynamic power consumption of processor, which is exclusively considered in traditional DVS, is usually a convex and increasing function of the operating frequency. However, since lowering processor speed makes the task execution time longer which leads to higher static energy consumption, the total energy consumed per cycle in the processor will start increasing due to further slowdown.

By taking DCR into consideration, we find that cache configuration has significant impact on the critical speed with respect to the overall system energy consumption. Note that as described in Chapter 2, there exists strong correlation among the energy models of processor, cache subsystem and other system components. Since different cache configurations lead to different miss ratios and miss penalty cycles, the number of clock
cycles (CC) required to execute an application is decided by the cache configuration, which directly affects the energy consumption of other components, as shown in Equation (2–11), (2–14) and (2–16). On the other hand, the length of each clock cycle (\(t_{cycle}\)), which is determined by the processor voltage/frequency level, also directly affects the energy consumption of other components as shown in Equation (2–3), (2–14) and (2–16). In other words, DVS and DCR will affect the overall system energy consumption.

On the other hand, due to leakage power, all system components will have impact on decision making of DVS/DCR, especially the critical speed. Specifically, when the processor is slowed down by DVS, increasing static energy consumed by cache hierarchy, bus lines and memory will compromise the benefit gained from reduced processor dynamic energy thus lead to higher system-wide energy dissipation. Therefore, considering DCR and other system components effects, we found that the critical speed is going to increase drastically.

5.2.3.1 Processor + L1 Cache

We use a motivating example in which a single benchmark\(^1\) (cjpeg from MediaBench [66]) is executed under all processor voltage levels. It can be observed that in Figure 5-4, when only processor energy is considered, the critical speed is achieved at \(V_{dd} = 0.7V\), which matches the results in [51]. However, as shown in Figure 5-5, with respect to the total amount of energy consumption, combining processor and L1 caches (both configured to 8KB of capacitance, 32B line size and 2-way associativity) increases the critical speed slightly to around \(V_{dd} = 0.75V\), due to the effect from L1 cache’s leakage power dissipation. This highlights the importance of considering other system components for accurate analysis when applying DVS. In other words, if L1 caches are incorporated, \(V_{dd} = 0.7V\) is no longer a beneficial choice with respect to the overall energy savings. Note
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\(^1\) Although results for cjpeg is shown in this section, similar observations have been made for other benchmarks.
that in Figure 5-5, dynamic energy consumption of L1 caches only includes access energy \( E_{\text{access}} \) and block refilling energy \( E_{\text{block_fill}} \). Energy consumed on buses and lower-level memory hierarchy during L1 cache misses will be incorporated when we gradually add the corresponding components into consideration, as shown in following sections.

Figure 5-4. Processor energy consumption \( E_{\text{proc}} \) for executing cjpeg: \( E_{\text{procDyn}} \) is the dynamic energy, \( E_{\text{procSta}} \) is the static energy and \( E_{\text{procOn}} \) is the intrinsic energy needed to keep processor on.

Figure 5-5. Overall system energy consumption \( E_{\text{total}} \) of the processor and L1 caches for executing cjpeg: \( E_{\text{L1Dyn}} \) and \( E_{\text{L1Sta}} \) are the dynamic and static L1 cache energy consumption, respectively.

5.2.3.2 Processor + L1/L2 Cache

Figure 5-6 shows the impact on the critical speed if L2 cache (with capacity of 64KB, line size 128B and 8-way associativity) is considered in the overall energy consumption.
The critical speed increases to the frequency corresponding to $V_{dd} = 0.85V$. For L1 caches, as shown in Figure 5-5, dynamic energy dominates and leakage energy becomes comparable only when the processor voltage level drops below 0.6V. However, in L2 cache, for *cjpeg*, leakage energy dissipation dominates while dynamic energy is almost negligible. It is expected since L1 access rate is much higher than L2 while the capacity, thus leakage power, of L2 cache is much larger than L1. Note that, although some other benchmarks (e.g. *qsort* from MiBench [35]) shows non-negligible dynamic energy consumption in L2 cache, the leakage part still dominates when the voltage level goes below a certain point. Therefore, when processor voltage decreases, the total leakage energy consumption increases drastically due to the L2 cache. Generally, when DCR is applied, different cache configurations will lead to different critical speed variations.

![Figure 5-6. Overall system energy consumption $E_{total}$ of the processor, L1 caches and L2 cache (configured to 64KB,128B,8-way) for executing *cjpeg*: $E_{L2Dyn}$ and $E_{L2Sta}$ are the dynamic and static L2 cache energy consumption, respectively.](image)

**5.2.3.3 Processor + L1/L2 Cache + Memory**

Figure 5-7 illustrates the fact that memory energy consumption also makes the critical speed increase. The memory we considered is modeled as a common DRAM with size of 8MB. It can be observed that memory has a similar effect on the critical speed as L2 cache. In fact, for the configurations we used, the static energy consumptions are comparable for L2 cache and the memory. Although DRAM needs to have its
capacitor charge refreshed all the time (which consumes relatively negligible power in 70nm technology [41]), it requires only one transistor to store one bit. Therefore, it consumes much less leakage power per bit compared to cache, which is smaller but made of more power expensive SRAM.

Figure 5-7. Overall system energy consumption $E_{\text{total}}$ of the processor, L1/L2 caches and memory for executing cjpeg: $E_{\text{memDyn}}$ and $E_{\text{memSta}}$ are the dynamic and static memory energy consumption, respectively; $E_{\text{cache}}$ represents the total energy consumption of both L1 and L2 caches.

5.2.3.4 Processor + L1/L2 Cache + Memory + Bus

System bus lines, as described in Section 5.2.1, have double effect on the critical speed in overall system energy consumption. On one hand, since on-chip buses should have equal frequency as the processor (which makes them dominate in terms of energy among all system buses), DVS will lead to dynamic energy reduction in them. On the other hand, like other system components, static power dissipation on system buses is also going to increase along with voltage scaling down, which compensates the dynamic energy reduction. As a result, system buses make very minor impact on critical speed as shown in Figure 5-8.

For ease of demonstration, we show how energy consumption (both dynamic and static) of each system components vary with voltage scaling in Figure 5-9. When DVS is not applied ($V_{\text{dd}} = 1V$), the processor accounts for over half of overall energy consumption while others also take considerable share. This observation matches what we have shown
Figure 5-8. Overall system energy consumption \( E_{\text{total}} \) of the processor, L1/L2 caches, memory and system buses for executing \( cjpeg \): \( E_{\text{busDyn}} \) and \( E_{\text{busSta}} \) are the dynamic and static bus energy consumption, respectively.

in Figure 1-2. When the voltage level decreases, we can see that the energy consumed by the cache hierarchy and memory subsystem increases drastically and, after certain point, it becomes comparable with the processor or even larger. For system buses, due to the reason explained above, this effect is less significant compared to cache and memory.

Figure 5-9. Processor voltage scaling impact on various system components.

In conclusion, the discussion above leads to several interesting observations and important questions. The critical speed is going to change as different system components are considered – increases when leakage energy dominant components are added and decreases when dynamic energy dominant components (DVS-controllable) are added. One
would wonder whether DVS is really practically beneficial since our case study shows that the critical speed is at $V_{dd} = 0.9V$ and potentially adding more components may increase it further (possibly close to 1.0V)? A simple answer is yes but it has to be evaluated using leakage-aware DVS and DCR. It is also important to notice that system properties, application characteristics and reconfiguration decisions together will affect the critical speed, which typically varies between $V_{dd} = 0.65V$ and 0.9V in our case.

5.2.4 Real-Time Voltage Scaling and Cache Reconfiguration

This section briefly describes three important aspects in performing real-time DVS and DCR: profile table creation, configuration selection and task procrastination.

5.2.4.1 Profile Table

We define a configuration point as a pair of processor voltage level and cache hierarchy configuration: $(v_j, c_k)$ where $v_j \in V$ and $c_k \in C$. Note that each $c_k$ represents a configuration of the cache hierarchy which includes L1 caches and L2 cache. For each task, we can construct a profile table which consists of all possible configuration points as well as the corresponding total energy consumption $E_i(v_j, c_k)$ and execution time $T_i(v_j, c_k)$. Clearly, all points with the voltage level lower than the critical speed are eliminated. Furthermore, non-beneficial configuration points, which is inferior in both energy and time compared to some other points, are also discarded. In other words, we only consider those Pareto-optimal tradeoff points.

An important observation is that cache configurations behave quite consistently across different processor voltage levels. For example, as shown in Figure 5-10, the L1 cache configuration favored by cjpeg, 8KB cache size with 32B line size and 2-way associativity, outperforms all the other configurations with respect to the total energy consumption. Similar observations can be made when we fix L1 cache configuration while vary L2 cache. Therefore, the profile table for each task actually consists of favored cache configuration combinations with voltage levels equal to or higher than the corresponding critical speed. In fact, we find that only the most energy-efficient cache hierarchy configuration with
the voltage level equal to or higher than the critical speed exist in the profile table with slightly lower energy consumption but much longer execution time compared with other entries. It can be explained, for example, as shown in Figure 5-8, that $E_{total}$ only decreased by 1.78% when $V_{dd}$ is lowered down from 1V to 0.9V but the execution time is increased by 27.45%. In other words, generally speaking, the energy reduction caused by DVS is not worth the loss in performance when the voltage level is close to the critical speed.

![Figure 5-10. Total energy consumption across all L1 cache configurations (with L2 cache configured to 64KB,128B,8-way) for executing cjpeg.](image)

5.2.4.2 Reconfiguration Selection Heuristics

Existing DVS algorithms for hard real-time systems are not applicable when DCR is employed since the energy consumption as well as the impact on task’s execution time from system components other than the processor cannot be simply calculated from energy models. DCR algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 are also not applicable since they only support soft task deadlines. Given a static slack allocation, we can assign the most energy efficient configuration point which does not stretch the execution time over the allocated slack. As long as the slack allocation is safe, we can always ensure that the schedulability condition is satisfied. Therefore, we use a simple heuristic algorithm motivated by the uniform constant slowdown scheme which is proved to be optimal in continuous voltage scaling [5]. The optimal common slowdown factor $\eta$ is given by the
system utilization rate. In our approach, we only consider a finite number of discrete configuration points as defined above. Therefore, as shown in Algorithm 9, for each task, we select the configuration point with minimum energy consumption but equal or shorter execution time compared to the one decided by the optimal slowdown factor. Note that we use each task’s execution under the highest voltage in V and largest cache configuration in C as the base case \((v_{\text{base}}, c_{\text{base}})\), which is used in the optimal slowdown factor calculation.

### Algorithm 9: Configuration selection heuristic.

\[
\eta = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{T_i(v_{\text{base}}, c_{\text{base}})}{p_i}
\]

for all task \(\tau_i \in T\) do

\[T_i^{\text{bound}} = \frac{T_i(v_{\text{base}}, c_{\text{base}})}{\eta};\]

Assign \(\tau_i\) with \((v_{j_i}, c_{k_i})\) which satisfied:

1) \(E_i(v_{j_i}, c_{k_i})\) is the minimum;
2) \(T_i(v_{j_i}, c_{k_i}) \leq T_i^{\text{bound}}\),

end for

return \((v_{j_i}, c_{k_i}), \forall i \in [1, m]\)

#### 5.2.5 Procrastination

To further control static energy consumption, it is beneficial to put the system into a sleep mode instead of keep it idle since the static power could be lower by order-of-magnitude. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, taking various system components into consideration leads to much higher critical speed compared to leakage-aware DVS-only scenario. In other words, for the same task set, the idle periods during which there is no active task are getting longer. However, bringing the system into sleep mode and vice versa requires certain amount of overhead in terms of energy and time. In order to reduce the number of processor mode switches, we need to make the busy/idle periods as long as possible. One way to achieve this is to procrastinate task execution when no time constraint will be violated. We adapt the task procrastination algorithm from [67] into our EDF scheduler. We ensure that when the system gets shut down, there is no unfinished job in the system. This avoids cold start penalty being introduced since otherwise resumed task after wakeup has to refetch its data from memory. Hence, the shutdown overhead
consists of the energy consumed for circuit logic recharging and dirty data flushing-back in
the cache subsystem provided write-back policy is used.

Algorithm 10 outlines our procrastination scheme. A timer is enabled when idle
period starts and disabled when busy period starts. A newly arrived task during idle
period will update the timer if it has earlier absolute deadline compared to the current
earliest deadline. Upon timeout, all delayed ready tasks are executed in EDF order.

Arriving tasks during busy period are allowed to preempt as normal EDF scheduler does.

Note that time represents the current time instant and \((v_{jk}, c_k)\) stands for the chosen
configuration point for task \(\tau_i\). Here, isEarlier[i] records whether the current job of \(\tau_i\)'s
deadline is earlier than all the pending tasks in the system at the time when it arrives.

Also, \(p_r \cdot \left\lceil \frac{time}{p_r} \right\rceil\) and \(p_r \cdot \left\lfloor \frac{time}{p_r} \right\rfloor\) are essentially the absolute deadline and the arrive time of
\(\tau_i\)'s current job.

**Algorithm 10**: Task procrastination algorithm.

- isEarlier[i] is initialized to be all false;
- Current earliest deadline of delayed jobs \(\delta = 0\);
- On arrival of a new job of task \(\tau_r\):
  - \(d_r = p_r \cdot \left\lceil \frac{time}{p_r} \right\rceil\);
  - \(actUtil = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{T_i(v_{jk}, c_k)}{p_i}\);
  - if System is in sleep mode or is idle then
    - if timer is disabled then
      - timer = \([(1 – actUtil) \cdot p_r] ;
      - \(\delta = d_r ; isEarlier[r] = true;\)
    - else
      - if \(d_r < \delta\) then
        - for all \(\tau_i\) in ready task queue do
          - if isEarlier[i] is true then
            - delayed = delayed + \(\frac{time – p_r \cdot \left\lceil \frac{time}{p_r} \right\rceil}{p_i}\);
          - end if
        - end for
      - end if
    - end if
  - end if
- end if
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5.3 A General Dynamic Reconfiguration Algorithm

5.3.1 Overview

Existing techniques, as well as previous approaches presented by this dissertation, are either designed for specific systems (e.g., soft real-time systems in which missing task deadlines are tolerable) or specific task characteristics (e.g., periodic tasks). Moreover, they are also based on certain assumptions which do not always hold, e.g., negligible or fixed reconfiguration overhead. Swaminathan et al. [110] modeled the uniprocessor voltage scaling for real-time system as a generalized network flow problem and solved it using network flow algorithms. However, their method does not support cache reconfiguration and only considered voltage switching at task boundaries. Moreover, their method cannot incorporate variable runtime overhead nor make tradeoff between running time and design quality. We address these limitations in the methods proposed in this section.

We develop a general algorithm that comprehensively solves energy-aware reconfiguration problems in uniprocessor multitasking systems. The contribution can be summarized as:

1. The algorithm assumes that each task can be executed under one or multiple configurations and finds the optimal configuration assignment to minimize energy consumption while ensuring all the time constraints. Each configuration could correspond to one cache configuration, one voltage level or a combination of them. Therefore the algorithm can either separately or simultaneously accommodate DCR and DVS techniques.

2. It allows differential cost of switching from one configuration to another. Thus, it has advantages over existing techniques that it can effectively take variable runtime overhead into account.

3. The algorithm can be flexibly parameterized to tradeoff between algorithm running time and solution quality. Our experimental results show that the running time can be drastically reduced while only minor quality degradation is observed.
Furthermore, this algorithm is relatively independent of the scheduling policy and task properties. It can support tasks with/without time constraint, preemptive/non-preemptive scheduling or periodic/aperiodic tasks.

5.3.2 Algorithm

The proposed approach accepts a trace of execution blocks as the input. Given a task set and a scheduling policy, we first execute all the tasks under the base case (under the base cache configuration in DCR or the highest voltage level for DVS) assuming each of them requires its worst-case workload. The scheduler generates the execution blocks in temporal order. Note that for non-preemptive scheduling, execution blocks are essentially a sequence of task instances (jobs) with each of them having an absolute deadline and earliest start time (arrival time). In preemptive systems, however, execution blocks can be segments of tasks produced by preemptions. Figure 5-11 illustrates the relation between execution blocks and the tasks which they belong to. Suppose there are three periodic tasks $\tau_1$, $\tau_2$ and $\tau_3$ with the characteristics of $(1,3,3)^2$, $(2,5,5)$ and $(4,12,12)$. Under EDF schedule, there are 10 execution blocks ($b_1$, $b_2$, ..., $b_{10}$) before time unit 12. Our algorithm makes reconfiguration decisions on the granularity of each execution block. Thus, it is optimal in non-preemptive systems with inter-task manner DVS/DCR. It can also generate more energy savings in preemptive systems without introducing additional runtime overhead since a context switching has to be carried out during task preemption.

Static profiling for each execution block can be similarly carried out using techniques described in Section 5.2 as well as previous chapters. Only Pareto-optimal configurations, which are not dominated by any other configuration in terms of both energy consumption and performance, are considered for each block. Specifically, for DVS, since leakage power is considered, the minimum voltage level is lower bounded by the critical speed.
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2 Here the three numbers stand for execution time, period and relative deadline, respectively.
as discussed in Section 5.2. In this section, we define a general term *configuration* which could be a cache configuration, a voltage level, a combination of them (i.e., configuration point in Section 5.2.4.1) or any other form of system configuration. Let $h$ and $h_i$ denote the total number of available configurations and the number of Pareto-optimal configurations for the $i^{th}$ execution block, respectively.

We model the runtime reconfiguration overhead as variables depending on the transition from one configuration to another. For example, the overhead for reconfiguring a 4KB cache to a 8KB cache is generally larger than just changing the line size from 16 bytes to 32 bytes since the former requires waking up cache banks but the later is done by line concatenation. The input to our algorithm can be formally represented as:

- A set of $n$ execution blocks $B\{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n\}$.
- Execution block $b_i \in B$ has an arrival time $a_i$ if it is the first block in the task instance and an absolute deadline $d_i$ if it is the last block.
- Execution block $b_i$ has execution time $t_i^k$ and energy consumption $e_i^k$ under configuration $k$ ($c_k$).
- Reconfiguration energy overhead $\rho(i, j)$ and time overhead $\sigma(i, j)$ for converting from configuration $c_i$ to configuration $c_j$.

Note that $a_i$ and $d_i$ correspond to the task to which the execution block belongs. $a_i$ and $d_i$ are set to -1 when they are not applicable to block $b_i$. If we denote $t_i$ as the start
time and $k_i$ as the index of the configuration assigned to block $b_i$ given in the solution, the general dynamic reconfiguration problem $\wp$ can be formulated as:

$$\text{minimize } E = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (c_i^{k_i} + \rho(c_{k_{i-1}}, c_{k_i}))$$

subject to,

$$t_i \geq a_i, \forall a_i \geq 0$$

$$t_i + \sigma(c_{k_{i-1}}, c_{k_i}) + t_i^{k_i} \leq d_i, \forall d_i \geq 0$$

$$t_{i+1} \geq t_i + \sigma(c_{k_{i-1}}, c_{k_i}) + t_i^{k_i}, \forall i \in [1, n)$$

Equation (5–2) represents the timing constraint that all the execution blocks must start executing after the task instance’s arrival time. Equation (5–3) ensures deadline is not violated for any task. Note that time overhead is accounted at the beginning of task execution. Since we stick to the original schedule, Equation (5–4) guarantees the execution order of all the blocks in the final solution. The goal is to find $k_i$ for all blocks in $B$ so that Equation (5–1) can be achieved. The described modelling method makes our approach generally applicable – it does not depend on any task set characteristic or scheduling algorithm.

**5.3.2.1 Extended Complete Bipartite Graph**

We formulate the dynamic reconfiguration problem $\wp$ as a minimum-cost path finding problem in an extended complete bipartite graph (ECBG) as shown in Figure 5-12. Unlike traditional complete bipartite graph, an ECBG has multiple (specifically, $n$) disjoint sets $\{V_1, V_2, ..., V_n\}$ and a single source node as well as a single destination node. Every node in one set is connected to every node in its neighboring sets. The source node is fully
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3 $c_{k_0}$ denotes the initial configuration.
connected with all the nodes in the first set and all the nodes in last set is connected to
the destination node. Formally, an ECBG can be defined as ECBG\{V_1 + V_2 + \ldots + V_n, E\}
such that for any two nodes v^k_i \in V_i and v^{j}_{i+1} \in V_{i+1}, there is an edge (v^k_i, v^{j}_{i+1}) in E.

![ECBG Model](image)

Figure 5-12. ECBG model of \( \varphi \).

Semantically, each disjoint set \( V_i \) represents an execution block \( b_i \) in B. Each node
in the disjoint set stands for one configuration for that block. Hence, the number of
nodes in set \( V_i \) is \( h_i \). Each edge \((v^k_i, v^{j}_{i+1})\) in \( E \) is associated with two values: \( e^k_i \) and
\( t^k_i \). It means that, by moving from set \( V_i \) to \( V_{i+1} \) through this edge (choosing \( c_k \)), it
requires \( t^k_i \) time units and \( e^k_i \) units of energy to execute block \( b_i \). The runtime overhead
is also taken into account on each edge. Specifically, edge \((v^k_i, v^{j}_{i+1})\) carries a pair of
values: \((e^k_i + \rho(c_k, c_j), t^k_i + \sigma(c_k, c_j))\). Therefore, the objective shown in Equation (5-1) is
algorithmically equal to finding a path from the source node to the destination node in
the ECBG which has the minimum accumulative energy \( E \). This path contains one and
only one node from each disjoint set (choosing one edge between neighboring sets), which
corresponds to selecting one configuration for each block. Moreover, all the constraints
shown in Equation (5-2), (5-3) and (5-4) have to be satisfied in the path. For those nodes
with arrival time constraint, say \( b_i \), it is possible that the finish time of its previous node
\( b_{i-1} \) is earlier than \( a_i \). To ensure \( t_i \geq a_i \), there is an idle node before every block node to
represent the possible idle intervals. Note that edge \((v^1_1, v^1_2)\) does not involve any overhead.
since no reconfiguration is carried out (i.e. \( k_1 = k_2 \)). However, edge \((v_2^1, v_3^2)\) includes reconfiguration overhead \(\rho(c_1, c_2)\) and \(\sigma(c_1, c_2)\).

5.3.2.2 Minimum-Cost Path Algorithm

In this section, we employ a dynamic programming based algorithm to find the minimum-cost path. Let \(E_i\) and \(T_i\) denote the total energy consumption (cost) and execution time up to node \(b_i\). Starting from the first node, for each node \(b_i\), we find the lowest cost \(E_i\) under each possible value of \(T_i\) and possible configuration choice for \(b_i\) (i.e. \(c_{k_i}\)), in a node by node manner until the destination node is reached. If there is no such partial path which has an accumulative execution time no larger than a specific value of \(T_i\) and ends up with a specific configuration for \(b_i\), the corresponding \(E_i\) is set to infinity.

The calculation of all \(E_i\) values for each node is based on the lowest cost values of its previous node calculated in last step. At each step, say \(b_i\), we know the lowest total energy of last \(i - 1\) nodes under each possible value of \(T_{i-1}\) and configuration for \(b_{i-1}\). Based this information and various overhead, we can easily find the minimum \(E_i\) under all possible \(T_i\) and \(c_{k_i}\).

Since the execution time is continuous but the design space is actually discrete (consists of finite number of choices), it is neither possible nor necessary to consider all possible values of \(T_i\). Hence, we discretize \(T_i\) into a finite set of values. The interval between two adjacent discretized values is regarded as one time unit, which could be as small as one clock cycle or as large as one millisecond in practice. To reduce running time, we can limit \(T_i\) within the rage of \([T_{min}, T_{max}]\). We set \(T_{min} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i^h\) where \(t_i^h\) is the execution time under the most performance efficient configuration. \(T_{max}\) can be set to the deadline constraint of last task instance or the common deadline for all tasks. In other words, all blocks need to be completed before \(T_{max}\). A three-dimensional array \(D\) is created for dynamic programming in which each element \(D[i][\tau][j]\) stores the lowest total cost for nodes \(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_i\) while total execution time \(T_i\) is equal or less than \(\tau\) \((T_i \leq \tau)\) and configuration choice for \(b_i\) is \(c_j\). As a result, there are \(n\) rows in \(D\) with each
row consisting of \((T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}})\) vectors and each vector has \(h\) elements. Therefore, the recursive relation for our dynamic programming scheme can be represented as:

\[
D[i][\tau][j] = \min_{k \in [1, h_{i-1}]} \{D[i-1][\tau-t_i^j] - \sigma(c_k, c_j)][k] + c_i^j + \rho(c_k, c_j)\}
\]

\(D\) is filed up in a row by row manner and in an order so that all the previous \(i-1\) rows are filled when the \(i^{th}\) row is being calculated. Note that only those elements corresponding to the Pareto-optimal configuration of \(b_i\) is calculated in each vector of \(D[i][\tau]i\). Finally, the solution quality is decided by \(\min\{D[n][\tau][j]\}\), for \(\tau \in [T_{\text{min}}, T_{\text{max}}]\) and \(j \in [1, h_n]\), which is the lowest value in last row of \(D\). Figure 5-13 provides a pictorial representation of our algorithm. A possible solution and one of the configuration on the path are shown for illustrative purpose.

**Complexity Analysis:** Our algorithm iterates over all the nodes (1 to \(n\)). In other words, the input size of our algorithm is actually the number of execution blocks. In each iteration, all discretized \(T_i\) values \((T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}})\) as well as all Pareto-optimal configuration points (1 to \(h_i\)) for current and previous nodes are examined. Hence the time complexity is \(O(n \cdot \max\{h_i\})^2 \cdot (T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}))\). The memory requirement of our algorithm is determined by the size of \(D\), which stores \(n \cdot (T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}) \cdot h \cdot \text{sizeof} (\text{element})\) bytes. To reduce the memory complexity, in each entry of \(D\), we can simply use minimum number of bits to remember the configuration choice instead of real \(E_i\) values. For calculation purposes, two
two-dimensional arrays are used for temporarily storing $E_i$ values for current and previous nodes.

**Deadline Constraint:** To ensure that the solution we find does not violate any task’s deadline, during each step of the dynamic programming process, if $b_i$ has deadline constraint, all the entries with $T_i$ value larger than $d_i$ are set to infinity. As a result, in the next step, those entries will be regarded as invalid.

**Arrival Time Constraint:** In the final solution, we have to guarantee that none of the initial blocks of each task instance starts execution before the task’s arrival time as shown in Equation (5–2). However, since it is possible that one execution block finishes earlier than its very next block (thus creating an idle interval), the entries (each of which is a vector) with $T_i \leq a_{i+1}$ in the $i^{th}$ row of $D$ are valid. One important observation is that, for block $b_{i+1}$, it does not really matter when exactly $b_i$ ends if $b_i$ finishes before $b_{i+1}$’s arrival time. In other words, the $T_i$ values of these entries have no impact on the decision making in $b_{i+1}$. Hence, in the final solution, if $b_i$ actually ends before $a_{i+1}$, the choice we make for $b_i$ must be the one that results in the lowest $E_i$ value.

We partition the $i^{th}$ row into three ranges by the next block’s arrive time $a_{i+1}$ and the current block’s deadline $d_i$ as shown in Figure 5-14. The first range, named range $A$, in which entries with finish time earlier than $a_{i+1}$, are all valid but not all are needed during decision making. The ones with minimum $E_i$, for each configuration choice of $b_i$, are selected and stored in the vector $D[i][a_{i+1}]$. All entries in range $A$ are then set to infinity. By doing this, without losing any precision, we force $b_{i+1}$ to start no earlier than its arrival time. The second range (range $B$) in which entries with $T_i$ values between $a_{i+1}$ and $d_i$ are all valid for the calculation of next iteration since they make $b_{i+1}$ start after $a_{i+1}$. The last range are all discarded due to deadline constraint of $b_i$.

For periodic task set, if each task’s deadline is equal to its period, $a_{i+1}$ is always earlier than $d_i$. It can be proved by contradiction. If $a_{i+1}$ is larger than $d_i$, it implies that the next job of the task corresponding to $b_i$ arrives before $b_{i+1}$ does. Therefore,
there exists a ready-to-execute task between \( b_i \) and \( b_{i+1} \), which contradicts the fact that \( b_{i+1} \) is the very next execution block of \( b_i \). In cases where \( a_{i+1} \) may be after \( d_i \) (e.g. for aperiodic task set), range \( B \) vanishes and, as a result, the problem essentially becomes two independent subproblems (one consists of blocks before \( b_i \) while the other consists of blocks after \( b_{i+1} \), inclusively).

![Figure 5-14. Ensuring the time constraints.](image)

**Tradeoff by Time Discretization:** As discussed above, the time complexity of our algorithm is dominated by the term \((T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}})\). A tradeoff can be made between solution quality and algorithm performance by further discretizing the execution time \( T_i \). During the dynamic programming, instead of calculating for every time unit, we can compute in interval of multiple units. We define this number of time units as a parameter \( \delta \). For example, if \( \delta = 2 \), every row of \( D \) will contain \( \lceil \frac{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}}{\delta} \rceil \) vectors which are \( \{T_{\text{min}}, T_{\text{min}} + 2, T_{\text{min}} + 4, ..., T_{\text{max}}\} \). The time complexity is reduced to \( O(n \cdot \max\{h_i\}^2 \cdot \frac{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}}{\delta}) \). By doing this, we actually examine every possible path at a coarser granularity. Our experimental results demonstrate that time discretization only brings minor design quality degradation in terms of energy consumption while the algorithm efficiency can be greatly improved.

**Approximate Approach:** To further reduce the algorithm complexity, we can use an approximate version of our approach by storing only one element instead of a vector in \( D[i][\tau] \). In other words, \( D \) is now a two-dimensional array in which each element \( D[i][\tau] \) stores the lowest \( E_i \) for nodes \( b_1, b_2, ..., b_i \) while \( T_i \leq \tau \), disregarding the end configuration (for \( b_i \)) of that specific path. As a result, the approximate version cannot support variable
time overhead since we do not know the configuration of the previous block without knowing the variable time overhead (which contradictorily depends on the previous block’s configuration) during each step. Although variable energy overhead is used in actual calculation, we do not consider it for all possible configurations of the previous block in order to make tradeoff for efficiency. Therefore, the recursive relation becomes:

\[
D[i][\tau] = \min_{j \in [1, h_i]} \{ D[i - 1][\tau - t_i] + c_i + \rho(c_k, c_j) \}
\]  
(5–6)

where \(\sigma\) represents the constant time overhead and \(c_k\) stands for the configuration of \(D[i - 1][\tau - t_i] - \sigma\). For safety, \(\sigma\) can be set to the worst case time overhead. Similarly, the solution quality is decided by 

\[
\min \{ D[n][\tau] \}, \tau \in [T_{\text{min}}, T_{\text{max}}].
\]

The time complexity is reduced to \(O(n \cdot \max \{h_i\} \cdot \frac{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}}{\delta})\). This is reduction of a factor of \(\max \{h_i\}\) over the exact algorithm. Figure 5-15 shows a pictorial illustration of our approximate approach.

![Figure 5-15. Illustration of the approximate version of our algorithm.](image)

### 5.4 Experiments

#### 5.4.1 System-wide Energy Optimization

##### 5.4.1.1 Experiments Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of our system-wide energy optimization approach, we select benchmarks from MediaBench [66], MiBench [35] and EEMBC [25] to from four task sets with each consists of 5 to 8 tasks. While DVS techniques usually use synthetic tasks for evaluation, we choose real benchmarks so that bus and memory hierarchy behaviors of real applications can be revealed. Table 5-1 lists our task sets. Task Set 1 consists of tasks
from MediaBench, Set 2 from EEMBC, Set 3 from MiBench and Set 4 is a mixture of all three suites. In Set 4, the two benchmarks from EEMBC are set to iterate 100 times in order to make their size comparable with others.

Table 5-1. Task sets consisting of real benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>cjpeg, djpeg, mpeg2, pegwit, rawcaudio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>A2TIME01, BaseFP01, BITMNP01, RSPEED01, TBLOOK01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>CRC32, susan, dijkstra, rijndael, adpcm, qsort, FFT, stringsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4</td>
<td>cjpeg, rawdaudio, pegwit, A2TIME01, RSPEED01, pktflow, FFT, dijkstra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Processor constants described in Chapter 2 are adapted from [51]: \( V_{bs} = -0.7V \), 
\( L_d = 37 \), \( \alpha = 1.5 \). The on-chip buses and off-chip buses have capacitance of \( 5pF \) and \( 60pF \), respectively. We believe they are reasonable numbers based on the bit line capacitance estimation described in [9] as well as the per unit of length capacitance estimation [21]. Similar set of numbers are also used in [28]. The on-chip buses have equal frequency as the processor (decided by the current voltage level) while off-chip buses (from L1 to L2 and from L2 to memory) have a frequency of \( 400MHz \) and \( 200MHz \), respectively. The bus static power is assumed to be 50% of the average dynamic power consumption, which is a conservative estimation [91].

We assume cache dirty data write back and circuit logic recharging penalty for shutdown to be \( 85\mu J \) and \( 300\mu J \). Therefore, the total shutdown overhead is \( 385\mu J \) [51]. Based on our energy model, idle power dissipation for the system, which comes from the static energy consumption of processor, cache hierarchy, bus lines and memory, is assumed to be \( 240 + 200 + 58 + 291 = 789mW \). System in sleep mode is assumed to consume \( 80\mu W \) of power. Hence, the shutdown threshold interval is \( 0.49ms \) and any interval whose length is shorter than this threshold will not lead to a shutdown. The energy estimation framework (whose input is gathered from SimpleScalar [14]) as well as the scheduling simulator are implemented in C++.
5.4.1.2 Results

We consider the following techniques:

- **DVS**: Traditional DVS without DCR which assigns the lowest feasible\(^4\) voltage level at the aim of minimizing the processor dynamic energy consumption.

- **CS-DVS**: Leakage-aware DVS without DCR which assigns lowest feasible voltage level above the critical speed decided by processor energy consumption.

- **CS-DVS-G**: Leakage-aware DVS without DCR which assigns lowest feasible voltage level above the critical speed decided by system-wide energy consumption\(^5\).

- **DVS-DCR**: Traditional DVS + DCR which assigns the configuration point for minimizing the dynamic energy consumption of processor and cache subsystem.

- **CS-DVS-DCR**: Leakage-aware DVS + DCR which assigns the most energy-efficient while feasible configuration point above the critical speed decided by the energy consumption of processor and cache subsystem.

- **CS-DVS-DCR-G**: Leakage-aware DVS + DCR which assigns the most energy-efficient while feasible configuration point above the critical speed decided by system-wide energy consumption.

- **CS-DVS-DCR-G-P**: Leakage-aware DVS + DCR for system-wide energy minimization which also employs task procrastination.

**Single Benchmark**  
Figure 5-16 shows comparison of the overall energy consumption using three different techniques (CS-DVS, CS-DVS-G and CS-DVS-DCR-G) assuming that there is only one task in the system (i.e. no limitation on available slack). In other words, it represents the system-wide energy consumption of the configuration point with

---

\(^4\) By saying “feasible”, it refers to the configuration points that satisfy the slack allocation described in Section 5.2.4.

\(^5\) In other words, the difference of CS-DVS-G from CS-DVS is that it considers other system components including caches, buses and memory in determining processor voltage level.
longest execution time in the profile table generated by each technique. Six selected benchmarks from Table 5-1 are considered and results are normalized to CS-DVS. It can be observed that considering other system components (CS-DVS-G) reduces the overall energy consumption compared to original leakage-aware DVS (CS-DVS) by 27.5% on average. Furthermore, by reconfiguring the cache hierarchy (CS-DVS-DCR-G), significant additional energy savings can be achieved (46.6% averagely).

![Figure 5-16. Total energy consumption of single-benchmark task sets.](image)

**Task Set** For all the task sets described in Table 5-1, we compare all the above listed techniques across various system utilizations (from 0.1 to 0.9 in a step of 0.1). All the results are the average of all task sets and are normalized to DVS scenario. Figure 5-17 shows the normalized system-wide overall energy consumption using different approaches. The first observation is that, for DVS-only approaches, considering other system components (CS-DVS-G) can achieve 12.8% additional energy savings on average (up to 26.6%) compared with traditional leakage-aware DVS (CS-DVS). Generally, applying DVS and DCR together (DVS-DCR) outperforms traditional DVS (DVS) and CS-DVS-G across all utilization rates by 66.3% and 42.1% on average, respectively. Our approach, system-wide leakage-aware DVS + DCR (CS-DVS-DCR-G), outperforms CS-DVS-G by 47.6% on average. It can be observed that leakage-aware and leakage-oblivious DVS +
DCR approaches behave similarly when the system utilization ratio is beyond 0.5. It is because both of them are inclined to select similar configuration points which have voltage levels above the critical speed ($V_{dd}$ is around 0.8 to 0.9). In other words, in these scenarios, DVS-DCR does not make inferior DVS decisions, which can lead to dominating leakage power, due to limited available slack. However, when the utilization ratio is low, CS-DVS-DCR-G can achieve around 4.6 - 23.5% more energy savings than DVS-DCR since CS-DVS-DCR-G does not lower down the voltage level below the critical speed.

![System-wide overall energy consumption using different approaches.](image)

Figure 5-17. System-wide overall energy consumption using different approaches.

Figure 5-18 (a) shows the reduction in static energy consumption by using CS-DVS-DCR-G compared to DVS-DCR as well as CS-DVS-DCR. CS-DVS-DCR-G gains averagely about 26.5% static energy savings over DVS-DCR across all utilizations and around 44.4% in low utilization cases. Compared with CS-DVS-DCR, taking memory and system buses into consideration results in 7.1% static energy savings on average (up to 14.4%). This improvement is not as significant as the difference between CS-DVS and CS-DVS-G since, as shown in Section 5.2.3, memory and bus lines have relatively less impact on the critical speed compared with cache subsystem.

In our study, dynamic procrastination does not bring remarkable savings with respect to overall energy consumption. The reason is that the shutdown threshold is relatively
short compared with the execution time of real benchmarks in our approach. Therefore, even without procrastination, the idle periods during system execution normally are longer than the threshold which makes them beneficial to shutdown the system. In other words, the total sleep time for both CS-DVS-DCR-G and CS-DVS-DVS-G-P are close. It is expected, however, if the task sizes are small, reductions of overall energy will be more significant [51]. To illustrate the effectiveness of procrastination, Figure 5-18 (b) shows the result in idle energy savings. It can be observed that 26.9% savings on average can be achieved across all utilization rates by using CS-DVS-DCR-G-P.

![Graph (a)](image1)

![Graph (b)](image2)

Figure 5-18. Results: (a) Static energy consumption using DVS-DCR and CS-DVS-DCR; (b) Idle energy consumption using CS-DVS-DCR and CS-DVS-DCR-P.
5.4.2 General Algorithm for Dynamic Reconfiguration

5.4.2.1 Experiments Setup

**DCR:** To demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm on DCR, we use selected benchmarks from MediaBench [66], MiBench [35] and EEMBC [25] to form four task sets, each consisting 4 to 7 tasks, as shown in Table 5-2. In order to avoid scenarios where some task dominates the others in terms of energy consumption, we select the benchmarks such that all the tasks in the same set have comparable sizes. For each task set, we consider both cases of periodic and aperiodic/sporadic tasks. In the former scenario (periodic tasks), we assign the period and task’s worst-case workload so that the system utilization varies in the range of 0.3 to 0.9\(^6\) in incremental step of 0.1. In the later scenario (aperiodic/sporadic tasks), for each task, all the jobs are randomly generated with total accumulative system utilization at any moment under the schedulability constraint (e.g., 1). The job inter-arrival time is generated based on an exponential distribution. Note that, since we consider a preemptive system (although the simpler case, non-preemptive system, is also supported), the input size of our algorithm is actually the number of execution blocks as described in Section 5.3.2. Different task set characteristics will result in drastically different number of blocks.

Table 5-2. Task sets consisting of real benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>ospf, susan, pegwit, pktflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>jpeg, epic, dijkstra, FFT, qsort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>CANRDR01, PUWMOD01, AIFIRF01, BITMNP01, CACHEB01, AIFFTR01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4</td>
<td>stringsearch, ospf, CRC32, pegwit, untoast, qsort, toast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) This is a practical and reasonable range since below 0.3 the solution can be trivially found by selecting most energy-efficient configurations for all tasks.
The reconfigurable cache architecture is a four-bank cache with tunable cache sizes of 4KB, 8KB and 16KB, line sizes of 16 bytes, 32 bytes and 64 bytes and associativity of 1-way, 2-way and 4-way. Therefore, we have \( h = 18 \) different cache configurations. Empirically, there are around 3 to 5 Pareto-optimal cache configurations for conventional applications [119]. Runtime reconfiguration overhead is dependent on the original cache configuration \((c_i)\) and the one tuned to \((c_j)\). We use SimpleScalar [14] to collect the static profiling information.

**DVS:** To evaluate our algorithm for DVS, we consider Marvell’s StrongARM [74] as the underlying DVS-enabled processor as described in Section 4.4.1.1. We randomly generate four synthetic task sets, with similar characteristics for evaluating DCR, both for periodic and aperiodic/sporadic scenarios.

**DVS+DCR:** We also evaluate our approach in the case where both DVS and DCR are employed in the system. We use the same task sets as described in Table 5-2. The total energy consumption is therefore \( E_{total} = E_{cache} + E_{processor} \). Task execution time is dependent on both voltage level (which decides the length of each cycle) and cache configuration (which decides the total number of cycles). Runtime overhead is thus the sum of both the cache reconfiguration overhead and the voltage scaling overhead.

### 5.4.2.2 Results

**Energy Reduction** We compare our algorithm with two heuristics which are applicable to both DVS and DCR, namely Uniform Slowdown and Greedy Repairing, since the techniques proposed in [122] and [119] are only for soft real-time systems and thus not applicable to our case. These two heuristics are adapted from DVS techniques [5] [95]. Generally, in uniform slowdown, we choose the configuration for task \( \tau_i \) which consumes minimum energy while has equal or less execution time compared to \( t_i^{base} / \eta \), where \( t_i^{base} \) is the execution time under base case and \( \eta \) is the system utilization. In greedy repairing, we first assign the most energy efficient configuration to every task. If the task set becomes unschedulable, we run a greedy repairing phase, during which the next more performance
efficient configuration for one of the tasks is selected which leads to minimum ratio of energy increase to system utilization decrease. The process repeats until the task set becomes schedulable. This heuristic is also used in [47]. Note that these two heuristics assign only one configuration per task and are not able to consider variable overhead. Figure 5-19 and 5-20 show the comparison results for both the scenarios where DVS and DCR are employed simultaneously and separately, respectively. The time discretization parameter $\delta$ is set to 1, 2, 4 and 8 milliseconds. As normalized to the uniform slowdown heuristic, 25% of energy savings for DCR and 17% for DVS on average can be achieved using our approach. Compared with the greedy repair method, the energy savings are 17% and 11% for DCR and DVS, respectively. When both techniques are employed, the energy saving achieved are less compared with employing them separately.

![Normalized Energy Consumption](image)

Figure 5-19. Energy consumption compared with two heuristics: DVS+DCR.

**Time Discretization Effect** Figure 5-21 and 5-22 illustrates the flexibility of our algorithm by varying the time discretization. Results are the average of both periodic and aperiodic scenarios and normalized to the $\delta = 1ms$ scenario. $\delta$ is increased exponentially from 1 millisecond to 128 milliseconds. The important observation is that, although

\[\text{In DCR, since tasks in set 3 has smaller sizes in terms of energy consumption and execution time than other sets, the unit of } \delta \text{ is microsecond.}\]
Figure 5-20. Energy consumption compared with two heuristics: (a) DCR; (b) DVS.

Our algorithm running time is drastically reduced, the design quality (total energy consumption) is only slightly sacrificed and still very close to the case where $\delta = 1\text{ms}$. For example, for task set 4 in DCR which has 679 execution blocks in the hyper-period, our algorithm gives the solution in 1.5 seconds with $\delta = 128\text{ms}$. The energy consumption of this solution is only 7% worse than the one generated with $\delta = 1\text{ms}$, which requires 19 seconds of execution time.

**Variable Overhead Aware Effect** For both DVS and DCR, we compare two different versions of our algorithm: one is aware of variable reconfiguration overhead and the other assumes constant overhead (which is the average of all variable overhead values). For DVS, the variable overhead matrix is generated so that each value depends on and is in
proportion to how much voltage/frequency is increased or decreased. For DCR, the matrix is similarly generated except that the overhead for tuning the cache capacity from one level to another is 10 times larger than tuning the line size and associativity. Therefore, the actual overhead is the sum of all three cache parameters.

First we show how the amount of overhead affect the design quality in DVS. We vary the average of the variable energy overhead from 5% to 30% of the average of all block’s energy consumption. Figure 5-23 shows the result averaged over all task sets. Clearly, variable overhead awareness brings more benefit when the amount of overhead is larger. Figure 5-24 demonstrates that effectively utilize the variable overhead can lead to substantial energy saving improvements for all task sets in DCR. Same observation can be made for DVS scenario. However, variable overhead awareness in DCR can lead to averagely 10% more energy savings than in DVS, which is because the size and
variability of DCR’s design space is much larger than DVS. Note that although DVS and DCR are used as the examples here, our approach is generally applicable to any kind of optimization problem based on reconfiguration – where the actual overhead of reconfiguration could be substantial.

Figure 5-23. Variable overhead aware effect in DVS.
Figure 5-24. Variable overhead aware effect in DCR.

**Approximate Approach Effect** We study the performance of the approximate version of our approach using a 2-D array dynamic programming with respect to the exact approach using a 3-D array, as discussed in Section 5.3.2. Figure 5-25 (a) and (b) demonstrate the normalized energy consumption and absolute running time, respectively, under different $\delta$ values considering DCR. It can be observed that the approximate approach requires only 1 to 1.5% more total energy consumption (averaged over all task sets) but requires significantly less running time (for task set 1 with utilization of 0.8). However, exact approach is observed to experience relatively less design quality degradation with larger time discretization ($\delta$).

We also investigate the impact from various reconfiguration overhead on the relative energy efficiency of the our approximate approach and exact approach. Figure 5-26 shows the comparison in energy consumption (normalized to the exact approach with $\delta = 1\text{ms}$) using DCR under various cache reconfiguration overhead values. We vary the overhead,
both energy and time, for tuning the cache size from one level to its neighboring one (e.g., from 4K to 8K or vice versa) as 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, 12% and 16%\(^8\) (as shown in Figure 13 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f), respectively) of the average consumption of all the blocks. The overhead matrix is generated as described above.

The important observation here is that when the reconfiguration overhead increases, the approximate version of our approach consumes more energy than the exact approach. Specifically, when only 3% differences is observed in Figure 5-26 (c), it becomes as large as

---

\(^8\) In other words, the overhead for changing the line size and associativity is 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2% and 1.6%, respectively.
Figure 5-26. Comparison of our exact approach and approximate approach under various reconfiguration overhead.

10% when the overhead percentage increases. It is because the approximate approach does not consider all possible end configuration of the last step (i.e., block) during dynamic programming process and thus variable overhead is not fully incorporated. Moreover, the approximate approach also scales worse when $\delta$ increases. For example, in Figure 5-26 (d),
when \( \delta \) becomes 128\( ms \), the approximate approach gives a solution with very bad quality while the exact approach behaves acceptably.

Another interesting observation is that, as shown in Figure 5-25 and 5-26, in certain scenarios, the exact algorithm with larger \( \delta \) may have very similar or lower running time while achieve comparable or even better energy saving than the approximate approach with smaller \( \delta \). For example, in Figure 5-26 (c), the exact approach with \( \delta = 8\text{ms} \) outperforms the approximate one with \( \delta = 1\text{ms} \) in terms of energy using almost identical running time. In general, when the overhead is significant, our exact approach is preferable over the approximate version. However, when the overhead is small or negligible (e.g., Figure 5-26 (a) and (b)), the approximate approach is more efficient since it can achieve almost identical energy savings at small \( \delta \) as the exact approach while requires significantly short time frame.

5.5 Summary

Leakage power can adversely impact any system energy optimization techniques including both dynamic voltage scaling and cache reconfiguration. Employing both DVS and DCR together can lead to greater system energy savings than using them independently. This chapter presented an efficient approach to integrate DVS and DCR that is aware of leakage power. Our studies demonstrate that considering only one optimization aspect (e.g., dynamic energy) or one component (e.g., DVS-capable processor) can lead to inaccurate conclusion in terms of overall energy, since critical speed will vary depending on the various components in the system. The proposed approach focuses on reducing system-wide energy consumption. It also integrates task procrastination to further save the energy consumption when the system is idle. Our approach is shown to be superior than both leakage-aware DVS techniques and leakage-oblivious DVS + DCR techniques.

This chapter also proposed a general algorithm for employing dynamic reconfiguration in multitasking systems with timing constraints. Our approach has the following
advantages. First, it can lead to more energy savings than inter-task manner DVS/DCR techniques. Secondly, it can effectively take variable reconfiguration overhead into consideration. Finally, our algorithm can be flexibly parameterized so that only slight solution quality degradation can be traded for drastically reduced running time requirement. It is also independent of task characteristics and scheduling policy. Extensive experiments demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach.
CHAPTER 6
TEMPERATURE- AND ENERGY-CONSTRAINED SCHEDULING

Along with the performance improvement in state-of-art microprocessors, power densities are rising more rapidly due to the fact that feature size scales faster than voltages [105]. In last five years, though the processor frequency is only improved by 30%, the power density is more than doubled and expected to reach over 250W/cm² [26]. Since energy consumption is converted into heat dissipation, high heat flux increases the on-chip temperature. The “hot spot” on current microprocessor die, caused by nonuniform peak power distribution, could reach up to 120°C [12]. This trend is observed in both desktop and embedded processors [117] [138].

Thermal increase will lead to reliability and performance degradation since CMOS carrier mobility is dependent on the operating temperature. High temperature can result in more frequent transient errors or even permanent damage. Industrial studies have shown that a small difference in operating temperature (10-15°C) can make 2 times difference in the device lifespan [117]. Yeh et al. [131] also estimate that more than half of the electronic failures are caused by over-heated circuits. Furthermore, leakage power is exponentially proportional to temperature, which potentially results in more thermal runaway [124]. Studies also show that cooling cost increases super-linearly with the thermal dissipation [34].

Since high on-chip thermal dissipation has severe detrimental impact, we have to control the instantaneous temperature so that it does not go beyond a certain threshold. Thermal management schemes at all levels of system design are widely studied for general-purpose systems. However, in the context of embedded systems, traditional packaging and cooling solutions are not applicable due to the limits on device size and cost. Moreover, embedded systems normally have limited energy budgets since most devices are driven by batteries. Multitasking systems with real-time constraints add another level of difficulty since tasks have to meet their deadlines. Since such systems
normally have well-defined functionalities, this multi-objective problem admits design-time algorithms.

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is acknowledged as one of the most efficient techniques used in both energy optimization [18] and temperature management [138]. In existing literatures, \textit{temperature (energy)- constrained} means there is a temperature threshold (energy budget) which cannot be exceeded, while \textit{temperature (energy)-aware} means there is no constraint but maximum instantaneous temperature (total energy consumption) needs to be minimized. In this chapter, we propose a formal method based on model checking for temperature- and energy- constrained (TCEC) scheduling problems in multitasking systems. We extend the classical timed automata [2] with notions of task scheduling, voltage scaling, system temperature and energy consumption. This approach is the first attempt on solving TCEC problem which is meaningful (especially in embedded systems) and as difficult as other problems including temperature-constrained (TC) scheduling, temperature-aware (TA) scheduling, temperature- constrained energy-aware (TCEA) scheduling and energy- constrained temperature-aware (TAEC) scheduling. A novel contribution of this approach is the development of a flexible and automatic design flow which models the TCEC problem in timed automata and solves it using formal verification techniques. Our approach is also capable of solving other problem variations mentioned above. Furthermore, it is applicable to a wide variety of system and task characteristics. Runtime voltage scaling overhead and leakage power consumption can also be easily incorporated.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents the related works in this field. Section 6.2 provides background information on timed automata. Section 6.3 describes the proposed approach in details. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.4. Finally Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
6.1 Related Work

Temperature-aware scheduling in real-time systems has drawn significant research interests in recent years. Wang et al. [118] introduced a simple reactive DVS scheme aiming at meeting task timing constraints and maintaining processor safe temperature. Zhang et al. [138] proved the NP-hardness of temperature-constrained performance optimization problem in real-time systems and proposed an approximation algorithm. Yuan et al. [134] considered both temperature and leakage power impact in DVS problem for soft real-time systems. Chen et al. [17] explored temperature-aware scheduling for periodic tasks in both uniprocessor and homogeneous multiprocessor DVS-enabled platforms. Liu et al. [70] proposed a design-time thermal optimization framework which is able to solve problem variants EA, TA and TCEA scheduling in embedded system with task timing constraints. Jayaseelan et al. [46] exploited different task execution orders, in which each task has distinct power profile, to minimize peak temperature. However, none of these techniques solves TCEC problem. Moreover, they all make certain assumptions on system characteristics that limits their applicability.

Timed automata [2] has been widely adapted in real-time system researches. Norstrom et al. [82] first extended timed automata with a notion of real-time tasks and showed that the traditional schedulability analysis can be transformed to a decidable reachability problem in timed automata, which can be solved using model checking tools. Fersman et al. [27] further generalized [82] with asynchronous processes and preemptive tasks in continuous-time model. Abbeddaïm et al. However, none of these techniques considered energy or temperature related issues.

There are several studies on dynamic power management (DPM) using formal verification methods for embedded systems [103] and multiprocessor platforms [71]. Shukla et al. [103] provided a preliminary study on evaluating DPM schemes using an off-the-shelf model checker. Lungo et al. [71] tried to incorporate verification of DPM schemes in the early design stage. They showed that tradeoffs can be made between design quality and
verification efforts. None of these approaches considers temperature management in such systems. Moreover, they did not account for energy and timing constraints, which makes our methodology different from theirs.

6.2 Background

A classical timed automaton [2] is a finite-state automaton extended with notion of time. A set of clock variables are associated with each timed automaton and elapse uniformly with time in each state (i.e., location). Transitions (i.e., edges) are performed instantaneously from one state to another. Each transition is labeled with a set of guards which are Boolean constraints on clock variables and must be satisfied in order to trigger the transition. Transitions also have a subset of clock variables that need to be reset by taking the transition. Formally, we can define it as follows:

**Definition 5.** A timed automaton \( A \) over clock set \( C \), state set \( S \) and transition set \( T \) is a tuple \( \{ S, C, T, s_0 \} \) where \( s_0 \) is the initial state. Transition set is represented as \( T \subseteq S \times \Phi(C) \times 2^C \times S \), where each element \( \phi \) in clock constraint (guard) set \( \Phi(C) \) is a conjunction of simple conditions on clocks (\( \phi := c \leq t \mid t \leq c \mid \neg \phi \mid \phi_1 \wedge \phi_2 \) where \( c \in C, t \in R \)). \( 2^C \) represents the subset of clock variables that will be reset in each transition and we term it as \( \rho \).

Semantically, the current configuration of a timed automaton \( A \) is decided by a state \( s \in S \) and the clock valuations \( V \) in the form of \( C \rightarrow R_+ \cup \{0\} \). Therefore, a legal execution of \( A \) consists of a sequence of transitions:

\[
(s_0, V_0) \xrightarrow{\phi_{i_0}} (s_1, V_1) \xrightarrow{\phi_{i_1}} \cdots \xrightarrow{\phi_{i_n}} (s_n, V_n)
\] (6–1)

6.3 TCEC Scheduling Approach

6.3.1 Overview

Figure 6-1 illustrates the workflow of our approach. The task information describes the characteristics of the tasks running in the system and is fed into the scheduler along with the scheduling policy. Any scheduling algorithm is applicable in our approach. The
scheduler executes the task set under the highest voltage level and produces a trace of *execution blocks*. Here, an execution block is defined as a piece of task execution in a continuous period of time under a single processor voltage/frequency level. Each execution block is essentially a whole task instance in non-preemptive systems. However, in preemptive scheduling, tasks could be preempted during execution hence one block can be a segment of one task. The scheduler records runtime information for each block including its corresponding task, required workload, arrival time and deadline, if applicable.

![Workflow diagram](image)

Figure 6-1. Workflow of our model checking approach.

The task execution trace, along with system specification (processor voltage/frequency levels), thermal/power models and design objective (not shown in Figure 6-1), are fed into the timed automata generator (TAG) that we have developed. Here the design objective decides the nature of the problem, e.g. TCEC. TAG generates two important outputs. One is the description of our timed automata model, which will be discussed in
Section 6.3.2, and the other one contains the properties reflecting the design objectives. We use a script based program to drive the model checker to solve the problem. Finally, the results and/or solutions are collected. Our methodology is flexible, completely automatic, based on formal technique and hence suitable in early design stages.

### 6.3.2 Modeling with Extended Timed Automata

Our approach scales the processor voltage level on the granularity of each execution block. In other words, the frequency level is changed at the beginning of each execution block. This strategy can lead to more flexible energy and temperature management in preemptive systems since decisions are made upon a finer granularity compared to inter-task manner [138]. We utilize timed automata to model the voltage scaling problem in the execution trace and extend the original automata with notions of temperature and energy consumption. Our model supports both scenarios in which task set has a common deadline and each task has its own deadline. For ease of discussion, the terms of task, job and execution block refer to the same entity in the rest of this chapter.

**Task set with common deadline:** TAG is given a trace of \( n \) execution blocks \( B\{b_1, b_2, ..., b_n\} \). If tasks are assumed to have the same power profile (i.e. \( \alpha \) is constant), the energy consumption and execution time for \( b_i \) under voltage level \( v_k \in V \), denoted by \( e^k_i \) and \( t^k_i \) respectively, can be calculated based on the given processor model. Otherwise, they can be collected through static profiling by executing each task under every voltage level. Let \( \psi_{v_i,v_j} \) and \( \omega_{v_i,v_j} \) denote runtime energy and time overhead, respectively, for scaling from voltage \( v_i \) to \( v_j \). Since power is constant during a execution block, temperature is monotonically either increasing or decreasing [46]. We denote \( T_i \) as the final temperature of \( b_i \). If the task set has a common deadline \( D \), the safe temperature threshold is \( T_{max} \) and the energy budget is \( E \), TCEC scheduling problem can
be represented as finding a voltage assignment \( K\{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n\} \)\(^1\) such that:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} (e^{k_i} + \psi_{v_{k_{i-1}}v_{k_i}}) \leq \mathcal{E} \quad (6–2)
\]

\[
T_i \leq T_{\text{max}}, \forall i \in [1, n] \quad (6–3)
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} (t^{k_i} + \omega_{v_{k_{i-1}}v_{k_i}}) \leq D \quad (6–4)
\]

where \( T_i \) is calculated based on Equation (2–17). Here Equation (6–2), (6–3) and (6–4) denote the energy, temperature and common deadline constraints, respectively.

For illustration, an extended timed automata \( A \) generated by TAG is shown in Figure 6-2 assuming that there are three tasks and two voltage levels. Generally, we use \( l \) states for each task, forming disjoint sets (horizontal levels of nodes in Figure 6-2) among tasks, to represent different voltage selections. We also specify an error state which is reached whenever there is deadline miss. There are also a source state and a destination state denoting the beginning and the end of the task execution. Therefore, there are totally \((n \cdot l + 4)\) states. There is a transition from every state of one task to every state of its next task. In other words, the states in neighboring disjoint sets are fully connected. There are also transitions from every task state to the error state. All the states of the last task have transitions to the end state.

The system temperature and cumulative energy consumption are represented by two global variables, named \( T \) and \( E \), respectively. The execution time for every task under each voltage level is pre-calculated and stored in a global array \( c[] \). The common deadline \( D \) is stored in variable \( \text{deadline} \). Constants such as processor power values, thermal capacitance/resistance, ambient temperature and initial temperature are stored in respective variables. There are two clock variables, \( \text{time} \) and \( \text{exec} \), which represent the

---

\(^1\) \( k_i \) denote the index of the processor voltage level assigned to \( b_i \).
global system time and the local timer for task execution, respectively. The time variable is never reset and elapses uniformly in every state. Both clock variables are initially set to 0.

The transition from the source state carries a function initialization() which contains updates to initialize all the variables and constants. Each state is associated with an invariant condition, in the form of exec \(\leq c[\cdot]\), which must be satisfied when the state is active. This invariant represents the fact that the task is still under execution. Each transition between task states carries a pair of guard: time \(\leq\) deadline \&\& exec \(== c[\cdot]\). The former one ensures that the deadline is observed and the latter one actually triggers the transition, reflecting the fact that the current task has finished execution. Note that the overhead can be incorporated here since we know the start and end voltage level, if they are different. Each transition is also labeled with three important updates. The first one, \(T = \text{calcTemperature}(P[\cdot], T, c[\cdot])\), basically updates the current system temperature after execution of one task based on the previous temperature, average power consumption and the task’s execution time. The second one, \(E = \text{calcEnergy}(P[\cdot], c[\cdot])\), adds the energy consumed by last task to E. The third update resets clock exec to 0. All the transitions to the error state are labeled with a guard in the form of time \(>\) deadline, which triggers the transition whenever the deadline is missed during task execution. Note that not all the transition labels are shown in Figure 6-2.

The extended timed automata’s current configuration is decided by valuations of clock variables (time and exec) and global variables (T and E). Therefore, the system execution now is transformed into a sequence of states from the source state to the destination state\(^2\). The sequence consists of one and only one state from each disjoint set which represents a task. Solving the TCEC problem as formulated above is equal to finding such a sequence with the following properties. First, the final state is the

\(^2\) The sequence of states follows the same characteristics of Equation (6–1).
Figure 6-2. TCEC problem modeled in extended timed automata.

destination state which guarantees the deadline constraint. Next, the temperature $T$ is always below $T_{max}$ in every state. Finally, the energy consumption $E$ is no larger than $\mathcal{E}$.

We can write this requirement as a property in computation tree logic (CTL) [23] as:

$$\text{EG}((T < T_{max} \land E < \mathcal{E}) \ U \ A.end)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6–5)$$

where $A.end$ means the destination state is reached. Now, we can use the model checker to verify this property and, if satisfied, the witness trace it produces is exactly the TCEC scheduling that we want.

However, it is possible that the model checker’s property description language does not support the operator of “until” ($U$), e.g. UPPAAL [7]. In that case, we can add two Boolean variables, $\text{isTSafe}$ and $\text{isESafe}$, to denote whether $T$ and $E$ are currently below the constraints. These two Boolean variables are updated in functions $\text{calcTemperature}()$ and $\text{calcEnergy}()$, respectively, whenever a transition is performed. Once the corresponding
constraint is violated, they are set to \textit{false}. We can express our requirement in CTL as:

\[ \textbf{EF}(\text{isTSafe} \land \text{isESafe} \land A.\text{end}) \quad (6-6) \]

Note that in the timed CTL that UPPAAL uses, the above property can be written as follows, where \textit{Proc} represents the timed automata \( A \), which is called a “Process” in UPPAAL.

\[ \textbf{E} \leftrightarrow (\text{Proc.End} \text{ and Proc.isTSafe} \text{ and Proc.isESafe}) \quad (6-7) \]

**Task set with individual deadlines:** In the scenario where each task has its own deadline, e.g. periodic tasks, we have to make sure the execution blocks finish no later than their corresponding task’s deadline. A global array, \( d[] \), is used to store the deadline constraints of each execution block. If not applicable, i.e. the block does not end that task instance, its entry in \( d[] \) is set to \(-1\). Therefore, instead of Equation (6–4), we have:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{i} (t_{kj}^j + \omega_{(k-1),j}) \leq d[i], \forall d[i] > 0 \quad (6-8) \]

Figure 6-3 shows part of the new timed automata. The difference lies in the guard of transitions. Instead of \textit{time} \leq \textit{deadline}, the guard for transitions between task states is in the form of \((d[ ] > 0 \land \text{time} \leq d[ ] ) \lor d[ ] < 0\). The transition from task state to error state now carries a guard of \((d[ ] > 0 \land \text{time} > d[ ] )\).

![Figure 6-3. Problem modeling when every task has own deadline (partial graph).](image-url)
6.3.3 Problem Variants

Our approach is also applicable to other problem variants by modifying the property and making suitable changes to invocation of the model checker.

**TC:** Temperature-constrained scheduling problem is a simplified version of TCEC. It only needs to ensure that the maximum instantaneous temperature is always below the threshold $T_{\text{max}}$. Therefore, the property can be written in CTL as:

$$\text{EG}(T < T_{\text{max}} \ U \ A.\text{end}) \quad (6–9)$$

**TA:** To find a schedule so that the maximum temperature is minimized, we can employ a binary search over the temperature value range. Each iteration invokes the model checker to test the property (6–9) parameterized with current temperature constraint $T_{\text{max}}$. Initially, $T_{\text{max}}$ is set to the mid-value of the range. If the property is unsatisfied, we search in the range of values larger than $T_{\text{max}}$ in the next iteration. If the property is satisfied, we continue to search in the range of values lower than $T_{\text{max}}$ to further explore better results. This process continues until the lower bound is larger than the upper bound. The minimum $T_{\text{max}}$ and associated schedule, which makes the property satisfiable during the search, is the result. Note that the temperature value range for microprocessors is small in practice, e.g. [30°C, 120°C]. Hence, the number of iterations is typically no more than 7.

**TAEC:** TAEC has the same objective as TA except that there is an energy budget constraint. Therefore, we can solve the problem by using property (6–5) during the binary search.

**TCEA:** TCEA can be solved using the same method as TAEC except that the binary search is carried on energy values and temperature acts as a constant constraint. Since energy normally has a much larger value range, to improve the efficiency, we can discretize energy value to make trade-off between solution quality and design time.
the number of iterations has a logarithmic relationship with the length of energy value range, only moderate discretization is enough.

6.4 Experiments

6.4.1 Experiments Setup

We evaluate our approach assuming a StrongARM processor [74] as described in Section 4.4.1.1. We use synthetic task sets which are randomly generated with each of them having execution time in the range of 100 - 500 milliseconds. These are suitable and practical sizes to reflect variations in temperature, and millisecond is a reasonable time unit granularity [138]. We adopt the thermal resistance ($R$) and thermal capacitance ($C$) values from [46], which are $1.83^\circ C/Watt$ and $112.2mJoules/^\circ C$, respectively. The ambient temperature and initial temperature of the processor are set to $32^\circ C$ and $60^\circ C$, respectively. The scheduler and TAG shown in Figure 6-1 are both implemented in C++.

6.4.2 Results

6.4.2.1 Solving TCEC Problems

Table 6-1 shows the results on task sets with different number of blocks and constraints. The first and the second column are the index and number of blocks of each task set, respectively. The next three columns present the temperature constraint (TC, in $^\circ C$), energy constraint (EC, in $mJ$), and deadlines (DL, in $ms$) to be checked on the model. The sixth column indicates whether there exists a schedule which satisfies all the constraints. The last three columns give the actual maximum temperature (AT), total energy cost (AE), and time required to finish all blocks (AD) using the schedule found by the model checker (UPPAAL). It can be observed that our approach can find the solution (if exists) which satisfied all the constraints.

6.4.2.2 Running Time Variations

We have studied the impact of constraint variations on the running time required by UPPAAL. To achieve this, we measure the model checking time using task set 2 with
Table 6-1. TCEC results on different task sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS</th>
<th>#Blk</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>Found?</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>AE</th>
<th>AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>180000</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>171612</td>
<td>6865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>149623</td>
<td>7966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>140000</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>66375</td>
<td>2499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>59911</td>
<td>2667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90000</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>81287</td>
<td>2540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>71649</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two constraints kept constant while let the third one vary (TC, EC and DL). Figure 6-4 summarizes the results.

![Figure 6-4](image_url)

Figure 6-4. Running time with different constraints.

For energy constraint (Figure 6-4(a)) and temperature constraint (Figure 6-4(b)), we can observe that time requirement are not notably affected by the variation of these constraints. In general, it takes more time when the constraint can be satisfied (labeled “S” in Figure 6-4). When the constraint goes below or beyond the range shown in
Figure 6-4, the running time remains the same or slightly decreases in both cases because the constraint will either be easily falsified or no longer limit the search space, respectively. However, for the deadline constraint (Figure 6-4(c)), our experimental results show that the running time requirement will increase with the deadline, because larger time budget yields a larger solution search space for the model checker. We have also investigated the relation between the number of voltage levels and the time required for model checking. As shown in Figure 6-4(d), model checker’s running time grows rapidly when more voltage levels are employed. This is due to the exponential growth of the search space.

6.5 Summary

This chapter proposed a model checking approach for temperature and energy-constrained scheduling problem in multitasking systems based on processor voltage scaling. We modeled the problem using extended timed automata which is solved by a model checker. We proposed a flexible and automatic framework which makes our approach applicable to temperature or energy-constrained problem as well as other variants and independent of any system characteristic. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
CHAPTER 7
ENERGY OPTIMIZATION OF CACHE HIERARCHY IN MULTICORE SYSTEMS

Computation using single-core processors has hit the power wall on its way of performance improvement. Chip multiprocessor (CMP) architectures, which integrates multiple processing units on a single chip, have been widely adopted by major vendors like Intel, AMD, IBM and ARM in both general-purpose computers (e.g., [43]) as well as embedded systems (e.g., [3] [77]). Multicore processors are able to run multiple threads in parallel at lower power dissipation per unit of performance. Despite the inherent advantages, energy conservation is still a primary concern in multicore system optimization. While power consumption is a key concern in designing any computing devices, energy efficiency is especially critical for embedded systems. Real-time systems that run applications with timing constraints require unique considerations. Due to the ever growing demands for parallel computing, multicore processors are commonly employed in real-time systems [129] [123].

As discussed in Chapter 3 and 5, the prevalence of on-chip cache hierarchy has made it a significant contributor of the overall system energy consumption. For uniprocessor systems, DCR is an effective technique for cache energy reduction by tuning the cache configuration at runtime. For multicore systems, L2 cache typically acts as a shared resource. Recent research has showed that shared on-chip cache may become a performance bottleneck for CMP systems because of contentions among parallel running tasks [92] [56]. To alleviate this problem, cache partitioning (CP) techniques judiciously partition the shared cache and maps a designated part of the cache to each core. CP is designed at the aim of performance improvement [90], inter-task interference elimination [92], thread-wise fairness optimization [61], off-chip memory bandwidth minimization [132] and energy consumption reduction [93].

In this chapter, we present novel energy optimization techniques which efficiently integrate cache partitioning and dynamic reconfiguration in multicore architectures. Tasks
with timing constraints are considered in our approach. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that employs DCR and CP simultaneously. Our contributions can be summarized as:

1. We find that DCR in L1 caches has great impact on decisions of CP in shared L2 and vice versa. Moreover, both DCR and CP play important roles in energy conservation.

2. Our approach can minimize the cache hierarchy energy consumption while guarantee all timing constraints.

3. We propose efficient static profiling techniques and algorithms to find beneficial L1 cache configurations and L2 partition factors for each task.

4. Our approach considers multiple tasks on each core thus is more general than existing CP techniques which assume only one application per core [56] [93] [132].

5. We study both fixed and varying CP scheme along with DCR for multicore architectures.

6. We also study the effect on design quality from different deadline constraints, task mappings and gated-\(V_{dd}\) cache lines.

The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 describes the architecture model and motivation of our work. Section 7.3 presents our approach for CMPs in detail, followed by experimental results in Section 7.4. Finally, Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.

### 7.1 Related Work

Cache partitioning techniques are widely studied for various design objectives for multicore processors. Initially, majority of them focused on reducing cache miss rate to improve performance. Suh et al. [109] utilized hardware counters to gather runtime information which is used to partition the shared cache through the replacement unit. Qureshi et al. [90] proposed a low-overhead CP technique based on online monitoring and cache utilization of each application. Kim et al. [61] focused on fair cache sharing using
both dynamic and static partitioning. Recently, CP is employed for low-power system designs. Reddy et al. [92] [93] showed that, by eliminating inter-task cache interferences, both dynamic and leakage energy can be saved. Bank structure aware CP in CMP platforms is studied in [56]. Yu et al. [132] targeted at minimizing off-chip bandwidth through off-line profiling. Lin et al. [68] verified the effectiveness of CP in real systems. Meanwhile, CP is also beneficial for real-time systems to improve worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis, system predictability and cache utilization [13] [93]. Nevertheless, existing CP techniques only focus on shared L2 cache and ignore the impact as well as the optimization opportunities from private L1 caches.

### 7.2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we show important features of the underlying architecture. We also present an illustrative example to motivate the need and usefulness of our approach.

#### 7.2.1 Architecture Model

Figure 7-1 illustrates a typical CMP platform with private L1 caches (IL1 and DL1) in each core and a shared on-chip L2 cache. Here, both instruction L1 and data L1 cache associated with each core are highly reconfigurable in terms of total capacity, line size and associativity as discussed in Section 3.1.2.

![Figure 7-1. Typical multicore architecture with shared L2 cache.](image-url)
Unlike traditional LRU replacement policy which implicitly partitions each cache set on a demand basis, we use a way-based partitioning in the shared cache [98]. As shown in Figure 7-2, each L2 cache set (here with a 8-way associativity) is partitioned in the granularity of ways. Each core is assigned a group of ways and will only access that portion in all cache sets. LRU replacement is enforced in each individual group which is achieved by maintaining separate sets of “age bit”. It is also possible to divide the cache by sets (set-based partitioning) in which each core is assigned a number of sets and each set retains full associativity [132]. However, since real-time embedded systems usually have small number of cores, way-based partitioning is beneficial enough for exploiting energy efficiency. We refer the number of ways assigned to each core as its partition factor. For example, the L2 partition factor for Core 1 in Figure 7-2 is 3.

![Way-based cache partitioning example](image)

Figure 7-2. Way-based cache partitioning example (four cores with a 8-way associative shared cache).

In this work, we use static cache partitioning. In other words, L2 partitioning scheme for each core are pre-determined during design time and remain the same throughout the system execution. Dynamic partitioning [90] requires online monitoring, runtime analysis and sophisticated OS support thus is not feasible for embedded systems. Furthermore, real-time systems normally have highly deterministic characteristics (e.g., task release time, deadline, input) which make off-line analysis most suitable [89]. By static profiling, we can potentially search much larger design space and thus achieve better optimization results.
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7.2.2 Motivation

Figure 7-3 shows the number of L2 cache misses and instruction per cycle (IPC) for two benchmarks (qsort from MiBench [35] and vpr from SPEC CPU2000 [107]) under different L2 cache partition factors $p$ (with a 8-way associative L2 cache) and randomly chosen four L1 cache configurations\(^1\). Unallocated L2 cache ways remain idle. We observe that changing L1 cache configuration will lead to different number of L2 cache misses. It is expected because L1 cache configuration determines the number of L2 accesses. System performance (i.e., IPC) is also largely affected by L1 configurations. Notice that for larger partition factors (e.g., 7), the difference in L2 misses is negligible but IPC shows great diversity. It is because not only L2 partitioning but also L1 configurations determine the performance.

It is also interesting to see that vpr shows larger variances at the same L2 partition factor than qsort. For example, the number of L2 cache misses becomes almost identical (although there is times of differences in the number of L2 accesses) at $p = 4$ for qsort while it starts to converge for vpr only after $p = 6$. The reason behind this is that, for qsort, there are almost only compulsory misses for $p \geq 4$. In other words, $p = 4$ is a sufficient L2 partition factor for qsort in terms of performance. However, increasing $p$ and reducing number of accesses continue to bring benefit for vpr as shown in Figure 7-3(c) due to the fact that vpr has more capacity and conflict misses.

Given the above observations, we see that L1 DCR has major impact on L2 CP and there are interesting trade-offs that can be explored for optimizations. Therefore, both DCR and CP should be exploited simultaneously for energy conservation in real-time multicore systems. Our experimental results in Section 7.4.2.1 confirms our conjecture.

---

\(^1\) Here $c_{18}$ and $c_9$, for example, stands for the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 9\textsuperscript{th} configuration for IL1 and DL1, respectively.
Figure 7.3. L1 DCR impact on L2 CP in performance.

### 7.3 Dynamic Cache Reconfiguration and Partitioning

In this section, we first formulate our energy optimization problem based on performing dynamic reconfiguration of private L1 caches and static partitioning of shared L2 cache (DCR + CP). Next, we present our static profiling strategy. Our dynamic programming based algorithm which utilizes the static profiling information is then described in detail. Next we investigate the effects of task mapping to different cores. Then we explore the effectiveness of employing dynamic cache partitioning. Finally, we study the benefit of using Gated-$V_{dd}$ shared cache lines.

#### 7.3.1 Problem Formulation

The multicore system we consider here can be modeled as:

- A multicore processor with $m$ cores $\mathcal{P}\{p_1, p_2, ..., p_m\}$.
- Each core has reconfigurable IL1 and DL1 caches both of which supports $h$ different configurations $\mathcal{C}\{c_1, c_2, ..., c_h\}$. 

---
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• A $\alpha$-way associative shared L2 cache with way-based partitioning enabled.

• A set of $n$ independent tasks $T\{\tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_n\}$ with a common deadline $D^2$.

Suppose we are given:

• A task mapping $M : T \rightarrow P$ in which tasks are mapped to each core. Let $\rho_k$ denotes the number of tasks on $p_k$.

• A L1 cache configuration assignment $R : C_I, C_D \rightarrow T$ in which one IL1 and one DL1 configuration are assigned to each task.

• A L2 cache partitioning scheme $P\{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m\}$ in which core $p_i \in P$ is allocated $f_i$ ways.

• Task $\tau_{k,i} \in T$ ($i^{th}$ task on core $p_k$) has execution time of $t_{k,i}(M, R, P)$. Let $E_{L1}(M, R, P)$ and $E_{L2}(M, R, P)$ denote the total energy consumption of all the L1 caches and the shared L2 cache, respectively.

Our goal is to find $M$, $R$ and $P$ such that the overall energy consumption $E$ of the cache subsystem:

$$E = E_{L1}(M, R, P) + E_{L2}(M, R, P)$$

(7–1)

is minimized subject to:

$$\max(\sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} t_{k,i}(M, R, P)) \leq D, \forall k \in [1,m]$$

(7–2)

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} f_i = \alpha ; \ f_i \geq 1, \forall i \in [1,m]$$

(7–3)

Equation (7–2) guarantees that all the tasks in $T$ are finished by the deadline $D$.

Equation (7–3) ensures that the L2 partitioning $P$ is valid.

\footnote{Our approach can be easily extended for individual deadlines.}
7.3.2 Static Profiling

For the time being, we assume that the task mapping $M$ is given (we will discuss more about it in Section 7.3.4). A reasonable task mapping would be a bin packing of the tasks using their base case execution time to all the $m$ cores so that the total execution time in each core is similar. Here the base case execution time refers to the time one task takes in the system where L1 cache reconfiguration is not applied (using the base configuration) and L2 cache is evenly partitioned. Theoretically, we can simply profile the entire task set $T$ under all possible combinations of $R$ and $P$. Unfortunately, this exhaustive exploration is not feasible due to its excessive simulation time requirement. Similarly as in Chapter 3, in this work, the reconfigurable L1 cache contains four banks each of which is 1 KB. Therefore, it offers total capacities of 1 KB, 2KB and 4 KB. Line size can be tuned from 16 to 64 bytes and each set supports 1-way, 2-way and 4-way associativity. There are total $h = 18$ different configurations. Even if we have four cores with only two tasks each core and a 8-way associative L2 cache, the total number of multicore architectural simulations will be $((18^2)^2)^4 \times 35$. To be specific, $18^2$ denotes the IL1 and DL1 cache configurations for each task. $(18^2)^2$ presents all possible L1 cache combinations of the two tasks in each core. Upon that, $(18^2)^2)^4$ denotes all the combinations across four cores. According to Equation (7–3), the size$^3$ of $P$ ($|P|$) equals 35. Obviously, this simulation time is even longer than the age of the universe if each simulation takes only 1 minute.

This problem can be greatly relieved by exploiting the independence of the design space’s each dimension. We observe that each task can actually be profiled individually. It is because the tasks that we consider do not have application-specific interactions (e.g., data sharing) except the contention for the shared cache resource. Essentially, using L2 cache partitioning, each core $p_i$ is running equivalently on a uniprocessor with $f_i$-way

---

$^3$ The size of $P$ can be calculated as $C_{m}^{3}$. 
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associative L2 cache (i.e., the capacity is $f_i/\alpha$ of the original). L1 cache activities are private at each core while L2 activities happen independently in each core’s partition. Therefore, we simulate each task in $\mathcal{T}$ independently under all combinations of L1 cache configurations and L2 cache partition factors (from 1 to $\alpha - 1$). In other words, the total number of single-core simulations equals to $h^2 \cdot (\alpha - 1) \cdot n$. Using the same example above, with 8 tasks, it is $(18^2) \times 7 \times 8$. Note that this profiling process is independent of the task mapping $\mathbf{M}$ and the number of cores $m$. Apparently, it will take only reasonable profiling time (e.g., at most three days).

**7.3.3 DCR + CP Algorithm**

Static profiling results are used to generate profile tables for each task. Each entry in the profile table records the cache energy consumption, for both L1 and the L2 partition, as well as the execution time of that task. The dynamic energy of L2 cache is computed using Equation (2–2) based on the statistics (accesses) from the core to which the task is assigned. The static energy, however, is estimated by treating the allocated ways as a standalone cache. There are $h^2 \cdot (\alpha - 1)$ entries in every profile table. For task $\tau_{k,i} \in \mathcal{T}$ ($i^{th}$ task on core $p_k$), let $e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)$ denote the total cache energy consumption if task $\tau_{k,i}$ is executed with (IL1,DL1) configurations $(c_{h_1}, c_{h_2})$ and L2 partition factor $f_k$. Similarly, let $t_{k,j}(h_1, h_2, f_k)$ denote the execution time. Our problem now can be presented as to minimize:

$$E = m \sum_{k=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)$$

(7–4)

subject to:

$$\max(\sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)) \leq D , \forall k \in [1, m]$$

(7–5)

$$m \sum_{i=1}^{f_i} f_i = \alpha ; \quad f_i \geq 1 , \forall i \in [1, m]$$

(7–6)
Our algorithm consists of two steps. Since static partitioning is used, all the tasks on each core share the same L2 partition factor $f_k$. This fact gives us an opportunity to simplify our algorithm without losing any precision. In the first step, we find the optimal L1 cache assignments for the tasks on each core separately under all L2 partition factors. Specifically, we find $R$ to minimize $E_k(f_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} e_{k,i}(c_1, c_2, f_k)$ constrained by $\sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} t_{k,i}(c_1, c_2, f_k) \leq D$ with $k$ and $f_k$ fixed for $\forall p_k \in \mathcal{P}$ and $\forall f_k \in [1, \alpha - 1]$. This step (sub-problem) is illustrated in Figure 7-4 for $p_m$ with $f_m = 2$. Similar to the uniprocessor DVS problem in Section 4.2.2, each instance of this sub-problem can be reduced from the multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) and thus is NP-hard.

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{m} E_k^*(f_k)
\]

Figure 7-4. Illustration of our algorithm.

Since the subproblem size (measured by $h^2$, $\rho_k$) and the embedded application size (measured by energy value) are typically small, a dynamic programming algorithm can find the optimal solution quite efficiently as follows. Let $e_k^{\text{max}}(f_k)$ and $e_k^{\text{min}}(f_k)$ be defined as $\sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} \max\{e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)\}$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{\rho_k} \min\{e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)\}$, respectively. Hence, $E_k(f_k)$
is bounded by \([e_k^{\text{min}}(f_k), e_k^{\text{max}}(f_k)]\). In order to guarantee the timing constraint, the energy value is discretized in our dynamic programming algorithm. Let \(S_j^{E_k}\) denote the partial solution for the first \(j\) tasks which has an accumulative energy consumption equal to \(E_k\) while the execution time is minimized. We create a two-dimensional table \(T\) in which each element \(T[j][E_k]\) stores the execution time of \(S_j^{E_k}\). The recursive relation for dynamic programming thus is:

\[
T[j][E_k] = \min_{h_1, h_2 \in [1, H]} \{T[j-1][E_k - e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)] + t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k)\} \tag{7-7}
\]

Initially, all entries in \(T\) store some value larger than \(D\). Based on the above recursion, we fill up the table \(T[j][E_k]\) in a row by row manner for all energy values in \([e_k^{\text{min}}(f_k), e_k^{\text{max}}(f_k)]\). During the process, all previous \(i - 1\) rows are filled when the \(i^{th}\) row is being calculated. Finally, the optimal energy consumption \(E_k^{*}(f_k)\) is found by:

\[
E_k^{*}(f_k) = \min_{E_k \mid T[\rho_k][E_k] \leq D} \{E_k\} \tag{7-8}
\]

Our algorithm iterates over all tasks in core \(p_k\) (1 to \(\rho_k\)). During each iteration, all discretized \(E_k\) values and L1 cache configurations (1 to \(h^2\)) for current task are examined. Therefore, the time complexity is \(O(\rho_k \cdot h^2 \cdot (e_k^{\text{max}}(f_k) - e_k^{\text{min}}(f_k)))\). Note that energy values (reflected in the last term of the complexity) can always be measured in certain unit so that they are numerically small to make the dynamic programming efficient. The size of table \(T\) decides the memory requirement, which is \(\rho_k \cdot (e_k^{\text{max}}(f_k) - e_k^{\text{min}}(f_k)) \cdot \text{sizeof} \text{(element)}\) bytes. In each entry of \(T\), we can use minimum number of bits to remember the L1 configuration index instead of real execution time values. For calculation purposes, two two-dimensional arrays are used for temporarily storing time values for current and previous iterations. The above process is repeated for \(\forall k \in [1, m]\) and \(\forall f_k \in [1, \alpha - 1]\)\(^4\).

\(^4\) If each core has at least one task, this scope can be reduced to \(\forall f_k \in [1, \alpha-m+1]\) since the minimum partition factor for each core is 1.
It is possible that, for some \( f_k \), there is no feasible solution for core \( p_k \) satisfying the deadline. We mark them as invalid. The results form a new profile table \( \mathcal{G} \) for each core in which there are \([1, \alpha - 1]\) entries and each entry stores the corresponding optimal solution \( E_k^*(f_k) \), as shown in Figure 7-4.

In the **second step**, the global optimal solution \( E^* \) can be found by calculating the overall energy consumption for all L2 partitioning schemes in \( \mathcal{P} \) which complies with Equation (7–6). Given a partition factor \( f_k \) for core \( p_k \), the optimal energy consumption \( E_k^*(f_k) \) observing \( D \) has been calculated in the first step. Invalid partitioning schemes are discarded. We have \( E^* = \min\{\sum_{k=1}^{m} E_k^*(f_k)\} \) for \( \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_m\} \in \mathcal{P} \). Therefore, for each L2 partitioning scheme, the corresponding solution can be found in \( O(m) \) time. Since the size of \( \mathcal{P} \) is small (e.g., 455 and 4495 for 4 cores with 16-way and 32-way associative L2 cache, respectively), an exhaustive exploration is efficient enough for this step to find the minimum cache hierarchy energy consumption in \( O(m \cdot |\mathcal{P}|) \) time. Otherwise, a dynamic programming algorithm can be used. Note that \( E^* \) is not strictly equal to the actual energy dissipation since the L2 cache still consumes static power in its entirety after some cores finish their tasks. Therefore, in our experimental results, we have added this portion of static energy to make it accurate. If L2 cache lines are powered off in those partitions using techniques such as cache decay [57] to save static power dissipation, \( E^* \) is already accurate. Each core along with its private caches are assumed to be turned off after it finishes execution. Algorithm 11 outlines the major steps in our DCR + CP approach.

### 7.3.4 Task Mapping

Since static cache partitioning is used in our approach, it is beneficial to map tasks with similar shared cache demand instead of the simple bin packing method described in Section 7.3.2 so that the shared cache is partitioned in an advantageous way for most of the time during execution. In order to characterize this demand, we define *optimal partition factor* \( (f_{opt}) \), for each benchmark, as the one larger than which the improvement of overall performance is less than a pre-defined threshold (e.g., 5%). For example, as
Algorithm 11: DCR + CP Algorithm.

1: for \( k = 1 \) to \( m \) do
2:     for \( f_k = 1 \) to \( \alpha - 1 \) do
3:         for \( l = e_k^{\min}(f_k) \) to \( e_k^{\max}(f_k) \) do
4:             for \( h_1, h_2 \in [1, h] \) do
5:                 if \( e_{k,1}(h_1, h_2, f_k) \) == \( l \) then
6:                     if \( t_{k,1}(h_1, h_2, f_k) < T[1][l] \) then
7:                         \( T[1][l] = t_{k,1}(h_1, h_2, f_k) \)
8:                     end if
9:                 end if
10:             end for
11:         end for
12:     end for
13:     for \( i = 2 \) to \( \rho_k \) do
14:         for \( l = e_k^{\min}(f_k) \) to \( e_k^{\max}(f_k) \) do
15:             for \( h_1, h_2 \in [1, h] \) do
16:                 \( \text{last} = l - e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k) \)
17:                 if \( T[i-1][\text{last}] + t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k) < T[i][l] \) then
18:                     \( T[i][l] = T[i-1][\text{last}] + t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, f_k) \)
19:                 end if
20:             end for
21:         end for
22:     end for
23: end for
24: for all \( P \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_m\} \in P \) do
25:     \( E^*_i = \sum_{k=1}^{m} E^*_k(f_k) \)
26: end for
27: return \( \min\{E^*_i\} \)

shown in Figure 7-5(a), we can see that \( f_{\text{opt}} \) for \textit{swim} benchmark is around 3 since further increase in partition factor achieves very little performance improvement. Similarly, for \textit{parser} benchmark, assigning 5 shared cache ways seems to be adequate thus \( f_{\text{opt}} = 5 \) for \textit{parser}. However, \textit{gcc} (Figure 7-5(b)) requires much larger shared cache resource since the performance keeps increasing along with the partition factor (i.e., \( f_{\text{opt}} = 7 \)).

As shown in Figure 7-5(d), \textit{bitcount} is an extreme case in which the performance is not affected by increasing partition factor. Therefore, its \( f_{\text{opt}} \) is 1. Our study shows that \( L1 \) configuration has minor impact on each benchmark’s optimal partition factor with only
minor exceptions. In other words, the performance trend normally remains the same for different partition factors when DCR is applied. Table 7-1 lists the $f_{opt}$ values for various benchmarks.

![Graphs](image)

Figure 7-5. Optimal partition factor variation with L1 caches of 4KB with 2-way associativity and 32-byte line size.

To illustrate the effect of task mapping in our DCR + CP algorithm, we exhaustively examine all the task mappings for the first four task sets in Table 7-2 with two tasks per core (totally 105 possible mappings). Figure 7-6 compares the energy consumption of the worst and best task mapping schemes for each task set. For task set 2 and 3, there are a number of task mappings which cannot lead to a valid solution for the given deadline. We observe 12% - 18% differences between the two scenarios which suggest that task mapping has non-negligible impact on our DCR + CP approach.
Table 7-1. Optimal partition factors for selected benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>( f_{opt} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basicmath</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ammp</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applu</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpr</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitcount</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sha</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toast</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>untoast</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mgrid</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucas</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parser</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patricia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stringssearch</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swim</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7-6. Task mapping effect.

Although it does not precisely indicate which partitioning scheme is the best, the optimal partition factor \( f_{opt} \) reflects task’s shared cache requirement which can heuristically guide our task mapping scheme. Ideally, we should make the total execution time of all cores (each running multiple tasks) as close as possible. Similarly, we should also ensure that the optimal partition factors of different tasks (assigned to each core) should be as close as possible. Experimental results in Section 7.4.2.3 shows that more energy savings can be achieved by wisely grouping tasks.
7.3.5 Varying Cache Partitioning Scheme

Until now, as described in Section 7.3.1, we assume a static L2 cache partitioning scheme \( P\{f_1, f_2, ..., f_m\} \) which assigns a fixed number of ways to each core \((f_i \text{ for core } p_i)\). As shown in Table 7-1, benchmarks have different preferred partition factor \((f_{opt})\). Intuitively, since there are multiple tasks per core, the assigned partition factor may not be beneficial for every task of that core. For example, as shown in Figure 7-7, the first task of each core has its \( f_{opt} \) value of 2, 1, 6 and 3, respectively. A reasonable partitioning scheme for them with 8-way L2 cache would be \( P\{1, 1, 4, 2\} \). However, if the next task in each core has \( f_{opt} \) values of 7, 5, 1 and 2, respectively, \( P\{1, 1, 4, 2\} \) would obviously be inferior.

We can potentially alleviate this problem by changing the partitioning scheme at runtime for better energy efficiency and performance. For example in Figure 7-7, we can change the partitioning scheme to \( P\{3, 3, 1, 1\} \) at some point (i.e., \( CP \) point) which better reflects the requirement of the remaining tasks. It is a major challenge to find when and how to vary the partitioning scheme at design time.

![Figure 7-7. Varying partitioning scheme.](image)

We can solve the problem in a similar way as described in Section 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 with the following modifications. Since the change of shared cache partitioning scheme happens simultaneously for all cores, it is possible that the partition factor changes during one task’s execution. In order to compute the energy consumption and execution time,
we evenly divide each task into a number of checkpoints based on a fixed time interval. In other words, the distance between two neighboring checkpoints is fixed, say, one million clock cycles. During static profiling, we record the amount of energy consumed and execution progress (in dynamic instructions) up to each checkpoint. As a result, in each task’s profile table, for every L1 cache configuration and L2 partition factor, there are multiple entries for all checkpoints.

We follow a two-step algorithm, namely DCR + VCP (Varying CP), similar to our DCR + CP algorithm in Section 7.3.3. At present, we assume a set of CP points is given. In the first step, we find the optimal L1 cache configurations for the tasks on each core separately under all local partitioning schemes for that core. Each local partitioning scheme $F_k$ here consists of one partition factor for every phase defined by the CP points (e.g., $f_k = 3$ for the first phase from time 0 to the only CP point and $f_k = 1$ from the CP point to the end). Note that we only change the partition factor at those CP points. There are $(\alpha - 1)^{\lambda+1}$ possible local partitioning schemes\(^5\) where $\alpha$ is the L2 cache associativity and $\lambda$ is the number of CP points. The dynamic programming algorithm for this step is modified as follows:

1. We need to compute the actual energy consumption and execution time for each task given the varying partition factor instead of simply fetching from the profile table.
2. Task’s energy consumption and execution time now depends on its start time since it determines the moment when the partition factor changes during the task’s execution. Therefore, for each task $\tau_{k,i}$ with $i \in [2, \rho_k]$, we iterate all energy values of its previous task $\tau_{k,i-1}$ which gives the end time of $\tau_{k,i-1}$ (from row $i - 1$ of table $T$) thus the start time of $\tau_{k,i}$. Specifically, line 12 to 21 of Algorithm 11 needs to be replaced with Algorithm 12. Here, $e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, F_k, \text{start})$ and $t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, F_k, \text{start})$

---

\(^5\) Similarly, it could be reduced to $(\alpha - m + 1)^{\lambda+1}$.  
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denote the cache energy consumption and execution time for executing task $\tau_{k,i}$ using the L1 configurations, local partitioning scheme and start time.

**Algorithm 12: DCR + VCP Algorithm** (replaces line 12-21 of Algorithm 11).

1: for $i = 2$ to $\rho_k$
2: for $l = e_{k}^{\text{min}}(F_k)$ to $e_{k}^{\text{max}}(F_k)$ do
3: for $h_1, h_2 \in [1, h]$ do
4: \text{start} = $T[i - 1][l]$
5: if $\text{start} > e_{k}^{\text{max}}(F_k)$ then
6: continue;
7: end if
8: \text{this} = $l + e_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, F_k, \text{start})$
9: if $T[i - 1][l] + t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, F_k, \text{start}) < T[i][\text{this}]$ then
10: $T[i][\text{this}] = T[i - 1][l] + t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, F_k, \text{start})$
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for

The second step remains the same as our DCR + CP algorithm except all possible global varying partitioning schemes are evaluated. Each phase in a global partitioning scheme defines a partition factor for each core and complies with Equation (7-6). Clearly, there are a total of $|P|^{\lambda+1}$ such partitioning schemes and the minimum cache hierarchy energy consumption can be found in $O(m \cdot |P|^{\lambda+1})$ time.

Note that there is certain error when we compute $t_{k,i}(h_1, h_2, F_k, \text{start})$ since the CP points may not always align with tasks’s checkpoints. As a result, the period between that pair of checkpoints observes two partition factors: one from the first checkpoint to the actual CP point and the other is from the actual CP point to the next checkpoint. We do not have this partial static profiling information since, as described above, we only record exactly at checkpoints. Therefore, we actually estimate the length of that particular time period assuming a uniform distribution of execution time and energy consumption based on the execution progress. However, since the length of the time interval (denoted by $\varphi$) between two checkpoints is significantly short compared with the tasks’s length (i.e., there are hundreds of checkpoints in each task), the error introduced here can simply be
eliminated by setting the deadline $D - \lambda \cdot \varphi$. In other words, we make the deadline slightly more stringent to ensure the solution generated by DCR + VCP actually satisfies the deadline. This modification is expected to perform at par with the original version since $\lambda \cdot \varphi$ is negligible compared with $D$.

7.3.6 Gated-$V_{dd}$ Shared Cache Lines

Powell et al. [85] showed that cache leakage power dissipation can be reduced by gating the supply voltage in unused portions. Cache decay exploits the sleep transistors at a granularity of individual cache lines [57]. Using this technique, we can switch off some L2 cache lines in each set whenever it is beneficial. It is especially helpful when the L2 cache has larger total capacity and associativity than what all the cores actually need (i.e., the sum of $f_{opt}$ values of concurrent tasks is less than $\alpha$) given the deadline. Specifically, the constraint ensuring the validity of $P$ is changed to:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} f_i \leq \alpha \ ; \ f_i \geq 1 \ , \ \forall i \in [1,m] \ (7-9)$$

The DCR + CP algorithm remains the same except that the number of all L2 partitioning schemes (the size of $P$) is increased. For example, $|P|$ becomes 1820 instead of 455 for 16-way associative L2 cache on a 4-core processor. In other words, the second step of our algorithm may take longer time but the complexity is still $O(m \cdot |P|)$.

7.4 Experiments

7.4.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate our approach’s effectiveness, we use 20 benchmarks selected from MiBench [35] – basicmath, bitcount, CRC32, dijkstra, FFT, patricia, qsort, sha, stringsearch, toast and untoast – and SPEC CPU 2000 [107] – ammp, applu, gcc, lucas, mcf, parser, swim, vpr and mgrid. In order to make the size of SPEC benchmarks comparable with MiBench, we use reduced (but well verified) input sets from MinneSPEC [63]. Table 7-2 lists the task sets used in our experiments which are combinations of the selected benchmarks. We choose 4 task sets where each core contains 2 benchmarks, 3 task
sets where each core contains 3 benchmarks and 2 task sets where each core contains 4 benchmarks. As mentioned in Section 7.3.2, the task mapping is based on the role that the total task execution time of each core is comparable. We evaluate different task mapping strategies in Section 7.4.2.3. The deadline $D$ is set in a way that there is a feasible L1 cache assignment for every partition factor in every core. In other words, all possible L2 partitioning schemes can be used. We will examine the effect from deadlines variation in Section 7.4.2.2.

M5 [10], a widely used architectural simulator, is adopted in our experiments. We enhanced M5 to make it support shared cache partitioning and different line sizes in different caches (IL1, DL1 and L2) to support L1 cache reconfiguration in CMP mode. We configure the simulated system with a four-core processor each of which runs at 500MHz. The TimingSimpleCPU model [10] in M5 is used which represents an in-order core which stalls during cache accesses and memory response handling. The L2 cache configuration is assumed to be 32KB, 8-way associative with 64-byte lines. The memory size is set to 256MB. The L1 cache, L2 cache and memory access latency are set to 2ns, 20ns and 200ns, respectively.

Table 7-2. Multi-task benchmark sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Core 1</th>
<th>Core 2</th>
<th>Core 3</th>
<th>Core 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core 1</td>
<td>qsort, vpr</td>
<td>parser, toast</td>
<td>untoast, swim</td>
<td>dijkstra, sha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 2</td>
<td>mcf, sha</td>
<td>gcc, bitcount</td>
<td>patricia, lucas</td>
<td>basicmath, swim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>applu, lucas</td>
<td>dijkstra, swim</td>
<td>ammp, FFT</td>
<td>basicmath,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stringsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 4</td>
<td>mgrid, FFT</td>
<td>dijkstra, parser</td>
<td>CRC32, swim</td>
<td>applu, bitcount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 5</td>
<td>mcf, toast, sha</td>
<td>gcc, parser,</td>
<td>patricia, qsort,</td>
<td>basicmath,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stringsearch</td>
<td>vpr</td>
<td>CRC32, ammp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 6</td>
<td>mgrid, parser,</td>
<td>toast, FFT, mcf</td>
<td>bitcount, ammp,</td>
<td>applu, dijkstra,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gcc</td>
<td></td>
<td>patricia</td>
<td>qsort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 7</td>
<td>vpr, sha, untoast</td>
<td>CRC32, lucas,</td>
<td>mgrid, bitcount,</td>
<td>applu, parser,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>stringsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 4</td>
<td>sha, mcf, untoast</td>
<td>toast, gcc,</td>
<td>lucas, FFT,</td>
<td>vpr, applu,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 8</td>
<td>basicmath</td>
<td>bitcount, patria</td>
<td>CRC32, ammp</td>
<td>mgrid, swim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 4</td>
<td>gcc, stringsearch, parser, dijkstra</td>
<td>untoast, mcf, ammp, bitcount</td>
<td>lucas, patricia, qsort, vpr</td>
<td>basicmath, toast, applu, CRC32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4.2 Results

7.4.2.1 Energy Savings

We compare the following three approaches.

- **CP**: L2 cache partitioning only (optimal).
- **DCR + UCP**: L1 cache reconfiguration with an uniform L2 cache partitioning (our approach).
- **DCR + CP**: L1 cache reconfiguration with judicious L2 cache partitioning (our approach).

Here CP only approach uses optimal L2 partitioning scheme with all L1s in base configuration. It can be achieved using our algorithm in Section 7.3.3 without the first step. Figure 7-8 illustrates this comparison in energy consumption for all task sets in Table 7-2. Energy values are normalized to CP. As discussed in Section 7.3.2, our reconfigurable L1 cache has a base size of 4KB. Here, we examine two kinds of L1 base configurations: 4KB with 2-way associativity and 32-byte line size (4KB\_2W\_32B), and 4KB with 4-way associativity and 64-byte line size (4KB\_4W\_64B). In the former case, DCR + CP can save 18.35% of cache energy on average compared with CP. In the latter case, up to 33.51% energy saving (e.g., for task set 4) can be achieved and averagely 29.29%. Compared with DCR + UCP, our approach is able to achieve up to 14% more energy savings by carefully select cache partitioning scheme \( P \). Note that although results for only two L1 base configurations are shown here, we observe similar amount of improvements can be achieved for other base configurations (e.g., 19.30% for 2KB\_2W\_32B).

It is valuable to disclose the energy reduction ability of our approach. Using task set 4 in Figure 7-8 (b) as an example, CP selects the best \( P\{1,5,1,1\} \) with L1 configuration of 4KB\_4W\_64B. It consumes total energy of 125.8 \( mJ \) and finishes all tasks in 1600 \( ms \). With DCR + CP, the optimal \( P\{2,4,1,1\} \) and the L1 caches are configured differently for each task. For example, FFT on Core 1 uses 1KB\_1W\_64B and 4KB\_4W\_16B of IL1 and
Figure 7-8. Cache hierarchy energy reduction with L1 base configuration of: (a) 4KB_2W_32B; (b) 4KB_4W_64B.

DL1, respectively, while *swim* on Core 3 uses 4KB_4W_16B and 2KB_2W_32B. Using DCR + CP, the energy requirement is reduced to 83.6 \( mJ \) and all tasks finishes in 1788 \( ms \).

### 7.4.2.2 Deadline Effect

It is also meaningful to see how deadline constraint can affect the effectiveness of our approach. Using the same example above, for task set 4, we vary the deadline from 1800 \( ms \) to 1520 \( ms \) in step of 10 \( ms \) (there is no solution for deadlines shorter than 1520 \( ms \)). Figure 7-9 shows the result for both CP and DCR + CP. At each step, the reduced deadline negatively impacts the energy saving opportunity. In other words, the energy consumption increases since the configuration that was energy efficient turns invalid due to
the timing constraint. We can observe that our approach can find efficient solutions and outperforms CP consistently at all deadline levels.

Figure 7-9. Deadline effect on total energy consumption.

7.4.2.3 Task Mapping Effect

In this section, we evaluate a simple task mapping heuristic based on optimal partition factor discussed in Section 7.3.4. For each task set in Table 7-2, benchmarks with equal or similar optimal partition factor (determined with L1 base configuration 4KB_2W_32B) are grouped together in the same core. Ideally, we would like to minimize the average variance of $f_{opt}$ values in each core. However, it is clearly a hard problem and our heuristic does the task mapping at the best effort. We compared the solution quality of our DCR + CP approach with and without task mapping in Figure 7-10. It can be observed that partition factor aware task mapping achieves more energy saving than simple bin packing mapping. However, the improvement is not significant (up to 6.3% but on average less than 5%). The reason behind it is that, in practice, the default bin packing normally leads to a task mapping that is reasonable (note that Figure 7-6 compares the best and the worst mappings). Another reason is that when tasks are grouped based on $f_{opt}$ values without considering their total execution time, the imbalanced workloads on each core will lead to more idle L2 cache ways and thus more static energy consumptions.
7.4.2.4 Effect of Varying Cache Partitioning

We compare DCR + CP and DCR + VCP in their energy saving ability to evaluate the varying L2 cache partitioning scheme. We make the number of CP points equal to the number of tasks per core minus one. In other words, we try to change the partition factor when a new task starts execution. However, since the partitioning scheme can only be altered simultaneously for all cores, the CP points are set based on the average start time of tasks. Specifically, for example, the first CP point is at the average start time of all the second tasks on each core under the base configuration. Figure 7-11 illustrates the results. It is worth to note that more energy savings can be achieved in scenarios with more tasks per core (12.1% versus 6.4% on average). The reason is that tasks sets with diverse $f_{opt}$ values make varying partition factor more advantageous.
The task mapping heuristic and varying partitioning scheme actually compete with each other. As described in Section 7.3.4, a good task mapping scheme makes $f_{opt}$ values of tasks in each core as close as possible. This fact compromises the advantage of changing the partition factor at runtime. In our study, we observe less additional energy savings applying DCR + VCP on systems with ideal task mappings. On the other hand, if DCR + VCP is employed, the task mapping heuristic shows limited benefit. Therefore, in practice, one of the two alternatives can be selected for further improvements.

### 7.4.2.5 Gated-$V_{dd}$ Cache Lines Effect

Switching-off unnecessary cache lines in our original L2 configuration (32KB with 8-way associativity) leads to limited additional energy saving since we can hardly shut down any cache line given the timing constraint. Therefore, we evaluate the effect from gated-$V_{dd}$ shared cache lines using a larger L2 configuration (64KB with 16-way associativity). Figure 7-12 shows the result assuming a fixed partitioning scheme. It can be observed that 12% cache hierarchy energy consumption can be saved on average.

![Figure 7-12. Gated-$V_{dd}$ cache lines effect on total energy consumption.](image)

In our study, we also observe that the energy saving achieved using power gating technique reduces if the deadline becomes more stringent. It is expected because a tight timing constraint requires utilizing more shared cache resources to maximize performance.
7.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an efficient approach to integrate dynamic cache reconfiguration and partitioning for real-time multicore systems. We discovered that there is a strong correlation between L1 DCR and L2 CP in CMPs. While CP is effective in reducing inter-task interferences, DCR can further improve the energy efficiency without violating timing constraints (i.e., deadlines). Our static profiling technique drastically reduces the exploration space without losing any precision. Our DCR + CP algorithm, which can find the optimal L1 configurations for each task and L2 partition factors for each core, is based on dynamic programming with discretization of energy values. Moreover, we explored varying partitioning scheme and shared cache line power gating for more energy savings. We also studied the effect of deadline variation and task mapping based on shared cache resource demand of each task. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach (29.29 - 36.01% average energy savings).
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Energy consumption is one of the most important design issues in industry. Energy awareness and optimization techniques are critical especially for embedded systems which normally have various constraints. Real-time systems which run applications with timing constraints demand unique design considerations. This dissertation presented a set of novel tools, techniques and methodologies for energy, power and thermal optimization in real-time embedded systems. This chapter concludes this dissertation and outlines possible future research directions.

8.1 Conclusions

Dynamic reconfiguration is successful in various system optimizations. Processor and cache subsystem are the two most significant contributors in overall system energy consumption. Dynamic cache reconfiguration (DCR) and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) are the major techniques for cache subsystem and processor energy optimization, respectively. However, due to various constraints (e.g., timing, energy, thermal) in real-time embedded system design, it is a major challenge to decide when and how to reconfigure the system so that lower power dissipation, higher performance and lower peak temperature can be achieved. Fortunately, as discussed in Chapter 1, there are various optimization opportunities that can be exploited based on dynamic reconfiguration techniques. This dissertation’s contributions are summarized as follows.

Chapter 2 described general system models, energy models for different system components and thermal models that are used throughout this dissertation. Chapter 3 presented SACR – a scheduling-aware cache reconfiguration approach – for soft real-time systems in which minor deadline violations are acceptable. Both statically and dynamically scheduled systems are studied. Our approach employed a phase-based static profiling technique whose outputs are effectively utilized during runtime to guide cache reconfiguration. We also developed efficient heuristics for design space exploration of multi-level cache
hierarchy reconfiguration. Chapter 4 proposed two algorithms for DVS in hard real-time systems. To exploit static time slack, we proposed a novel DVS scheme for preemptive task sets named PreDVS. PreDVS assigns voltage levels to tasks at a finer granularity and can achieve more energy savings than existing inter-task DVS schemes without additional runtime overhead. Our approach is based on an approximation algorithm which can guarantee to give close-to-optimal solutions. In the same chapter, we also devised an efficient dynamic slack reclamation algorithm which allocates slacks more judiciously and aggressively than existing approaches at runtime.

Chapter 5 described our study in systematic integration of DVS and DCR for system-wide energy optimization. Our energy estimation framework takes all major system components – processor, cache subsystem, buses and main memory – into consideration. Previous studies have shown that a critical speed exists below which the processor voltage level cannot be reduced to avoid leakage power dominating the processor energy savings. We found that, with respect to overall system consumption, the critical speed drastically increases when other components and DCR are accounted. Therefore, DCR and DVS, along with task procrastination, could be employed together for system-wide optimizations. Based on this study, we also proposed a general and flexible algorithm for dynamic reconfiguration in real-time systems.

High temperature on chip will result in decrease in reliability, performance and energy efficiency. In Chapter 6, we proposed a novel formal method based DVS algorithm in temperature- and energy-constrained systems. The goal of our approach is to find a valid voltage scaling scheme for a real-time task set given the timing, energy and peak temperature constraints. We modeled the problem using extended timed automata, which is verified by the model checker. If there exists a solution, our approach can generate the corresponding DVS scheme as the witness trace.

Chapter 7 presented our research in energy optimization of the cache hierarchy in real-time multicore systems. We effectively integrated DCR and CP simultaneously. Our
approach is designed to find beneficial configurations for private caches in each core and the partition scheme for the shared cache so that the energy consumption is minimized while the timing constraints are satisfied. We also studied the impact of varying CP at runtime, task mapping heuristics and Gated-$V_{dd}$ cache lines.

In conclusion, this dissertation presented a comprehensive and cohesive study of energy optimization in real-time embedded systems. We developed a set of efficient techniques and applied on a wide a variety of systems to significantly improve overall energy consumption, system performance and thermal constraints. Our research will lead to real-time systems with higher power efficiency, performance and reliability.

### 8.2 Future Research Directions

Energy consumption has been and will continue to be a critical design issue. The research presented in this dissertation can be extended in the following possible directions:

- For dynamically scheduled systems which run aperiodic or sporadic tasks, employing DCR will lead to a small amount of deadline violations. Therefore, in this case, the proposed technique only works for soft real-time systems. We believe it is unlikely that DCR can be enabled in dynamically scheduled hard real-time systems with preemptive workloads. However, further studies are needed to check whether it can work for nonpreemptive tasks.

- Currently, our cache reconfiguration technique for both uniprocessor and multicore systems is based on static profiling which requires extensive design time and certain assumptions (e.g., known inputs). We have discussed that existing dynamic analysis techniques do not work for real-time systems. It is challenging to design an efficient, predictable and nonintrusive online cache performance analyzer.

- We have pointed out that PreDVS can be employed together with intra-task DVS techniques for runtime slack exploitation. Although some of the techniques are relatively independent from each other, our research can be extended by comprehensively integrating PreDVS, intra-task DVS, dynamic slack reclamation and task rescheduling for overall energy optimizations.

- Our approach for temperature- and energy-constrained scheduling can be further extended to support multicore architectures. We need to take thermal transmission among on-chip cores into consideration. Task mapping and sequencing may also play an important role in this scenario. Since the TCEC scheduling in uniprocessor
systems is NP-hard and the extended problem on multicore processors is even more difficult, an approximation algorithm is the best approach.
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